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Company F and the management enterShow
tained all who had assisted in the show at
a supper given in Red Men’s hall. Osceola
te Faces in Three
Council, Daughters of Pocahontas,catered
and served a delicious menu. The two
rt rrrsances.
long tables, centered with bright red carirel show given nation
pinks, had covers for 65 guest
latent under the and every seat was occupied.
At the
<
Leary of Bangor heads of the tables were Capt. Dickey,
mpany F. ot the the Lieutenants and Mr. O’Leary.
Capt.
was a pleasure to
Dickey in behalf of the Company made
Red the Armory a fine speech, saying in part that the
v
ihe director and spread was simply to show their appreciaKeen’s orchestra tion and not in any manner to cancel
M; s. Bessie Keyes the;r indebtedness.
He also showed a
died the best of large photograph of the cast and chorus
and
motion
ibers
and said each would be presented with
snap that was
one as a souvenir of the o casion.
The
said
only
so,but photo was take by A. C. Tuttle at the
the chorus, and dress rehearsal.
Every guest was called
buds until each upon and with a few exceptions among
t came next.
the boys responded with alacrity and
d tided: Keep the practically all, including the
director,
s a Long Way to
poped that a show or opera would be
there, Send Me given at some future time under the same
u of Arc, Somedirection and with the same cast. It was
's a Lily, Over a very merry
party at the supper.
for
My Boy
You,
The show was a most decided financial
The entire coni' success and was repeated the third night,
three sections of Wednesday, March 5th, at the very genre dressed in black
eral request of those unable to secure
resses, with red, good seats at the other presentations.
mining, while Mr.
white suit. The
A Belfast Artist Honored.
Melvin O. Dickey,
nimons, Thomas
and John Casey,
Studio Lights, a small craft magazine
I'iie stage was very published by the Eastman Kodak Comdecorated with pany of Rochester, N. Y., is always infoliage and red teresting as a work of art in photography
tiresome waitings
and typography, but when the February
.iff hp
narl
number reached our desk we were detiie second part.
lighted to find that all of its ten full-page
the program of the illustrations were from the studio of one
iiar song Howdy. of Belfast’s professional photographers.
Hu e, but he made
Each page bears the credit to Charles A.
e song and dance.
Townsend, Belfast, Maine,’ and the de< .is
charming in her scriptive phrase, Eastman Commercial
Little Buttercup. Ortho Film, Artura Print This means
M
Belfast minstrel more to the professional photographer
od m minstrel art, than to the average reader, but everyone
tin* Land of Yania can appreciate the beautiful pictures that
d applause. Miss adorn its pages.
heard for the first,
Two of the landscape pictures were
i\ed the commen- taken last summer by Mr. Townsend in
sang very sweetly the White Mountain region and are more
new song, Moththan photographs; they are really works
Like You. Thomas of art.
The scenery is grand and a glint
aii
the house and of sunshine is seen even in the magazine
is exhausted
as
he reproduction. The other two landscapes
Sailing Away on are scenes at the Belfast Water Works.
Irs Basil R. Allen, Little River just above th? dam has furil reception, in her nished a scene as artistic, even if it lacks
pleasingly the new the grandeur of mountain peaks. Its irwas also graceful
regular shore lire with familiar foliage
reen parasol. Mrs.
| and ilowers are restful and the cloud efr
iiso a popular vocal- fect are wonderful. The other view is
illy received as she of the dam proper and is perfectly clear
s
You Dear.
Her even in the section showing the foam as
second part, was the falls meet the river.
I showed the range
The garden view at the Crosby summer
eel tones.
Melvin home oil Northport avenue is a peep into
M comical seleca veritable fairyland and so distinct that
he Old Gray Mare, the pond lilies seem to bob in their pool
: from first to last
and the raceme and single Ilowers even
jf the audience and in the distance are readily recognized.
.;s well.
The vine-covered home with its awningwere
compos- shaded windows and cosy retreats is very
1 he Third Maine picturesque.
The others are interior views, including
.Long Years Ago,
Pretty Girls Long a view of the operating room of the Wali s Some Very Pretty
do County Hospital, light, airy and sani■'
vs So, and others.
tary, with its modern apparatus. The
1 'ins'
line voice and picture is so clear that the instruments
heard to good ad
can be easily seen in their glass cases.
; song, So Long Sal.
The dining room of the Northport CounDexter and the com- try Club, looking towards its massive
:n
the popular war stone fireplace, is attractive and inviting
Know Y’ou’re Home. in its homelike atmosphere. The remainsolo.
B L. Davis, ing views are in one of the most beautiful
!ieard in the audience private residences on the Maine coast—
"U
in himself” as he tlie Cobe mansion; sections of the main
'i-m Be Back in Dixie
hall with its massive stairs, statuary,
f the second part he etc.; its music room showing piano, the
and
laughter
applause wonderful pipe organ and several pieces
been confusion to any of artistic gold-finished furniture. The sun
is work.
! parlor scene show the artist’s skii! more
1 good work in con- than any of the above mentioned. In the
n ol the cabaret which
immediate foreground can be seen plant
Miss Lillian Dexter, foliage, willow chairs, table and fireplace,
Till the Cows Come while in the perspective is an unshaded
Mive Morse in fancy window through which may be seen gardances as an accom- den shrubs, the waters of the bay and
liberal applause, file shores of Searsport.
ag
nghi, a character song, I Mr. Townsend’s work in Belfast and
bv another new voice, 1 vicinity is always admired as he does
accompanied by the well everything he undertakes from post
chorus, all wearing card to wall picture; but it is in the
Several larger summer resorts both on the coast
mg kimonas.
very well told by Miss and among the mountains that he has
reshman in the Belfast done some of his best work.
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a

was cordially recei ,ed
aded as she appeared in
d Yo u See My Jimmy
Rosebuds in this chorus
'rick halo of green. Mrs.
her husband, had had
>1 much previous experi■d linished work in song
g of Oh Frenchy. Mrs.
as charming and sweet
and gave much pleasure
dear Your Voice in the

WILLARD

E.

PAGE.

■

irus

I
I
I
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accompaniment by

delightful one with
Hammons in Italian
y sang the love ditty, I’ll
to Italy.
The Rosebuds
was a

ut.

name

in the chorus of

yarns and character
t Weary Yet, were well
also good a.» interlocuter

E. Page of Belfast died last
Thursday in the Bangor Insane Hospital,
where he had been for some months, his
mind becoming deranged after a long and
trying illness. He was the son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Page and had spent all
He was about 68 years
his life in Maine.
One son, Ralph H. Page of Belof age.
fast, survives. His wife and two daughMr. Page was
ters died many years ago.
He
a
machinist and a good workman.
was for
many years employed in the
The funeral was
Howard machine shop.
held Monday at 11 a. m., Rev. Charles
W. Martin of the Methodist church officiating. The interment will be in Grove
Willard

Cemetery.

sea

by the whole compopular number, Good
from the Opera “Modern

ie was
ae

STATE OF TRADE

depression
j Quiet and cautious.
voiced in reports. 'Improvement visible
more
| over a month ago, however, and and
Less

1

j
1

"t

including the soloists

Frances

Macomber.Mar-

orgie Hall, Doris Allen,

Geneva Stephenson, Earl
Craig, Avard Craig, Chas.
nd Blazo, Frank Downs,
Rudolph Saunders, Lewis
Rosebuds were: Olive and
irse, Ernestine Webber,
i, Harriet White, Eileen
hen Fletcher and Clara
act with the exception of
e in dress suits and daint}

adding

very

materially

tc

of the scene,
ig at 6 30, the officers of
ss

You

optimism expressed. Trade, industry
collections fair, or better than fair. Lola
checks
snap helps coal a little, hut rather
spring buying. Export demand for foods
steel
large, and cotton, leather, iron and

and lumber show more life in this branch,
toUnemployment not serious if official
tals are correct. Promise of more em-

not
ployment as spring opens. Luxuries
neglected in retail lines. Drastic curtailtone
ment of production visible in firmer
of textiles —Bradstreets of March 1st.

Mrs. Arthur Ritchie was in Portland
conlast Thursday to attend a committee
and
ference of the Y. W. C. A. workers
Falmouth
their luncheon given at the

Hotel._—

Men

bit particular or hard to fit, come to this store and let us
suit from the International Tailoring Co. samples or Hart,
'■"‘ier & Mark.
From either line you are- SURE of a perfict fit,
of getting all wool fabrics, SURE of getting a suit built for
"id on the lines and in the style you prefer, and YOU MUST BE
': iSFIED or
SATISFACTION is sewed
you can’t have the suit.
very seam.
ft

a

ou a

who have had the pleasure of meeting BOBBIE KEATING at
Uinsmore store will be glad to know he has associated himself
'dh this
store, and he will be glad to welcome all old friends. Come
1:1
a»d give him the glad hand.
Very truly yours.
u

BERT L. DAVIS
Store phone, 223-1!
319-3
House “

A Perfect

BELFAST,

A Record Crowd
Entertained by Master and
Agents.

w™6^6/10^

Krescr slid off her
ways and made her maiden
bow to an
astonished crowd just 50
minutes in adtime- 1 P' m„ with at
least half of Belfast and
many visitors
or at thelr homes.
The blocks had been
started aft and
one had been cut out
forward, and then
workmen were to ,put the
blocking aft
when she settled just a
trifle, hesitated
the fraction of a
second, and then made

7°7>7,fSC redDU e.d
Th„thhiWaty V1*,6 tard

perfect launching without accident of
kind, and every whistle blowing in
salute. The only misfortune was
the fact
that many missed the handsome
sight of
seeing this magnificent vessel glide into
the water with all colors
in
Hying a light
breeze and bright sunshine.
She was christened with a beautiful
bunch of American
Beauty roses and
champagne by Miss Julia Talcott of 18
East 66th St., New York
City in the presence of an immense crowd
including partiesfrom New York, Boston, Cambridge,
a

any

f airfield,Watervilie and all
nearby towns'
The city took a half holiday in honor of
the unusual event
Capt. and Mrs. Kreger with their son,
Henry F. Kreger, a student at the Harvard Law School, entertained about two
hundred guests at a dinner, with the ladies of the Methodist society
catering.
As a souvenir of the occasion Mrs.
Kreger presented Miss Talcott with a
beautiful little silver brooch made to
order at Tiffany’s. It is octagon in
form,
is set in emeralds and bears the tin\ miniature of the vessel she christened.
Among the many hundreds of guests in
the city were Miss Talcott and her
friends,
Miss Gretchen Schoen and Miss Mollie
Crawford of New York, Capt. and Mrs.
Xreger’s son, Mayor and Mrs. E. C. Wardwell and party of Waterville.
All standing room was taken on the morning train
and many came from the surrounding
towns in all kinds of conveyances.
Wednesday, March 5th, was a gala day
for Belfast, as it witnessed its first launching in ten years from a local yard, where
in times past hundreds of schooners,
brigs and ships had been constructed.
The keel of this very handsome fivemasted schooner was laid late in March,
1918, in the Mathews Brothers yard, O
E. Frost, proprietor. The, only delay in
her building has been in conditions resultant on the war. The yard is one of
the best equipped in Maine, has up-todate electrical machinery and hoisting
gear in the yard proper, while just across
the street is the extensive wood working
plant, also the property of Mathews
Brothers.
She is tile largest vessel ever
built in Waldo county and one of the
largest to be built in Maine this year.
Her keel is 225 feet long and she is 245
feet oves-all.
She measures almost 3,500
tons.
Her anchors are immense and
weights 6,000 pounds with 110 fathoms
each of 2 1-3 inch chain.
She also has a

powerful hoisting engine.
Her managing owners are Crowell &
Thurlow of Boston. Her first commander
and a large owner is Capt. William R.
Kreger of Fairfield, Me., who has been
here to superintend the construction in
conjunction with Mr. Frost, her builder.
Capt. Kreger has had many years of experience in sea faring sailing last in the
Edward W. Lawrence.
He will probably
take the Kreger on her maiden trip with
case oil to Rotterdam, Holland.
The beautiful weather of the past few
months has been appreciated by all concerned in her construction.
Only on one
morning has ice been seen on the shore,
none has collected under the wharf and
there has been no snow fall to cause de-

lay.
Henry Staples of this city had charge
of the blacksmith work, Henry Gardiner
of Castine had charge of six mgn in the
rigging force, Mr. Harrington of the Hyde
ma-

chinery and Mr Sampson <f Bath made
the spars.
Mr. Prince of Bangor installed the electric lights.
Lewis A. brown
has been master builder, Luther Calder-

fastener,

a

The

builder,

man

The Builders’ Banquet.

wood

Each workwas to succeed.
had done his part in assembling
the schooner and he congratulated all on
the splendid spirit of loyalty shown from
first to last and hoped for the sake of all
that the substantial ways of the Jennie
Flood Kreger would bear many more vessels. Mr. Lew Thurlow was presented as
a
successful business man along many
lines and he was greeted with prolonged
applause. He had known Capt. Kreger,
but at the beginning of this schooner’s
!
construction Mr. Frost was an entire
stranger to his firm, he then took occaI sion to pay a tribute to Mr. Frost, that
any man would be willing to undertake
the work and worry of ship construction
The Jennie Flood
to be able to receive.
Kreger is one of the very best vessels his
firm has ever had built and that means
much.
He reviewed the conditions of
shipping and of shipbuilding at the present; expressed his faith in the future of
the sailing vessel as the cheapest carrying power in the world and called Capt.
Kreger one of the best masters in the
His only regret was that his
country
firm was not at present able to place anB. B.
other contract with Mr. Frost.
Greenlaw responded to his name with reciting a nautical poem Tacking Ships OiT
Shore, which he applied to the Kregers.
Rev. Arthur E. Wilson congratulated all
on the pleasure they must have received
in having a part in finishing such a handHe envied the man
some piece of work.
who could look on the completion of his
efforts.
He repeated a selection from
Kipling’s ‘Ship That Found Herself.” He
made a fine closing by offering to
take stock in the next vessel to be contracted for here.
Comparatively few
realized w hat the toast-master meant or
which way he was sailing when he announced that a lady friend in a nearby
city had loaned something very precious
to her, but equally essential to this occasion, that it had been in constant use
so long that its imprint “Made in Germany” was practically defaced, but must
be returned to her without scratch or injury and this he had given his word of
honor to do. He then called Capt. Kreger.
the genial Captain had been caught in
too many squalls on all kinds of seas to
be disconcerted by a friendly puff in a
home port and came on deck with as good
a
speech in as few words as a genuine
master could give so large a crew.
Mr.
Alton K. Braley of the mill force in response to his name repeated most impressively Longfellow’s Building of the Ship.
Then in a most serious vein Mr. Keene
presented Mr. Frost, who has made Belfast his home for 20 years.
A few extracts would only do an injustice to a
speech such as the builder made to all
who were his guesls on this impressive
and
most
and
altogether
generous
courteous occasion
It rang with a
true note of friendship, courteous treatment, faith in their ability as managers
and workmen, appreciation of what they
had accomplished, of faith that the Jennie Flood Kreger would make a good
launching. He said he had a secret for all
in his hearing, but that it must not be
repeated and then laughingly came forward
with the statement that Capt.
Kreger was “perfectly satisfied with the
vessel,” whereupon Mr. Thurlow remarked that it was not a secret because
Capt. Kreger had said the same thing in
Just to cause a laugh on the
! Boston.
Captain Mr. Frost related the Captain’s
experience of sticking half way down as
he attempted to show the workmen that
a man could go through the vessel’s coal
scuttle.
Capt. Kreger has promised to
pose in that position for a cut for use in
The Journal before his vessel leaves port,
the builder to pay for the photo and give
a liberal premium.
The program closed
with three cheers and a tiger for Mr.
Frost.
1

Launching.

Windlass Co. of Bath installed her
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Colonial Theatre
Quality Photoplays Now Being Shown
This Cozy, Comfortable Playhouse,

at

Matinee and Evening.

Bryant Washburn, Thursday

B. B. Greenlaw and E E
Seldom has a better star been shown
Babcock, inside carpenters, Goodhue &
for the leading role in a play than Bryant
Co., plumbers, Leroy A. Coombs, draftsman.
Mr. Coombs also built her hand- Washburn in the six-part Artcraft special, “Till I Come Back To You,” which
some yawl boat.
Exquisite proShe was a beauty as she stood on'the will be shown Thursday.
duction has been given to this picture
ways ready to plunge into waters of the
which
a
possesses
patriotic and powerful
Penobscot Bay.
Her hull is a copper
brown below the water line apd a dark appeal for all classes. “Till I Come Back
1 To You” has
to make it an
everything
bronze green above the line. The houses
A1 attraction.
are white and the metal work is all
galThe two-reel funfest. “Sheriff Nell’s
vanized. The after house is finished in
plain oak, gum-wood and mahogany with Funk,” produced by Mack Sennett, will
hard wood floors.
The midship forward complete Thursday’s bill.
houses are in Oregon fir. Her masts arc
handsome sticks ot Oregon hr and are
lEthel Barrymore, Friday
110 feet long.
The topmast are 55 feet
The beautiful actress of international
long and are of Maine pine and spruce.
fame, Ethel Barrymore, returns to the
Almost as soon as the keel was laid she Colonial’s screen
Friday in the famous
was named the Jennie Flood Kreger in
comedy-drama “Our Mrs. McChesney.”
honor of the Captain’s wife, and- he ex- As an added
attraction, Friday evening
pects her to be a lucky schooner for that ( only, Miss Ida
Gardner, the famous conreason.
Her home and her hailing port,
tralto, will render favorite songs. On
in
handsome
letBoston,
unusually
gold
Friday evening “Our Mrs. McChesney”
ters on her stern, her trail boards and
will be shown from 7.00 to 8.15 P. M., the
figure-head, which bears the shield of time of the concert, and it will oe repeather builders—Mathews Brothers—were ed after the
concert for the benefit of the
the work of a local artist, Leroy A.
latecomers. We urge everyone desiting
Coombs.
good seats to come as early as possible,
mesuay evening Mr. rrosl gave a ban- the doors being opened Friday night at
quet in Memorial Hall to her commander, 0.20 P. M.
her agents, her owners, to every man on
the vessel’s pay roll and to all employed
Charles Ray, Saturday
in the mill at the present time. The laIn his new Thomas H. Ince-Paramount
dies of the Baptist society caleieu and
; photoplay, “String Beans,” in which he
Me.Keen’s orchestra furnished music. : will be seen next
Saturday, Charles Ray
Mr. Frost preferred to do this rather thar appears as the
country boy who pigts the
furnish the traditional liquor treat of by- schemes of a shrewd “bunco”
artist from
He wanted to personally the
gone days.
i
city to naught. The idea is to raise
thank bis men face to face over a good
from
the
farmers
to
start
a stringmoney
Covers were laid for 125 from bean
feast
canning factory—but it is a swindle
handsomely appointed tables with a mrst and Mr. Ray, as Toby Watkins, the nodelicious menu well served. Rev. Arthur | account lad from the
farm, upsets the
E. Wilson invoked a blessing.
Wil'.iam whole thing and finally wins the mayor’s
K Keene, for many years identified with
daughter in the bargain.
Mathews Brothers, was master of ceremonies.
Among the out-of-town guests
Alice Brady, Monday
were Mr. Lew Thurlow of Boston,
Capt.
Green of Rockport, Chester L. Pascall of
The many admirers of Alice Brady will
Rockport, William McAuiey, foreman of welcome the news that she will be seen
Bean’s shipyard in Camden.
Mr. Keene in her
on
live-part select picture
I introduced Mayor Clement W. Wescott Monday, “The Death Dance.” Although
1 as
a man equal to any in the State and
this picture is not for children and the
i the Mayor did himself credit and fulfilled narrow-minded, it will be of the greatest
the prophecy of the toast-master.
He entertainment for the broad
minded
said the day marked a sign-post in Bel- adults. It is the best Alice Brady has
Miss Jennie Flood was his turned out in some time, and this statefast history.
I
teacher at Freedom Academy and at ment alone is enough to ensure a big
Bucksport Seminary, and the Mayor said patronage Monday.
that the schooner bearing her name
would be a success and while he Knew
Matinee Only
i little of the genial Capt. Kreger it was Douglas Fairbanks, Tuesday,
Because of Castellucci’s Neapolitans at
; enough for him that Miss Flood took him
He hoped that Belfast the theatre Tuesday evening at 8.15 P.
; for a husband.
I would have her share in the country’s M., Douglas Fairbanks in a Triangle reI work of replacement and much of the issue, “American Aristocracy,” will be
city’s success would rest with her work- shown Tuesday at the matinee only at
| men. He paid his respects to govern- 2.30.
I ment control in no uncertain words, but
Win. S. Hart and Houdini, Wednesday
closed with wishing the
_

FIVE CENTS

City Government.

The News ot Belfast.

*

The March meeting of the city government was held Monday evening, with
Mayor Wescott, Aldermen Cooper, Simmons, Clements, Hatch and Thompson;

Councilmen Howes, Durham, Thompson,
Hall, Sylvester, Payson and Perry, present.

I

The roll of accounts was passed as follows:
Contingent .$ 716 03
46 54
Highways.
Armory. 149 63
Interest. 119 72
1 40
Bridges.
School Charity.
2 25
Street Lights.
401 25
62 60
Supt. of Schools.
School Physician.
50 00
Belfast tree Linrary.
13193
School Contingent.
43 77
Text Books.
Kepsirs and Insurance.
Sewers.
Cemeteries
City Team
Hayford account.

48 33
35 34
13 85
26 25
66 51
114 69
517 83
2 02
62 43
360 00
494 92
48(0

Fire Department.
Police Department.

City Building.
1

school Transportation.
tieneral School Purposes.
State of Maine

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs.
on Friday afternoon.

Isabella Cross

Abatements.

1,891 80
1,664 87
1,922 00
70 53
66 65
399 53

$105,995 38

$105,995 38

Respectfully submitted,
Edmund Wilson, Collector.

PRIVATE H. II COLLINS REPORTED
DEAD.

Monday afternoon Private Herbert
Harmon Collins’ parents received a telefrom the Adjutant General at
gram
Washington, D. C., saying: “Private
Herbert H. Collins of the 127th
Co.

H.,

previously

reported

Infantry,
slightly

wounded in action Oct. 4th, is now reported died about Oct. 4th. Cause of
death to be determined.” His la ;t letter
home bore the date of Sept. 13th and his
first letter was written Aug. 13th, his
birthday, when he said: “I shall never
It is now supposed
forget this day.”
that he was in action from Aug. 13th to
Oct. 4th, when wounded.
His family
have been anxious and in response to inquires sent through the Ked Cross, the
message was received several weeks ago
that he was suffering from gunshot
wounds. He went to Camp Devens in
the draft in May, 1918, and left for France
in July. He was anxious to do his part
in the war and had courage that all would
With his citizen’s
be well with him.
clothes from Camp Devens came the
message to his mother to put them where
he always kept them as he would later
His letters trom Camp Devcome home.
ens said the life just suited him.
Private
Collins was born in Belfast August 13,
loyo,

uie

ziexi

io

uie

youngest

cnnu

or

Michael J. and Mary (Clark) Collins and
his death is the first break in their family of eleven children. He attended the
city schools, was always a good boy and
For a
maue an exemplary young man.
time he was employed in Mathews’ mill
he
was
called
time
in
the
at
the
and
draft he was clerking for the hardware
firm of Wadsworth-Howland Co. of Boston. The deepest sympathy of the city
bereaved
his
relatives.
is
extended
Among the surviving are his parents and
the following brothers and sisters: Mae
A., wife of Timothy Crocker of South
Hyannis, Mass., John S. of Belfast, Mrs.
Louise E. Strecker of Allston, Mass,,
Nellie J., wife of Edward H. Fletcher of
Belfast, Charles M. of Belfast, Sarah C.,
wife of Charles W. Lockwood of Watertown, Mass., Henry W., now at Hyeres,
France, in the 57th Artillery, C. A. C.,
Ralph S. of Brighton, Mass., Private Elmer S., now in the quartermasters corps
in
the New York General Hospital,
Alphonso E. of Brighton.
Ralph and
Alphonso have recently received their
discharges from Camp Devens, where
they were in training.
FLETCHER E.

STAPLES.

Abner G.

schooner GodBig Bill Hart in his latest Artcraft picspeed and good luck and hoped she would
be worthy of the flag floating from her ture “Branding Broadway,” a play showmasthead, denoting industry, happiness, ing Bill in an entirely different role and
efficiency and unity. Mr. James H. Houdini in the eleventh episode of “The
Howes was introduced as one of the Master Mystery” is the mighty interestfirst to take stock and one always among ing program for Wednesday. To be sure
the first in Belfast’s best interests. Mr. of good seats, come early!
Swanville.
Howes said he envied the builders who
were able to accomplish such results as
Mrs. Lewis Pollard and Mias Minnie
Miss Grace A. Lord returned Saturday
is seen in this completed vessel. That Jones arrived today from Waterville and night from a brief visit in
Bangor, the
from the time the keel was laid it was will be the guests over Thursday of Mrs. guest of Mr. and Mra. Clarence W. Proc1
apparent to him that Mr. Frost, aa Robert P. Coombs,
tor, formerly of BelfasL

return home and expects to occupy his

Gilmore,

who has been at the

sition of manager, life and accident de-

Mrs. Davis for a visit at their former
home in Cutler, where he also has
fishing

PERSONAL.

interests.

Mrs. L. C. Wade received a telegram
and also a letter Monday from her son
Irvin F. Wade of Co. D., 147th Machine
Gun Battalion, saying that he arrived at
Newport News last Friday.

The Belfast Board of Trade sent a telegram to Washington last Friday urging the passing of the daylight saving
order. This plan as tried last year was
greatly enjoyed in this section of the
country, giving long evenings and apparently causing no inconvenience to business interest or manufactory.

Company F. basket ball team won in
last Saturday evening’s game in the Armory with the Deer Isle A. A team in a
While the score was
score of 36 to 34.
large it w'as close enough to be of interest
from the first shot in the basket to the
Lieut. Basil R. Allen refereed. The
last.
summary:

Deer Isle A A.
Company F.
I.othrop If.rb Greeley
Vaughan rf.lb Thompson
Donahue c.c Greenlaw
Gray lb.rf Powers
Morse lb
Dickey rb.If Carmon
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
WEST Belfast.
Simmons are receiving congratulations
and Mrs. Herof
a
son....Mr.
on the birth
bert Kimball entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Elms and Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Elms and children at dinner Sunday.
Mrs. Frank Grady has returned home after an operation at theTapley Hospital....
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hamilton entertained Mr. and Mrs. Fred Toothaker and
Miss Carrie Newcomb at dinner Sunday.
.Charles Simmons lost a valuable horse
a few days ago....Private Roland Hanson,
who is with the base hospital unit at
Camp Devens, spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond B. Dyer and Mr. and
Mrs George B. Dyer.M. O. Wilson
called on Fred Toothaker Sunday.
The first auction bridge party for several seasons was given last Friday evening at the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Howes under the direction of
the Woman's Alliance of the First Parish
church. There were nineteen tables and
the game was enjoyed from 8 to 10 followed by a short social when Mrs. George I.
Keating, chairman, and other members of
the social committee served sandwiches
and coffee from the card tables. Those
in charge of the tables were: Mrs. William B. Swan, Mrs. James H. Howes,
Mrs. James C. Durham, Mrs Charles S.
Bickford, Mrs. J. L. Sleeper, Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens, Mrs. Irving T. Dmsmore, Mrs. Harry W. Clark, Miss Harriet
P. White, Mrs. Arthur Ritchie, Mrs.
Dana B. Southworth, Miss Alberta W'.
Farnham, Miss Belle Keating, Mrs. George
I. Keating, Mrs. E. A. Sherman, Miss
Charlotte W. Colburn, Mrs. George R.
Doak, Mrs. Robert P. Coombs. There
were 85 present including a large number
of gentlemen and several guests from
other parishes.

To-morrow, Friday, night Pinette and
Phillips will play a 10-string game against
Rondeau and French at Ward’s Alley.
The following score was made at the
Monday night game:

Bernes O. Norton
short business trip.

is in Boston

Miss Mabel Sweet has been
friends in Bath the past week.

on

a

visiting

John A. Patterson is at home from the
Soldiers’ Home at Togus for a furlough.
Mrs. He’A’itt Brewster of Bos’on is the
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Amasa
S. Heal.
Frank E, O’Leary returned Tuesday
from Bangrr, where he had'spent several
days at home.
Mrs. Carl H. Hopkins of Camden arrived recently to visit her sister, Mrs.
George E. Kittredge.
Frank G. Norton of Camden and Merton G. Norton of Palermo were the guests
Monday of their brother, B. O. Nor-.on.

Ralph Clifford has returned from two
weeks’ vacation spent with relatives in
Guilford and has resumed his duties in
the Dinsmore Shoe Store.
George W. Frisbee was out for the first
time last Friday, after being confined to
his home with a complication of diseases
following a severe case of inlluenza.
Mrs. Eugene H. Cook, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur W. Burdin, is convalescing at the Tapley Hospital, where she
was recently operated on for appendicitis
Mrs. Lulu C. Ffiiis was in Portland the
past week to attend the luncheon and
banquet given by the New York Life Insurance Company, of which she is a representative.
Mrs. Mattie Moore, who has
spending the past month with her

been
at
their home in Swanville, has returned to
her daughters, Mrs. R. A. Leavitt, who
resides in Kittery.
son

Mrs. G. M. Lancy of Hartland arrived
recently to visit her daughter, Mrs. Norman S.
Donahue, while Mr. Donahue is
in Orono attending the agricultural conference at the U. of M.
Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw is spending a
week with friends in Lowell, Wollaston,
and Boston. Miss Greenlaw’s position
with the B. C. Dinsmore Store is being
filled by Mrs. Leslie Follett.
Mrs. V. L. Hall left Tuesday to visit
relatives in Boston and vicinity. On her
return home she will be accompanied by
her niece, Mrs. Geneva Thompson Dale
and little son of Brookline, Mass.
Mr. Joseph Packard, Mrs. Mary Packard, Mrs. Flora Roakes of Searsmont, Mr.
and Mrs. Ellery Townsend of Union and
Mrs. W. A. Meservey were in Belfast
the past week, called by the death of
Mrs. Caroline S. Gilmore.
Miss Albeita Wadsworth, teacher in
the 5th grade at the Peirce school, was
back Monday, after being out for several
days on account of the illness of her
Miss
mother, Mrs. Ansel Wadsworth
Madeline Coombs substitute ! i:
or absence.

Mrs. Frank O. Haskdl returned to uer
home in Rockland last Friday afternoon
after a few days’ visit with her sister,
Mrs. George R. Doak.
During her isit
she was the guest of honor at a dinner
party given by Mrs. Sumner C. Puttee
and at a card party given by her niece,
Mrs. Dana B. Southworth.
Lieut. Col. Leroy E. Moulton of the
Third Maine Regiment, Captain Greeley
of the Supply Department, and Captain
Nathan Redlon of the adjutant’s department, all of Portland, were unable to
come

to

Belfast,

as

planned, Thursday

to attend the second performance of the
minstrels.

Friends of Miss Mildred Dodge, the
popular clerk in the H. H. Coombs Co.
store, will be pleased to learn that she is
already showing marked improvement in
her health by her treatment at the sanitorium in Fairfield, Me
Miss Dodge expects to be able to return to her work at
the end of the time set for treatment, in
good health again.
Mrs. George A. and Miss Katherine
Chase Quimby, Mr. and Mrs. C Chipman Pineo and two
children, who have
been in Sao Paulo, South America, for
some time* arrived Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Quimby is with Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Miss Quimby with Mrs. James H.
Howes, and the others will be guests at
the Windsor until their Miller street
home is ready for their occupanv.

NORTH MONIVlLLii,
Charles Colby and Lloyd Clark
Belfast Thursday on business.
a

was

in

Charles Thompson of Freedom bought
and calf of J. W. Nutter last week..

cow

Harold Nutter attended the Students’
Convention at Brunswick Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Harold Nutter has a (lock of only fen
hens which layed thru the months of
J anuary and February 33t) eggs.

Martin Whitten returned home from
New York last Wednesday, where he has
been visiting his son for the
past two
weeks.
Gov.

Milliken for Vice President.

ca

JJ
Oi
eo

Fletcher E. Staples, son of the late
Miles S. and (Sarah Ellingwood) Staples,
He
was born in Belfast April 21, 1867.
attended the city school and when a very
man
entered
the
L.
Lord
young
Henry
store as pressman. Later he learned the
tailor’s trade and became very expert.
He was employed for a time in Boston
and while there received an injury to his
head which caused insanity and the remainder of his days were spent in the
Hospital in Bangor, where he died very
suddenly Feb. 26th. The remains were
placed in the receiving tomb and the
funeral will be held in the spring when
the interment is made in the family lot in

who has been

Waldo County Hospital several weeks for partments, at its branch
office, 607-610
medical treatment, is able to sit up and is Grand Rapids
Savings Bank Building,
gradually gaining.
Grand Rapids, Mich. Mr. Gilchrest has
The North Church Guild will meet next earned this promotion by earnest, faithful and successful service as acting manMonday evening with Mr.;. C. E. Owen.
Mrs George C. Trussell and Mrs. B. O. ager in the Grand Rapids District, and
the company confidently expects that he
Norton will be assistant hostesses.
will continue to enjoy the co-operation
Wm. C. Davis, who has a weir privi- of its agents and patrons.”
lege at Little River, left recently with

Ordered: That the bill of D. Whiting
Pharmacist Norman Littlefield of this
& Son for $75.00 for milk lost be paid.
city, who has been m Camden, N. J._
An ordinance regulating junk dealers for some time awaiting the commissionand pawn brokers was given its first ing of the new battleship Idaho, has been
reading and referred to Committee on visiting the past week in Atlantic City
City Ordinances.
The big ship, which
and Niagara Falls.
Petition of Lorenzo Patterson for per- is the latest in the American Navy, exmission to erect a lish weir in East Bel- pects to go into commission on the loth
fast was read and a hearing ordered for of the month.
March 19, at 3.00 o’clock.
A souvenir book containing the full
The petition of Allen H. Patterson for
permission to install a kerosene and gaso- i program of the International Music Fesline tank on Front street was given con- tival recently given in Boston, has been
sideration. A letter from F. C. Burrill, received with the compliments of Miss
chairman of the Committee on Insurance Maude E. Barker of this city, who attendThe festival was given in honor of
Hates for Waldo Co., was read, stating ed.
that the locating the tank would increase Boston men who served in the late war.
the insurance rates on property within Twenty nations were represented, there
300 feet of the tank 10 per cent; while the was an American chorus of 1400 voices
removal of the tanks nowr located there and an orchestra of 75 pieces.
would decrease them 10 per cent. J. A.
Co. F. of the Third Infantry of the NaSmith and S. T. Kimball, representing
the Standard Oil Co., addressed the Coun- tional Guard of this city held a special
drill
period at the Armory last Sunday
cil in regard to moving the Standard Oil
Co. tanks and Allen H. Patterson ap- afternoon with a large attendance, which
peared in support of his petition. The was held to make up some time lost in
Durcommittee reported that there was prop- the past by the omission of a drill.
erty valued at about $700,000.00 affected ing the summer season there will be more
by the proposed change in rates. Action of these periods on Sunday, when it is
on
the petition was deferred until the planned to have a number of out door
trips with special platoon work.
next meetjng.

Adjourned.

Condon,

home in this city some time during the
The Woman’s Club will meet next month of April.
Monday evening with Mrs. Jas. S. HarWe have received from the Hartford,
riman.
Conn office the following statement in
Mrs. Wm. H. McIntosh, who has been regard to a former and popular Belfast
seriously ill at her home on High street, citizen: “The Travelers Insurance Company announces the promotion of Mr. E.
is improving.
B. Gilchrest, acting manager, to the po-

Total....$3,464 22
There will be a dance and basket ball
Reports of City Marshal and Tax Col- game at the Armory on Saturday evening under the auspices of Co. F. of the
lector were read and accepted.
Third Infantry. Islesboro will send over
The following orders were passed:
Ordered: That the City Council ex- a team to play the Co. F. team and a
presses to Edmund Wilson their thanks good game is expected.
for and appreciation of the interest, enThe Traveller’s Club will meet next
ergy, and efforts he has empfoyed in the
Tuesday afternoon with Miss Nellie
discharge of his duties as Collector of kins. The program will consist Hopof a
Taxes and the magnificent showing he
Education of Women, Miss
has presented, leaving only $399.53 un- reading,
Mabel R. Mathews; book review, Li Hung
collected out of a commitment of $105,Chang, Mrs. James H. Howes.
995.38.
His report follows in full:
Mrs. Mabel MacWhirter has opened a
Belfast, March 3, 1919.
hairdressing parlor in the rooms o^r
TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT FOR 1918 TAX.
Poor’s Drug Store formerly used by uie
Public Safety Committee.
Mrs. MacTo the Hon. Mayor, Aldermen and CounWhirter has just returned home from
cilmen:
in
Boston and New York,
some weeks
Total commitment, with sprinkling
and supplemental tax. $105,995.88 where she has been arranging for a parPaid City Treasurer.,...$100 000 00
lor in this city.
Discount on taxes.
Belfast Water Co.
Real eat, sold for taxes
Cash on hand.
Balance tax uncollected

Friends of Ira

spending some years in California, will
be interested to learn that he is soon to
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The Republican caucus held in the hall
of the House of Representatives,
Augusta, Tuesday evening, resolved itself into
the Milliken Vice Presidential Club with
the intention of using every honorable
gneans of securing the nomination of Gov.
Carl E. Milliken as a candidate for Vice
President in the next Republican National convention. A caucus composed of
Republicans from various sections of the
State held in the Council
Chamber, also
endorsed Governor Milliken for the Vice
Presidential nomination.
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City Elections

(B

March 3rd.

Eight Maine cities held their elections
last Monday, when Bath,
Eastport, Ells-

worth,

Saco and South Portland elected

Republican mayors, and Lewiston, Rockland and Waterville Democratic
mayors.
The city governments in all the cities
with the exception of Rockland were Republican.

and from
numerous
publican Journal j 1918, we dowars,
not recall the
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making of a
treaty when any nation considered anything but its own selfish interests. Mr.
Wilson has brought to us a peace covenant and earnestly pleads that we accept
its conditions.
Its acceptance by the
nations will show that

A

1. DROWN, Editor.

evolved

a

puny

of civilization
\OVER 1 INING

For

Terms.

one

square, one
for one week

inch length in column. 50 cents
and 85 cents for each subsequent insertion.

In advance. $2 00 a
SlIBSCKUTl in Terms
$1.00 f. rsix months; 50 cents for three
months,
year,
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LEAGUE

OF

centuries have

conscience in the breast
we are able to hope

and

that sometimes, in centuries to come,
soul will there reside. We greatly fear,
however, 'hal before two generation have
a

lived and died the situation will be what
Englishman said it was in 1823:

the

“Every nation for itself, and God for

us

Many

“Isn’t it funny we remember every
isolated instance of poor service and forget a thousand cases where we were
treated white? No wonder you have to
listen hard to hear the good things praised—it’s just human nature the world
over and explains a lot of criticism the
“Y” is getting now.”
Young Edward herman of Roxbury,
Mass., who ha^just returned from nearly
eight months’ Red Triangle work on the
French front, tells a good story along
these lines and also reveals the fact that
the “Y’s” so-called

even

poor

service

often beyond the power of any man
to have made better.
Incidentally, Shef-

all.”

was

NATIONS
A TREY AND A DEUCE

Geo.

years ago, at Westphalia, in the western
part of Germany.
Here was convened
what is known in history as the West-

pointed as American commissioners to
confer with Boisheviki and other turbulent factions of Russia at Prince’s Island.

Mr

William Allen
D.

Herron

are

and

White
the two

has

man

Tlie League of Nations is spoken of as
a
brand new scheme, hut in
fact it was foreshadowed more than 250

if it were

Unjust Criticism.

that time to

Prof.

men

ap-

phalian peace congress, and where for al- Mr. White is, or has recently been, the
most eight years the best minds of Eu- editor of a Kansas newspaper
He is one
rope endeavored to devise and agree upon of the men who made up and signed the
a plan to insure peace
This was during “he kept us out of the war” campaign
the last years of file Thirty Years War. document which di3 so much to elect Mr.
Peace treaties were signed in 1648, but Wilson in 1916. He was taken to Europe
the prolonged discussions had not the to assist in making the world safe for
peace spirit which had prevailed at the democracy and incidentally to join in
On the con- making peace with Germany, anddastly
opening of the congress
trary it had fomented new dissensions to safeguard the interests and welfare of
We are not aware that
and laid the foundation for new wars. this republic.

shrapnel

a

wound and

a

dose of

mustard and phosphene gas which bear
testimony to the nearness of* one Y. M
to the battle areas, and of the
thirty-four other men in his outfit two
C. A.

were
—so

man

or gassed
exception in

killed and eight wounded
he

was

by

no means an

the division.
“Dave Martin

was

a

“Y”

man

with

the 9th, the Regiment called by some the
‘Foreign Legion because there were so
many

different nationalities In its roster.

Dave is

one

lived and

of the finest chaps that ever
practically all the

he worked

Cloudless

Days This

”

“U. S Means
Real Protection

Winter.

»

Cloudless days during the present winter have been very many and the following details of the fair days of 1919, with
comparative dates will be of interest, the
data having been compiled by
J. S.
Stevens of the University of Maine:
“The number of consecutive days which
have been cloudless during the present
winter is abnormally large.
The same is
true concerning the number of days without precipitation. Weather observers express the character of the day by a fraction representing the part of the sky
which is free from clouds. If the cloudiness is represented between 0 and .3 the
day is called clear, if between .4 and 7 it
is called fair; if between .7 and l it is
called cloudy. Weather observations are
taken at 2 p. m. and, therefore, it may
follow that the particular condition of the
sky at that time may not represent correctly the average cloudiness for the day.
“From Jan. 26th to Feb. llth, a period
of 20 days, there was only one day, Feb.
5th, when the sky was recorded as cloudy.
In looking over the records we find that
the nearest approach to this occurred in
1917 when from Sept.. 2nd to Sept. 19th.
inclusive, a period of 18 days, there was
only one cloudy day—Sept. 6th.
“In 1893 there was a period of 22 days
in January without precipitation; in 1894
of 19 days in February and March; in
1895 of 20 days in July; in 1896 of 43 days
in April and May; in 1898 of 18 days in
May; in 1899 of 21 days in August; in
1903 of 18 days in May and June; in 1912
of 27 days in January and February and
of 16 days in June and July; in 1914 of
28 days in February and March; in 1917
of 18 days in September; in 1918 of 15
days in Mav

D^u

Out in the open, where
sweep the deck

seas

wharf, where
the gale flings broad the icy
fishermen who

waters,

values

or

know

U. S. “Protected”

wear

rubber boots. These boots will

keep
and

your

feet and legs dry

warm.

Comfort, economy, durability
—these are the qualities that

j

make “U. S.” the best boots
for you.
U. S. “Protected” rubber

time, day and night. As for the doughboy in this particular story I size him up
as just an average American who naturally expects a cigar store, pool room,
The seed of arbitration was sown but it Mr. White was ever heard of outside the
movie show, ice cream parlor, shooting
fell on stony ground. It will be profitless State of Kansas until his candle was
gallery and his best girl wherever two
for us to consider the wars and peace taken from under the bushel by President
streets come together.
As far as we know, Mr. White
pacts which followed during a period of Wilson.
“Dave had been on the job with his
166 years after the Westphalian congress. lias no history as a diplomat or a states- camionette
(camionette, by the way, is
The seed sown there did not germinate man except such has been written within
jus't French for the small Ford trucks the
until a peace congress assembled in Vienna the last four years, during which he has “Y” used in such
quantities to carry
in 1814.
This congress convened at what been proclaimed as being a Republican
good things to the boys at the front) from
and has voted the Democratic ticket.
was supposed to be the close of the Naearly morning until about two the followpoleonic wars which had devastated a Prof. Herron has made a personal history
He had distributed all of his
ing A M
Canton, Ohio.—“I suffered from a
large part of Europe. The rigorous Rus- which of itself is not extraordinary, but stuff
and, completely worn out, had drop- female trouble which caused me much
sian winter and the valor of Russian sol- lining made that history, it is at least
sunering, an« two
ped down by the side of the road for a
doctors decided
diers had then destroyed the French army, surprising that he should have been emshort snooze. He had no sooner struck
that I would have
and Napoleon had abdicated.
All Europe ployed in Europe or anywhere else in any
dreamland than someone tapped him
to go through an
was
States
was thrilled by the hope that an
enduring business in which the United
operation before I
roughly on the shoulder.
One of the most widfely read
interested.
peace could be assured through rules and
could get well.
’I wanta ten centa da lig' said a voice
convenants to be made by the representa- newspapers in this country tells us that
“Mymother, who
out of the gloom.
had been helped by
tives of the nations delegated to the con- about twenty years ago he was a profes’Sorry, but 1 haven’t got a lig left,’
Lydia E. Pinkham’a
gress, at Vienna. Hither came the lead- sor in Grinneil College, Iowa, and had a
Vegetable Comreplied Dave, rubbing bis eyes.
ing diplomats and statesmen of the con- wife and grown children. He fell in love
pound, advised me
'Ten centa da cake?’
to try it before subtinent and of the British Isles, many of with a wealthy young pupil who furnish’Sorry again, no cake either.’
mitting to an operawhom earnestly desired to free the world ed him with $100,000 with which as a
’A couple banan?’ And Dave could betion. It relieved me
from frequently recurring wars. These settlement he induced his wife to consent
from my troubles
gin to bear the “its all wrong” note
so L can do my house work without any
men went there with high ideals and were to a divorce.
He then contracted a comcreeping into the man’s voice.
difficulty. I advise any woman who is
resolved to make I hose ideals effective. mon law marriage and abandoned his
’No bananas. 1 tell you I'm all cleaned
afflicted with female troubles to give
Alexander I Our of Russia, towered family. After a trial he was expelled
out.’
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Comabove them all.
Russia, by her might from the ministry of the Congregational
pound a trial and it will do as much for
There was a grunt from the doughboy
them.”—Mrs. Marie Boyd, 1421 5th
and resources, aided by her snows seemed church.
He went to New York and eslike a depth bomb exploding.
St., N. E., Canton, Ohio.
to have wrought the downfall of
Napo- tablished the Rand School of Social
’Waika liva mile—st.rika man lika you
Sometimes there are serious condiUnder the auspices of this
leon. Alexander brought with him an Science.
tions where a hospital operation is the
—no fig—no cake—no banan—What the
was
school
a
demonstration
Boisheviki
entourage boili numerous and distinonly alternative, but on the other hand
Hell tile Y. M. C. A. good for!’
so many women have been cured by this
guished. He was liberal in thought and staged in New York a few months ago,
said Sherman with a sigh,
“Now,”
famous
root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
hopeful iu temperament. He seized upon which was broken up by the police, be- ''when
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, after
the boys get home you may have
the opportunity to become the nrininal cause there was so much denunciation of
doctors have said that an operation was
to use your ears overtime to hear a good
advocate of a League of Nations. He the form of American government. He
necessary
every woman who wants
word for the “Y” from the men Dave
to avoid an operation should give it a
stood forth as the Woodrow Wilson of has written a hook mainly for distribuMartin served that day, but believe me,
fair trial before submitting to such a
the V ienna congress. The war oppressed tion in Europe, which has been translated
London Guarantee & Accident Lo., (Ltd.
trying ordeal.
you won’t need an ear trumpet to get th
of
people
If complications exist, write to Lydia
Europe hailed his plans for arbi- into several European languages, and this kick that
U. S. Branch, Chicago, HI.
will go up from that lad in the
<
E. PinkhamMedicine o., Lynn, Mass.,
tration and adjucation of national dis- book shows that Prof. Herron is a socialAssets December 31, 1918.
‘Foreign Legion’ who caugiit the “Y” j for advice. The result of many years
putes, with high acclaim. But many of ist writer and agitator. This man is now without the
Real estate..
0 00 i
.$
is at your service.
goods at the end of the same
experience
the delegates were selfish, desiring ex- an oiiieiai dipiumatic representative of
Mortgage loans
11,000 00 i
hours.”
twenty-four
Collateral
loans.
0 00
tire
Massachusetts
&
Marine Insurance Co.
tension of territory and power, and as the United States.
|
Stocks and bonds..
8,720,650 11 !
Boston, Massachusetts
weeks followed weeks of discussion conCash in office and bank.
70l,lo4 18 |
Passing of Imperial Army.
Assets December 31, 1918.
Agents’ balances. 2,961,186 13 j
cerning boundaries and settlements, the
Mr. Wilnam .J. Bryan lias huiit for
Hills receivable
0 00 !
Real estate..$
0 00
meetings became stormy, and just at this himseit a presidential platform. He has
Berlin, Monday, Feb- 21.
Interest and rents.
(By the Mortgage
125,348 08 j
loans.
0 00
All other assets..
juncture Napoleon escaped from Elba and not yet announced his candidacy for Associated Press.1
The conservative Collateral
489.227 88
loans.
0 U0
press laments the passing of the old imwatt soon again in the field with a forStocks an i b >nds. 1,515,285 40
president, hut evidently he has foreseen perial army, which will become a
Gross assets
008 446 38
.$13
in
Cash
office
and
bank
thing
150.301 71 Deduct items not admitted..
midable army
To win peace by battle that if he decides to enter the race a of the
1,241.180 06 j
past when the Weimar assembly Agents' balances.
196.362 77
m the
threatening present, diverted at-' ready-made platform may be convenient. adepts the national defense measure. Hills receivable...
0 00
Admitted assets.$11.767,266 32 1
This bill provides for the organization of Interest and rents..
tenr.on from all attempts to preserve He
12,093 36
dodges suffrage and prohibition very
All
other
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
assets
17
41,043
a national guard composed of one
brigade
for future generations. Therefore
Pea''
neatly by saying these are settled or soon for each former
Net unpaid losses..$ 5,772,327 76
army
corps.
ConscripGross
the Vienna congress cut short its delib- will be.
assets. $1,915,086 41 Unearned [temiume...
3,0 7,827 95 ;
Then he nails down 13 planks tion will be abandoned, according to the
Deduct items not admitted.
71.727 24 Voluntary additional reserve for
erations and adjourned a few days before
making an ample platform. Eleven of terms of the bill, and voluntary recruitcontingencies
500,000 00 |
the h at tie of Waterloo.
Admitted assets.$1,843,359 17 All other liabilities. 1.647,110 94
Tl.e Vienna these planks, government ownership, Ac., ing will be conducted by a central bureau.
At
unofficial
present,
departments are
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
250,000 00 j
Statutory deposit..
congress was not an entire failure. It
Ac., he pilfered from President Wilson’s receiving soldiers, being supported out of Net
over all liabilities
559,999 67'
unpaid losses..$ 340,593 55 Surplus
was
step toward "new freedom”— free- political lumber yard, thus appropriating private funds.
Unearned premiums.
773,202 37
Total liabilities and surplus.$11,767,266 32 ;
dom Irom war.
Its members professed, about all the
All other liabilities.
29,277 77
building material which the
3wl0
Cish capital..
at least, that they came together for the
00
500,000
present Democratic corporation possessover all liabilities
48
Surplus
200,285
of
purpose
Orient Insurance Company,
serving not only their own ed. A plank insisting on economy in the
nation but the nations of Europe.
Total liabilities and surplus.:$l,843,359 17
Alex- expenditure of public funds, and a plank
Hartford, Conn.
3w8
ander stood manfully for the internationAssets Dtcen.bcr 31, 1918.^
demanding real publicity concerning govalization of Europe, or as he expressed
Eastern Casualty Insurance Co.,
Real estate. .$ 178,307 88
ernmental operations, he abstracted from
0 00 j
Mortgage loans.
the idea, for “a confederation of
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Europe” the Republican workshop. We do not
Collateral loans
0 00
to enforce peace.
When Mr. W'ilson pro- think Mr.
Stocks and bonds. 3,541,213 ?9
Assets December 31, 1918.
to
win
a
Bryan really hopes
*
Almost any man will tell you
779,386 08
posed a League of Nations to enforce
Real estate..$
0 00, Cash in ffiee and bank.
nomination.
By stealing Mr. Wilson’s
5i2.056 60 ,
5,900 00 : Agents’ balances.
Mortgage.
that Sloan’s Liniment
peace, we believe his hope was that by
3 814 16 j
platform material he hopes to get even
Collateral loans. Z
0 00 I Rills receivable
this means the nations could now do
70.156 38
means relief
Stocks and bonds
140,814 85 Interest and rente.
with him for kicking the Hon. W. J. B.
Ail
other
II
assets.
10,065
Cash in office and bank.
14.291 32
what Alexander hoped to do.
Dissen- out of the Cabinet.
Mr. Bryan ought to
Agents' balances.
3,491 13
sions wrecked Alexander's original
Gross assets. $5,094,998 45
Bills receivable
1,200 00
plan know that his political career is ended.
For practically every man has used
498 884 42
Interest and rents
2,115 72 Deduct items not admitted.
and d sseiisions have wrecked Mr. Wilit who has suffered from rheumatic
j
All other assets.
0 00
soreness
of
son’s. In both instances ttie next step
Admitted assets. .$4,596,114 OS
aches,
muscles, stiffness of
It. is said that Mr. McAdoo has been
joints, the results of weather exposure.
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Gross assets.$167,813 02
was to make a covenant for
arbitrat on, employed by a corporation in California
Deduct
items not admitted.
9.445 98
Net unpaid losses. $ 189,253 21
Women, too, by the hundreds of
conciliation and settlement. After Water- at a
of
a
We
do
salary
year.
$250,000
Unearned premiums. 2,141,262 89
thousands, use it for relieving neuritis,
Admitted assets.
loo, the monarchs of England, Russia, not believe this
$158,367 04 All other liabilities.
75,9U0 00
lame backs, neuralgia, sick headache.
story, because we assume
Cash capital. 1,000 000 00
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Germany and Austria, who held the that this
Clean, refreshing, soothing, economical,
corporation has sense enough to
over all liabilities. 1,189,698 43
Net unpaid losses.
$ 21,434 72 Surplus
destinies of Europe in their hands, in know that
quicklyeeffectivc. Say “Sloan’s Liniplenty of men can be found to
Unearned premiums. 16,411 48
ment’’ to your druggist. Get it today.
Total
liabilities
and surplus.$4,596,114 u‘3
All
other
liabilities.
16 477 91
formulating peace ierms, joined in what do its business, and do it well, for less
3wl0
Cash capital.
100.000 00
was called the
Quadruple Alliance. A than one-tenth of $250,000. If, however,
Surplus over all liabilities.
4.C42 S3
commission was constituted to hold meetMutual
Fire Insurance Co.
Fitchburg
the corporation has an enormous revolvTotal liabilities and surplus .$158,367 04
ings from time to time for the discussion ing fund which it wishes to
Assets December 31, 1918.
get rid of in
3w8
of affaiis and tiie peaceful settlement of
Real estate.$ 56,000 00
a few months, it has certainly made no
0 00
Mortgage loans.*
disputes which might lead to war. This mistake in its selection of a
Matyland Casualty Company,
0 00
Collateral loans.
director
commission held several meetings duriug
and bonds. 187,780 63
Stocas
60c.
and
Baltimore,
$1.00.
Maryland.
30c.,
general.
Cash in office and bank
21.411 57
a period of four years and
after that it
Assets December 31, 1918.
Agents’ balances. 41,319 12
was “Ev»ry nation for
Real estate.$ 1.577,845 32 Rills receivable.
We would like to know the actual cost
C 00
itself, and God for
49,401 33 Interest and rents.
Mortgage loans.
us all.”
UNITED MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
2.046 31 !
This isjwhat an Englishman said of transporting the President to
Europe.
Collateral loans.
63.826 08 All other assets.
552 65 \
in 1823.
Since then there have been Not the expense of the round trip but
Stocks and bonds...
COMPANY
11,6*9.726 12
Cash in cffi e and bank.
Gross assets.
736,380 78
$309,110 18 i
that of the trips from America to France.
BOS ION, MASS.
3,339,628 14 Deduct items not admitted. 13,643 15
Agents'balances..
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double-duty, reinforced where
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wear

The Gov-

is greatest.

probably used

ernment

AVOIDED AN
OPERATION

more

U. S. “Protected” rubber boots

during the

war,

than of all the

other makes combined.
U. S.” bears

Every pair of

the “U. S. .Seal”—trade mark of
the

largest rubber manufacturer

in the world.

Look for this

seal when buying rubber boots.
It means real protection for
your

feet and
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a

pocketbook.
kind of “U. S.”
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needs.

your

Your dealer has it

or can

get

quickly.
United States Rubber Company'
New York
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MEN
By

the

WANTED

U. S. SHIPPING B
TO BE TRAINED A3

DECK OFFICERS
and

...

ENGINEERS
IN

THE

MERCHANT MARIN

■

WHEN YOU SUFFE¥
FROM RHEUMATISM

tests

FREE COURSE IN
NAVIGATION, six weeks, fit,
license or higher; open to jnen of two years' deck
coastwise, or equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay or
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one
assistant engineer’s license or higher; open to men
:
engineering experience, including locomotive and m :
machinists on marine engines, graduates of technical
oilers and water tenders.
(Men needing sea service to
be rated during such s avic

qualify fully for license, afe r
as Junior Officers, on pay.)
\'n\ -am
Shipping Foard Schools in New England;
Rockland, Me.; Gloucester and Fambridgm Mas.-., Eng
cliusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge. Mass

Apply

..

to

HORATIO

Section Chief, 101

HATHAWA

MILK STREET,

BOSTO
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Supplies
for the
Chicks

Hatch More!
<

would

be

a

financial

exhibit

of

“Democratic economy and simplicity”
which the people ought to see.

cep
well

We read
was

spent

a

the

White

House.

Democratic platform of 1912 demanded
“economy and simplicity befitting a

democratic government.”
The President says he will not call

a

special session of Congress until he returns from Europe.
Evidently Mr. Wil-

ranged stomach, liver

son

intestines

are

or
a

daily,
have headaches,

you feel languid and
teaspoonful of the genuine

wood’s

“L. F.” At-

Medicine, as directed, will quickly
relieve you of these
disagreeable symptoms.
It is a most economical TIOME
REMEDY;
a cent a doso as a
and blood

physic

purifier.

You’ll

money and prevent
sickness by usiug it. Buy
only the TRUE “L. F.” in
large bottle 50 cents, made
by the L. F. Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.
save

thinks

the world’s

business

Mutual Fire Ins.

Mortgages.$
Loans.

We may not have any presidential
•lection in 1920. If Mr. Wilson succeeds
in becoming the President of the World,
no President will be needed in this blooming little country. Joe Tumulty can run
the U. S. all right.

Less unadmitted assets

LIABILITIES
Reserved
for losses in
process of adjustment,
Premium reserve
Reserved for unpaid bills,
Reserved for taxes

turn to Europe.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

4,500 00
2,000 00
331,827
40,651
28,483
4,738

10
40
10
02

$412,199 62
8,449 17

$403,750

45

$ 18,465 96
126,195 15
876 30
1,000 00

$146,537
Capital stock

President and Mrs. Wilson having spent
two weeks in Washington are soon to re-

....

41
100,000 00

$246,537 41
Net surplus.

Surplus to policy holders,
E. C.

8,790 12
89.700 4 2
88,427 22

GroBS assets.$17,603,725 53
723,621 78

ASSETS

Stocks and bonds, book
value.
Cash on hand and in banks
Accounts receivable
Interest accrued

Hills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

Deduct items not admitted.

December 31, 1918.

is of

importance than is the business of
the United States.
more

Uo.)

STATEMENT

The

While there are many causes for
sleeplessness it frequently happens that deor

(United Druggists

few days ago that $175,000
last year in renovating and

refurnishing

the real source of the trouble. If
your appetite isn't good or food distresses in any
va\, or the bowels do not move

~

FORMERLY

157,213

04

$403,750

45

$257,213 04

CARLL, Agent, Augusta,

Me.

Admitted assets...$16,880,103
Liabilities December 31, 1918,
Net unpaid losses. $ 5,893,017
Unearned premiums. 5,748 601
All other liabilities.
1,759 704
Cash capita. 1...
2.000100
liabilities.
over
all
1,478.781
burplus

75
23
18
24
00
10

Total liabilities and surplus-$16,880,103 75
3w8

j

EYE SIGHT SPECIALIST
30 Years' Experience.
44 South Main Street, W interport, Maine.
/ Office Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
Calls promptly attended.

NOTICE
I still pay the highest possible prices
for all junk, iron, rags, metals, rubbers,
papers, bagging, bags, etc. Let me help
Beyou in your spring house-cleaning.
fore selling call me up or drop me a line
and get my prices. By selling to Massachusetts peddlers you are not trading in
Belfast. Drop a line or call 229-4.

SAM FREEDMAN,
Belfast, Me.

16 Cross St.,

Brooders and Hovers
complete we can supplv every need that's needed.
Kendall & Whitney Est. 1858 Portland. Maine
it

^

so

$295,467 03 J ndiana Lumbe. men’s Mut. Insurance Co
Indianapolis, Indiana.
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Assets December 31. 1918
Net unpaid losses.$ 21,121 61 i
Unearned premiums
193,157 88 ] tea1 estate.$ 36.500 00
All other liabilities.
8,241 64 i lortguge 1 ana. 338,150 00
Cash capital.
0 00
1 • locks and bonds.
525.7( 0 00
Surplus over all liabilities.. 72,246 60 i «sh in office and bank.
23,429 98
26.465 40
Lgents' balances.
1 merest and rents.
'lotal liabilities and surplus.$295,467 08
11,039 27
3wl0
Gross assets. $961,281 65
6,908 44
Middlesex Mutual Fire Insurance Company, 1 )educt items not admitted.

Concord, Massachusetts, kIncorporated
March 3, 1826.
81, 1918.
Real estate.$
25,724
17,425
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
601,614
('ash in office and bank.
18,111
39.257
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents accrued.
7,197
All other assets.
62,077

Grossjassets.$ 771,408

Deduct items not admitted..

64,223

35
00
84
17

10

Admitted assets. $954,376
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
4et unpaid losses. $ 20,458
1 Jnearned premiums
318 255
U1 other liab.lilies.—.
18,245
over
all
liabilities.
597,416
•urplus

87

Admitted assets.$ 717,184 96
Liabilities December 31,1918.
Net unpaid losses.$
6,540 95
Unearned premiums.
360,244 33
All other liabilities.
134,013 13
Surplus over all liabilities. 216,386 54
_l
Total liabilities and surplus.$ 717,184 95
The unused part of the premium is returned
to tha policyholder at expiration.
For ever 40

years, not less than 20 per cent has been returned on one-year policies, 40 per cent on
three-year policies and 60 per cent on fiveyear policies.
8wl0

I he

Pennsylvania

I iu

508-10 Walnut >t., n
Assets Dec. L
Real estate,

Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank

Agents’ balances,

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

21
00
79
61
91

Total liabilities and surplus.$954,376 21
3wI0

90

23
28

I

The finest grain mixture possible. Sound, sweet ingredients. We also recommend and sell PRATT'S Baby
Chick Feed. GREEN’S hirst Food and BARBELL’S
Mash. Our line of
g Milk

Admitted assets.

Assets December

E. H. Boyington

—

Feed All Chicks with K & W Chick Feed

..

This

Raise More!

Use the mother hen’s only rival —the CYPHERS INCUBATOR and get results. Ask us for full information.

fEvery Woman Wanls^

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitt<
Admitted assets,
Liabilities De«
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities
Total liabilities and surplu-

Joshua Treat, -Jr

Age..

3w9

j
Dissolved in water for douches stops I
ulceration
and
inflamcatarrh,
pelvic
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE

mation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh, I
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical* I
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power. 1
Sample Free. 50c. all druggists, or postpaid by
^m_^ThePaxtooToilctCompany. Boston, Mass.^

DON’T WORRy!
BROOKS
Little

Green P'!!s

Wll.I. SETTLE THAI

At all

Druggists

Bureau of

^ Hats of
Lamsou

—

Dwight
sold

By

Club

for

Issued

distinction

Hubbard

P. Faimer

Owens Brothers
a

The

Big

War

as

an

Navy.
ji

Method of Impressing

u\s

With Our Force.

WASHINGTON,
Publicity Association, through its
President, Hon. Jonathan Bourne, Jr.,

3.

The Republi-

can

NELL SMITH.

March

Endowment maturing
Endowment^ and above’
the conversion
ntjoned

n'*1

today

gave

out the following statement

President

Life, Twenty-year Endowment, Thirty-year
ag^ sixty-two. If the term policies'are to

at

must take place during the five year period

the

written and the insurance will be carried by
°.n]y ones lower
Government at rates considerably
than private companies.
tbe American Experience Table of Mortality
l"? per cent, fi upon
with interest at 3 1-2
mred upon a monthly basis
All expenses of the
Government, thereby permitting the NET rate. This means
that the monthly netwrale will
average 15 per cent, below a similar rate in participatmg private companies.

witlAm/resTa3/^
Phapthe mon1hd|vby
1’obcies

Eeb. 28.

1919

year,rene

Twent*?
ir"'"?rinrty-payment
10't
1 wentv-payment Life,
m

NORTHPORT.

wable term contracts, and may be continued
a period of five years
only, from the declaration of peace.
At any time during this period of
live years the term policies may be converted
lnto anv °ne of the
following six forms: Ordinary Life,

such for

lh.
the

Educator.

by Conservation Section February 1,
0"e

a
a,

War Risk Insurance

bfe<J

and total disability clause, making the
™1|11 coctain waiver of premium
insured becomes totally and permanently disPhlLdieSRKrAmfpJs
abled, REGARDLESS, Of HIS AGE. No policy in
private Company contains
a

nail

a

a

similar clause running beyond the
age of sixty-live.
An average rate of 8 per cent,
would have to be charged for such a
policy in private companies.
A few rates for Government
Policies:

from Washington Headquarters:
of the club of a big
? 1,000 INSURANCE.
“Whatever may have been the evil
Ordinary Life
20-Payment Life
>!iies and friends of the effects of the war, it cannot be denied
20-Year End.
30-Year End.
AnnMonMon'
Versailles in the war in that it has been the greatest educative ?n
Ann.
$115
20
$13.58
$1.76
influence of modern times.
$20.79
$3 31
$39 10
$2 06
People of ail
$24 33
alternative of the ac- countries have
>91
22 56
become better acquainted
3 33
39.34
2.09
24 69
n for a peaceful settlewith the citizens of others, and have a
8'
3 36
39 69
2.15
25.40
70
TO
1'0
35
08
35
-0.08
33
2.33
27.52
3 41
40 28
and of a similar club larger understanding of the national as
2.24
v
3«3
of
*0.96
41.46
2.41
neighboring states. In our
3.51
he alternative of pirations
ih
own country attention has been directed
3a 33
3 68
2.68
«,47
31.66
»
3.01
50
.3o.56
negotiations, are given as never before to world problems.
3.50
41.34
3 98
3.14
47.01
By
37.09
cis of the House as their ; constant reading of the war news the
In. comparing above rates with those of
private companies an average of 18 per
citizen
cent,
of
the
of
average
the
United
premium
States
is
snould
be added to private company annual rates—10
imposition to the expenper cent,
quite familiar with the geography of Eu- on account of monthly premium basis of Government
ng naval bill of $750,policies, and 8 per cent, on
rope and Asia, the struggles for independ- account of Government Disability Clause. If an annual
premium is paid to a private
ships.
ence
of
heir races, and the present Company and death occurs during the
year no return of premium is made.
If an
by them that the big economic condition of the states involved annual premium is paid under a Government
policy and death occurs all of the preinaugurated by Presi- in the war, and is possessed of a general mium except current month is refunded
It will, therefore be noticed that the Govcomprehension of foreign questions about ernment rate under converted policies ill average about 30 percent, below the
tul has since been adoptrates
vyhich he understood practically nothing of participating private companies. The low rale provided by the Government and
g
administrations, and five years ago
tile special disability clause is granted
only to soldiers and sailors holding regular
“The same effect is noticeable with re- term po.icies issued under tbe War Risk
it they are in favor of
Act, the Government assuming all expenses.
spect to similar matters in our own counConverted policies will participate in dividends
i.avy may be necessary
earned from any mortality or
*
try. The composition'of the government interest
1 hese dividends may be used to reduce
savings.
ect the growing com- at
premiums or accumulate
the power which Eederal at compound interest.
Washington,
interests of the United
authority holds over the people, the relaAll policies are
Pacific and Atlantic J tion to each
non-taxable, incontestable and non-assignable.
other of the legislative,
next decade, but they
Cash values under converted policies are
and judicial branches, the
executive,
provided beginning at the end of the
should not be!
ingram
first year, being the full 3 1-2 per cent, reserve
power of the President under the Convalues.
Loans may be made up to 94
on a
pretext which is j
cent,
of
the
per
cash
value
stitution, the question of government
Participating, paid up and extended insurance is guarcontrol of public utilities, methods of anteed in all converted contracts.
lings in this proposal <
All policies are payable in event of
raising revenue and appropriating it for
death, only in 240 monthly installments.
like,” said Simeon D. the expenses of the
government, tne Endowment policies are payable in cash at maturity if desired.
(hie is that it is not ! conduct of
our foreign affairs—all these
A bill before Congress extends tile permitted class of
iblic what the play is, j
beneficiaries, and provides
subjects and many others are matters of for full payment to estate if no
beneficiaries in permitted class are living when
s that it seems to be in l
daily comment in the press and have been policy becomes a claim.
•at to our friends that
so intimately connected with the
waging
Policies may be reduced, but not increased.
right; if you do not do of the war that the
reading of war news
t-al with you.’ This is has carried
Rates for converted policies are at age attained and no
with it a general »tudy of our
credit can be made for
that up. The time to
term premiums paid.
government in its varied aspects.
sal is when we have
A11 Premiums are due on the first
“Particularly has this intiuence of eduday of each month and should be sent to
any.”
cation been felt in the training camps for
Disbursing Clerk, Bureau of War Risk Insur nce, Washington, D. C.” Checks
a
son-in-law
or
rui,
our soldiers here and abroad.
and
Men have j
money orders should be made payable to the Treasurer of the United
ssed the conviction of been
States.
taken from all levels of society bv
A gracg of one month is allowed in
payment of premiums and liberal reinstate•=!gues when he declared:
the draft and blended together on terms
dUnnS 3 period of two >'ears from date of lapsation are contained
use me of nol being a
HIV
111 Illy.
VHUU..LJ
iViril
Since I was elected to □f
high social standing and education
further information concerning conversion,
years ago, I have con- have come to know of the
including rates, blanks for making
hundreds of
r a big navy, often for
etc., may be secured by addresssing Bureau of War Risk
thousands of poor people from the sparse- conversions,
Conservation
Section, 301 Southern Building, Washington, D. C.
that recommended by
ly settled regions of the country where
Naval Affairs.
I have
practically all opportunities for self imip> when many Demo
provement have been denied. On the
For this work alone 10 or 12 acres of land
Potato
at
battleships. I voted oilier hand
boys from those sections have
are required each year.
when
a
While progress
then
'Mps
very 1 received a liberal
education
in
Aroostook
Farm.
n securing results of this kind
economics,
•• mocratic
leader urged
are necesand government that they never
history,
sarily slow, some promising strains have
we should have no navy
would have acquired had it not. been for
been obtained which the Maine Station
a
York harbor could be the
is
war.
To the men who have been Co-operative Work Between the Maine now
propagating for distribution for seed
Mats.
But this proposi- sent
overseas the opportunities, of
*e».
course,
Station and the Federal Government.
purpo
propram with a string to
have been still greater.
‘Some will come
While much of the potato disease work
appropriated,
back, says Gen Carter, ’maimed and
is of co-operative
nature, this is limited
veals Secret Note.
sorely wounded, but the greater body of
Prior to the purchase of Aroostook to specific projects and
the Station is
them will come home improved
mentally, Farm the United States Department of free at any time to take up independent
s not. to be begun until
and
physically by their service
Agriculture was conducting in the county lines' of investigation and is
And the increase is morally,
constantly
J “In an educative sense’ the results of a few investigations
upon the potato of
i on the will of the
carrying on work of that nature. On
the war will vitally affect the future life national wide importance. After the
the other hand the co-operation of the
purbut upon the decision I
af the Nation,
in no direction will they chase of the Farm arrangements were Federal Department is
tribunal of other peooften of a distinct
be more deeply impressed than in poli- made whereby all jf the work that was
With greater funds
be created.
advantage.
In my 1
and
tics.
The
done
with
the
can
Republican
look
in
potato
party
Aroostook
stalls
larger
of
)oi a bona fide increase
county
experts in more varied
forward with confidence to the changed by the Department of Agriculture should lines
ir only authority in favor
they can concentrate forces on an
condition of things. That party lias al- be in co-operation with the Maine Agri- important
itial cable.
I know the
problem in an emergency in
ways been the party of truth.
It has ! cultural Experiment Slation.
A good | ways that the Station could never
.hie and I do not behope
never had anything to fear from frank
many of these experiments are planned
to do with its limited funds and staff.
nts justify me in voting !
on.
I believe the time i discussions of its policies, and has always from a nation wide standpoint but be- By way of illustration, in 1916 what aptaken the position that were ali the vot- i cause of Maine’s seed industry most of peared to he a new
ilie House should vote j
and destructive disd appropriations only ers of the country instructed in our past these have a direct bearing on tile potato ease of potatoes caused the death of plants
economic history the Democrats
of
production
Maine.
The
in
Station
lias
certain
sections of fields in midsummer.
woulcj
uowledge of the facts, j be relegated to
the discard for all time. •tie access to and publishes the results In Aroostook ttiis
time has come when 1
might mean several
In general, the Democratic party is the which are of local (Maine
and
hence thousands of dollars of
1 cease to be a mere reg- j
importance), acres,
It depends for its while tie Federal Government publishes loss to an individual
party of ignorance.
of the will of the ex
owner.
Through
strength upon the votes of the more un- ttie reshits that are of nation wide value the combined efforts of the
oir y when it is privately
Department
j
This co-operative work may be roughly and Station workers
in the field, the folvelt was a man who intelligent sections of the country. This
is amply proven by the statistics of illit- divided into two separate classes; (i) lowing tentative
ublic career liad no seconclusions were obThe Republican party, on the j where the Station furnishes the land and tained with
\ nerican people.
Abra- eracy.
hardly any delay; First, that
other hand, is and always lias been the team w irk while the Federal Department the disease was not a
no
new and dangerous
secrets from the
j
of enlightenment, of education, and provides experts for conducting investi- parasitic
We have had other party
malady, as many people thought,
of research. Just in proportion as the gations, extra labor, fertil zer, etc
and
I
l nited States who had :
second, hat it was destructive only on
intellectual tone of the country as a it») where the Station not only provides the poorer
a
t lie American people.
types of potato soils and, third,
is raised that party can look to an land but also the members of the Station that it was associated
whole
At we had one now!”
with a lack of potI
staff are jointly engaged with the Federal ash in these soils
increase in its strength
or in the fertilizer used.
ne, told the House that j
in an abstract way, the Re- Department experts in carrying on inves- Later experimental
“lienee,
work
amounted
showed that
icssage really
publican party will grow in power as the tigations.
these conclusions were well
non on the part of the
founded,
votes and influence of the returning solTile Federal Department has been act- hence the difficulty was at once solved
re crossing the water
diers come to be more and more felt ively
engaged for several years in breed- and the way to avoid it (use of stable
the peace conference lie ;
the land.
This is entirely ing and testing varieties uf
a his mind in regard to 1 throughout
potatoes to manure or small amounts of potash) demaside from any consideration of the man
obtain or tiiid those best adapted for dif- onstrated.
of a big navy such as
ner in whicli the war has been conducted
ferent
sections of the country.
-Chas. D. Woods, Director
This
necessary by the General !
the party in power.
The general work has been carried on ii four or
rd of the Navy.
Ac- j by
more
mental uplift is sufficient to guarantee I widely
separated localities, hut tile most
member of the Naval I
success for the Republicans, but when extended trials
First Airplane Flight Over the Grand
have been made at Aroostee the Secretary of the
that new mentality is applied to an an- took Farm.
There the Federal Departtiie President in France
Canyon.
of the conduct of the war by the j ment has
had found anything to alysis
constructed, without cost to
Democrats the resulting condemnation the State, a greenhouse anc a
erent point of view than
separate
for the soldier vote of the country will ! storage cellar,
Kingman, Ariz., Feb. 2S. What is
devoted entirely to this
sly had. The President be
said to have been the first airplane
sufficient to remove that party from potato
flight
lie considered a big navy
breeding work. Large numbers of over the
the Nation’s councils for scores of years crosses have been made of
Grand Canyon of the Colorado
than ever.
ditferent va“These two |
was made
to come.”
Lieut.
R
by
O.
Searles
rieties
and
of potatoes with each other, and
sent up to us by the Secw*tb plants very closely related to the Lieut. Ld. Jones. They used a de Havialoud by the coin mi ttee,”
lar.d bombing plane and were in the air
common potato.
As a result of this
There was nothing more
DO YOU RELAX DURING YOUR
thousands of varieties of potatoes, many two hours. They flew from Kingman to
No facts were given,
the canyon and return, after
BUSY DAY?
of them the-results af new
following
'•ere mentioned.
Nothing
crosses, have its course for
miles. The flight was at an
tested
the
last
been
few
us.
You
know
all
during
by
years. altitude of
about
Do you ever stop during the day to
14,000 feet.
it, and I was present at
the committee when this rest? Or do you keep right on going
in
the
the
time
from
morning
you get up
ussed.”
lack of specific reasons to the time you seek your pillow at night?
so full—there are so many things I
Life
is
y policy should be adoptto be done and so little time to do them
'•ass at this time, many Readers who, like Longworth, in—that very few women have the rest
habit nowadays. The afternoon siesta is
been big navy men, voted
|
ule to jam the program : a thing of the past; nobody thinks of 1
“lying down” in the afternoon unless she
louse, but the Democrats is
recuperating from a period of illness
vote of 205 to 148.
and has not the physical or nervous
strength to keep going continuously. As
The case of Miss G. I. Baird of 30Glenlong as energy lasts the average woman ville
Avenue, Allston, Mass may bring
keeps busy. When she does sit down a
new hope and health to other sufferers
moment she reaches for her knitting or i
who have stomach worms and do not
her darning basket.
Perhaps she takes : know what is the matter. A
letter from
this time to read the daily paper, but one i
this sufferer tells the story:
eye is on the clock for in twenty minutes
‘‘I have been sick almost two years,
she must dress for an important engage- !
had four doctors with littleuor no relief.
m nt; or take a pudding out of the oven;
Public Health Service
Some of the doctors said Inad enlarged
or call up somebody about something.
isease is spread by the
I
liver, nervous indigestion, too much acid
the
One
of
rest
hour
during
complete
'fcretions of the body,
I was so tired in the
in my system.
will
life
several
years
day
prolong your
the nose and throat,
morning it seemed as though I could not
in
will
all
at
rate
help
any
mend that the Nasal
probability;
get dressed and get to work. I was grow
keep your strength and your laculties unoated with a weak soi
ing thin every day, went from 138 to 111.
to a much later time in your life
it hoi in liquid petroleum
impaired
“I was so discouraged I didn’t know
i
than if you completely wear yourself out,
uve.
As Mintol Vapo-what to do. 'One night about three weeks
day after day and depend only on the
Menthol Cream, which
ago, I picked up a paper and saw your Dr.
s
night’s sleep to rebuild the cells broken True’s
lie Oil of Eucalyptus
Elixir, Family Laxative and Worm
down by weariness.
I so effective during the
Expeller, advertised. I made up my mind
When you relax do not TTy to sew' or
eniic in 1891, and other
I had worms and the next day bought a
even to read.
Loosen your clothing, take
neal the inflamed mucous
small bottle of Dr. True’s Elixir and took
down your hair, lie Hat on bed or lounge,
nd act as an antiseptic,
three teaspoonluls until J had taken the
close
and
draw
a
coverlet
over
you
light
druggist at once and get
bottle.
You may not go to sleep—
your eyes.
ol and protect the whole
“1 was surprised at the result, pinfranwill
at
first
mind
fly
probably
your
in
Mintol
11lily applying
a
some
linger long so much
worms,
tically from one thing to another that slime, some (hat looked as though it was
three or four times a
might be under way this very minute,
of
skin
worms.
the
positively the best preThe days before
just
But at least
were you up and around.
r f
oughs, Colds, Catarrh,
1 took Dr True’s Elixir I thought I
as
and
and
by,
your body .will rest,
by
Grip, Spanish Influenza
should go wild with the crawling in my
:
you keep on with the relaxing habit,
ent Pneumonia.
stomach, I could feel them. My stomach
reand
to
mind
will
learn
rest
your
too,
a! otice
was sour all the time and some days I
—Physicians all over
lax with your body for a few valuable
:
could not retaiu what I ate, while other
;V are daily prescribing for
of
work.
minutes
in
the
midst
:i'sh Influenza the ingredidays, couldn’t keep anything on my stomiss Baird of Allston, Mass., Knitting
1 in Mintol
ach. I coughed so just the minute I went
Vapocream and
For Red Cross.
sre 'lie remedies that
I
some
would
nights
not sleep more
to bed
have
One War Blessing.
Hi,:,.
two
or
hours.
one
The
“"wt effective in stamping
than
second dose
The medicine mentioned in the above
to li!s 'Peaded disease in thiscounNEW York, Feb. 21.
Development of stopped the crawling and the second night
letter is made by Dr. J. F. True & Co.,
didn’t
I
cough.
a better understanding between the peo“1 feel like a new person, all my friends Auburn, Maine, and is called Dr. True’s
ple of America and England was characterized as "one of the greatest results of say 1 look so much better, but I don’t Elixir, the Family Laxative aid Worm
the war” by Henry Babington Smith, act- need to have them tell me, for I know my
I wouldn’t have believed any Expeller. On sale everywhere medicine
a jar of Mintol at once.
ing high commissioner for Great Britain, feelings.
s
so much better in such a
is sold.
Recommended by many drugk
accessary for your protection
in an address before the Pilgrims’ Society one could feel
aurai
on your home.
I gists who have used it in their own famihere today in connection with the Lowell short time. I tell everyone I know.
medicine
can’t give your
praise enough.” lies.
Centenary celebration.
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Insurance*^

Investigations

>

Mr. Harold Patch has lost his
most
valuable horse.
The Woods school closed Feb. 21st
for
vacation of about two months.
Mr. Charles O.
Dickey has returned
home, after spending a day in Augusta.
a

Lieut. George Wadlin has arrived home
from France and is visiting his
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett Wadlin.
Mrs.

has returned to her home in
Boston.
Mrs. Charles Mahoney and
Lou

Mahoney of Saturday Cove,

Mr. Herbert

hospital,

Interesting

of

Miss

could be expected,

SPANISH

INFLUENZA

~

IM'

dll"

The biggest

he is injured in-

as

ternally.
Mrs.

Lucy Knowles

entertained
Feb. 20th.

the

value in

and Mrs. Madison

Ladies’ Aid Thursday,

refreshment

The afternoon

was spent in
other sewing.
There was a large attendance and the
gentlemen joined them in the evening.

making patch-worn,

Refreshments

were

Drive

and

vou can pos-

served at 9.30.

sibly buy.

Against Swindlers.

Washington, Feb. 25. War department and post office officials are
planning
a

vigorous campaign against swindlers,

A BENEFIT to teeth,

who are again seeking to defraud relatives of soldiers through false telegrams
and letters. Complaints from relatives
are
reaching the department, showing
that demobilization has given a better
opportunity for such criminal operations.
The usual practice is for the swindler
to obtain the names of relatives of a soldier from the published
casualty lists. A
telegram signed in the soldier's name is
sent, saying h<* is free to come home on a
furlough if his relatives will send money
for the trip. On filing the
message, the
sender waives identification and asks his
relatives to do the same.
Sometimes
relatives are asked to send the money to
the soldier, care of general
delivery at
the post office.

breath, appetite and
digestion.
The price is 5 cents.

The
j' Flavor
Lasts

Demobilization Now Totals 1,238,831.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 22. The War department made public Saturday a review
of demobilization showing that
74,313
officers had either resigned or been discharged from the army to date, while
1,164,518 men had been released.
Orders issued up to February
20th, provide for the demobilization of
1,530,000
additional men, 249,000 of whom have

jj

WRAPPED

I

returned from overseas.

HUMPHREYS’

k

The full list of Dr Humphreys Remedies for
internal and external use. meets the needs of
families for nearly every ailment from Infancy
to old ape—described in Dr. Humphrej’s' Manual
mailed free.

tSfefc*..

^

*os

PRESTON’S

PARTIAL LIST

j

'&•
FOR
1. Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations
2. Worms. Worm Fever
3. Colic, Crying Wakefulness of Infants
4. Diarrhea of Childreu and adults
7. Coughs, Colds. Bronchitis
3. Tooihuche, Faceache. Neuralgia
9. Headache, Siek Headache Vertigo
‘iO. Dyspepsia,Indigestion.Weak Stomach
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
14. Eczema, Eruptions.
1 5. Rheumatism, Lumbago
13. Fever and Ague, Malaria
1 7. Files, Blind, Bleeding. Internal. External
lt>. Catarrh, Influenza. Cold in Head
20, W hooping Cough
21. Asthma, Oppressed. Difficult Breathing
27. Disorders of the Kidneys
30, Lrinary Incontinence
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy
77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe
Tor sale by druggists everywhere.

Livery, Boarding

and Transient Stable.

IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON
I have single and double
ur

patronage is solicited.

hitches,

STREET, JUST OFF MAIN, STREET.

buck boards, etc.

Telephone—stable.

18 2;

Careful drivers if desired

house, 18-3.
PRESTON, Proprietor,

W. G.

Statement of the Condition of the United Stales Branch

PliffirJx Assurance Co., Ltd., London
On the 31st

Day

TTTMPTTREYS' H'»MI'0. MEDICINE CD.
William -end Ann Streets. New York

of

December,

1918.

Corner

THE NAME OF THE COMPANY IS TFIE

HORSES’!

PHUENIX ASSURANCE
IT IS

New lot

W. L.

each

OF LONDON

STREET, NEW YORK. N.
BERESFORD, Manager.
OFFICE, LONDOIN, ENGLAND.

HOME

The Amount of its U. S. Deposit is

week.

THE ASSETS OF

..j

liiE COMPANY IN THE U. S. ARE AS

sut".Bonds

:a: : : : :::::: :

Railroad

Factory
Mill

Sites, Farms,Sites

LOCATED

Total Assets

Camps

;

give opportunity to those desiring to
make a change in location for a new start

DICKEY

AND

..

uiomf ?,?,
S

’innsnnnn
100,800 00

c-

1,636 00

tii

nol’ -ol, 11
5
’no?-8
98,154 06
07."
.T..

,4

o3,480 00
15,.583 00

^i0 04
i?

„.

..$3,350,982

KNOWLTON,

75

De

upuifconstruc*
tion. tetupa-

J

de^ment.

Real Estate Agents Pythian
Block. Belfast Maine

1-i-

Farming Land

SUSPttr YOUff KlUNtVS

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

Too

CiCaAQ'

,

RAILROAD.
j

PORTLAND, MAINE.

i

i

~-~9 IF
reed cm

J

YO \J

Portland
For

<■

1 he greatest amount in any one risk.
The greatest amount allowed by the ru.es of the
Comp my to be inxur
ed in any one city, town or village
The greatest amount allowed to be insured in
any one block

Unlimited Raw Material

CENTRAL

<»

.0O6,1 o9

Undeveloped Water* Power

MAINE

..

LIABILITIES:

Total liabilities

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

..

..

*

life.

Good

*

per

Amount due to Banks or other creditors.
*
*
Amount owing, and not due, to Banks or other creditors
Losses adjusted and due.
Losses adjusted and not due
.*
Losses unadjusted.•.
Losses in suspense, waiting for further
proof..
All other claims against the Company
Amount necessary to reinsure outstanding risks
.0

ON THE LINE OF THU

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
in

,17 «».,
41718

.

for Summer Hotels
and

c

Loans on Bonds and Mortgagesof Real Estate, worth double
the amount
for which the same is mortgaged, and free from
any prior incum
branee
.
Debts otherwise secured..
Debts for premiums.
..
All other Securities.

i

UO

i

Bonds.

Miscellaneous Bonds.
Stocks.

quarries

■

Mar.ket va!ue-

Municipal Bonds.

500,000

FoLIOWS'

Cash on hand and in the hands of Agents or other persons
Real Estate unincumbered.■
Bonds owned by the Company, bearing interest at the rate of
cent., secured as follows:

Street.

Location

Y.

PERCIVAL

WEST,

Spring

CO., LTD.,

LOCATED AT

No. 100 WILLIAM

FOR SALE

Baird

Sick Four Years, Red Cross Worker Tells
How She Got Well

long-lasting bars
in each package.

Patch, who is in the Portis getting along as well as

—

Case

North-

port.

land

5

II
III

daughter
Helen have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.

■

■

I

George Jennings, who has been
her mother, Mrs. Henry
Hills,

visiting

Sale

Low price second hand parlor
and kitchen stoves,
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

1/VANTED
HOME EMPLOYMENT
BRAIDING rugs for us is pleasant, easy
well-paid work. For particulars, address
PHELPS & PINKHAM, Inc.,
302 Anderson.St., Portland, Me.
14w48

Meat

Scrap

Portland Cracked Bone
Portland Bone Meal
Portland Bone and Meat Meal
Feed ’em

liberally

“The Eggs Pay For It”
IdC/Case
Arc

your share of profits, for fresh
egg»
>vortli REAL money these
days,

JJtmand

Portland

Brantf

of Your Dealer
Portland

Rendering Co., Portland,

Maine

any Pellast

Symptoms

of

People Neglect Parly
Kidney Trouble.

If your back is lame—if
you feel dull
tired and all worn out—

lleadac,>es.
an!|fr,“haVMhard
dizzy spells—
and

If the
in

backaches

kidney secretions are disordered—
5°Ur *tidneys aud “take
astitch

time6”1

Use Doan’s

Kidney Pills,

the time-tried

home-endorsed kidney remedy.

It may save you from some
serious kidney trouble.
Make use of the experience
of Mrs
Anne L. Durham, 15 Park St.
She
I sufiered for many
years from kidney,
trouble and couldn’t find
anything to reheve me un>il I used Doan’s
Kidney Pills,
which I procured at the
City Drug Store.
My feet became swollen and burned.
I
had dizzy spells at
times, when everything blurred before my eyes,
affecting
my sight and I had to wear
glasses.
Doan s Kidney Pills gave me
relief from
the first and six boxes of this
medicine
;ured me.”
Price 60c. at aii deaiers. Don’t
simply
jsk for a
kidney

says':

remedy—get Doan’s
Sidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Durb’oster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs.,
, 'ax,
N. Y.
Buffalo,
*

STATE OF MAINE.

A REAL IRON TONIC

List of candidates nominated, to be voted* for, in the several wards in the City of Belfast, March 10, 1919.
for willfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying a list of candidates of specimen ballot-FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS FINE.

Penalty

Like Peptiron May Be Just What You
Need This Spring.
Probably nine people out of ten
have lost or are losing their gi ip on

To vote

and

contributes

wonderfully

to

a

make
which are

Straight ticket,

erase any name or names

health in these trying months of awful epidemic's, exposure to damp,
changeable weather, and association
with sick people in overheated homes.
Depleted blood, loss of the red corpuscles, shattered nerves, loss of appetite dull, dozy feelings in the head,
irritability, all loudly call for the real
tonic strength and nourishment that
Peptiron will give you. It is a wonderful corrective of anemic tendency,
paleness, languor, nerve exhaustion.
Peptiron restores the red corpuscles to the Mood and gives a
natural vigor and snap that keeps
up courage, makes you cheery and
helpful to your family and friends,

an

X within the Square above the
party name. If the voter desires to vote for any person or persons whose
therein and places an X in the square at the right of the names of the Candidates of his choice.

printed

names^arenot

name or

he

ff.a,.

SPECIMEN BALLOTS
WARD ONE

WARD TWO

the

Remember this one
health o£ all.
thing—as vitally, positively true—
Peptiron is a real iron tonic.

Belfast’s

*

Milk

Supply

Through the courtesy of E. C. Dow,
inspector, we are enabled to giv<
the following report of general interesi
to

our

readers.

sary

For Mayor

For Mayor

CITIZENS

For Mayor

For Mayor

CLEMENT W. WESCOTT,

CLEMENT

Ward 1

W.

WESCOTT
W-

--

For

For Alderman

Alderman

For Alderman

For Alderman

For Alderman

For Councilmen

Councilmen

For

V. A.
For Councilmen

For Councilmen

il

1

For Alderman

RALPH L. COOPER, Ward 1

SIMMONS, War

For Councilmen

For Councilnu

RALPH H. HOWES, Ward 1

VIRGIL L. HALL, V

JAMES C. DURHAM, Ward 1

LYNWOOD B.

TH<

»

For School Committee

For School Committee

For School Committee

For School Committee

For School Committee

School Coir

For

■

_____

THOMAS W.

For Warden

For Warden

T.OTHROP.
Ward 1

CHAS. W. JENNY.'

For Warden

For

|
I

...__

Warden

For Warden

For Warden

JOHN W. FERGUSON, Ward 1

i
For

For Ward Clerk

Ward Clerk

G.
For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

O.

LORD, Ward

For Ward Clerk

For Ward CL

W. A. NICHOLS, Ward 1
___

l. e.

McMahan,

y.

__

For Constable

For Constable

For Constable

For Constable

For Constablo

For Const.a

I

r

WALTER J.

CLIFFORD,

marcellup R

|

Ward 1

WARD THREE
it

II

I

>

REPUBLICAN 4
For Mayor

k

WARD FOUR
"

i

Meeting.

The annual town meeting of the town
of Nurthporl was iield at Elwef ’s Hall
last Monday with a small attendance, in
fact it was the smallest attendance that
has been known in the history of the
town for the past thirty years, with one
exception of a postponed meeting. Not
over fifty votes were thrown in any ballot
even in the only contest of the election.
The town officers were elected in the
fo'lowing order: Moderator, Bert R. McIntyre; town clerk, Harvard W. Elwellselectmen, assessors and overseers of the
poor, Robie E. Ames, Bert R. McIntyre
and C. A. Sheldon; treasurer, collector of
taxes and constables, Henry Ci, Hills;
road commissioner, Freeman T. Crockett;
school board, Bert F., McIntyre, Chester
A. Sheldon and F. I. Beach; sexton, Elmer S. Drinkwater.
It was voted to pass the article in the
warrant which called for the election of
a
Board of Overseers of the Poor for a
three years term, one term to expire each
It was voted that the town should
year.
pay three per cent for the collection of
Harvard \Y. Elwell was. chosen
taxes.
as fire warden and his salary lixed at ten
dollars. The article for the crea~ion of a
special municipal board of Mothers Aid
The sum of
was passed without action.
$1400 was raiseo for the support of
schools; .$3000 to pay town charges and
$700 to pay town debts; $100 was raised
tor Fligh school tuition; $50 for repair of
school houses; $40 for text books; $1800
for repair of highways and bridges; $100
to take care of snow. The selectmen
were authorized to hire money if neces-

DEMOCRAT

_I

i

Town

REPUBLICAN

CITIZENS

For Mayor

For Mayor

There are at present eight milk dealer:
making daily delivery by team through
out lhecity and several people who keei
one or two cows and sell to their neighIn addition to this supply, th<
bors
Whiting creamery sells a large amoun
of milk at retail.
The milkmen are all complying witl
the requirements of the law and are producing milk under reasonably clean anc
sanitary conditions. They all have gooc
herds of cows that are kept in good con
dition and well cared for.
Some of thi
dealers have found it difficult to get com
petent help at times, but they have dom
the best they could to keep to the stand
ard of modern methods. They deservt
much credit for supplying the city witl
good milk under such adverse condition!
The lega
as have existed the past year.
standard for milk is 3.25 per cent, buttei
fat while the average test of all the milk
sold in this city is about 1 per cent. Nc
sample tested has dropped below 3.5,
while several tests from Jersey or Guernsey herds have gone above 4.5.
The cream trade is almost wholly supplied by the groeerymen, who get theii
supply from the creameries. With the
exception of a short time when the U. S.
Food Administrator decreed that no
cream should be sold for family use that
contained more than 20 per cent of fat,
the cream supplied the trade has tested
about 38 per cent.
Both of the creameries are well managed and kept in a sanitary condition.
It is a part of tiie duty of the inspector of
milk to see that the laws relating to the
sale of butter, cheese and imitation dairy
products are not Oolated. In the past, I
there has been considerable short weight
butter sold in our markets.
With the
co-operation of the dealer, I have tried
to correct this wrong. Some progress
has been made, yet some underweight
butter does ge. onto the market. The
only practical way to solve this problem
is for the dealer to sell such butter at a
sufficient discount to cover the deficit in
weight. Most of the dealers are now doing that. There is a natural shrinkage
in butter and a loss of one-quarter ounce
per pound cannot be considered as evidence of intentional fraud on the part of
the maker.
On the whole, the retail butter trade is
in a fairly satisfactory condition.
There are ten licensed dealers in oleomargarine in this city. The manufacturers of some brands of oleo are evading
tiie color law by furnishing a capsule of
color and directions for using it with
each pound, but the local dealers are all
handling the goods without evasion ol
law.

Northport

DEMOCRAT

REPUBLICAN

milk

DEMOCRAT

I

REPUBLICAN^

CITIZENS

For Mayor

For

CLEMENT

j

Mayor

W.

For Mayor

DEMOCRAT

--

CIT1ZK

For Mayor

f

_L_

—--

For May

J__I

WESCOTT,

CLEMENT W.

\VJ.

Ward 1
For Alderman

For Alderman

For

DEXTER T.

For Councilmen

For Ccuncilmen

For Alderman

Alderman

For Alderman

For Alderm

CLEMENTS,
Ward 3

WALTER G. HAT
For Councilmen

For Councilmen

For Council men

i

For Council i:

_

I

|

BERT L.

DAVIS, Ward 3

LESLIE A. PAYSO"
—

HERBERT J. KIMBALL,
Ward 3
For School Committee

GARDNER W. LAN

For School Committee

For School Committee

For School Committee

For School Committee

For

Scl ool Coni

_!__
RALPH H. SHUTE, Ward 3

For

Warden

|

HERMAN O.

For Warden

For Warden

For Warden

For Warden

I

BECK

For Warden

__I_
HENRY D. CLARK, Ward 3

GEORGE F. MAYT;

1

i
\

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Clerk

For Ward Cl

ROBERT C. LOGAN, Ward 3

CALVIN H. MONRO!

^

Messrs. Harry Drmkwater, frank Herrick, Frank 1 Beach, Robie F. Ames, Joel
For Constable
For Constable
P. Wood and Isaac S. Hills were elected
_I
surveyors of wood, bark and lumnerand
Messrs. B K. McIntyre, Frank I. Beach,
and
Isaac
S.
Hills were
E. B Ramsay
elected as fence viewers.
The town voted in favor of raising
money to entitle them to State Aid and
the sum of $417 was raised for State
Highways and the sum. of $50 for State
THE CHURCHES
j Sunday evening, preaching, 7.30; prayer
Aid Highways iri the coming year. The
meeting this, Thursday, evening, 7.30.
amount raised for the State Aid HighThe public is cordially invited to worship
The salary of the Road
ways was $533.
Services will be held next Sunday a
with us at all our services. Strangers in
Commissioner was placed at three dollars the North Church at 10.45 a. m. witl 1
town are especially welcome. We aim to
per day. There were three cand dates preaching by Rev. Wm. Vaughan.
make everybody feel at home with a corFreeman T.
for road commissioner:
Everett L. Shaw of Illinois, a senior a' I dial welcome and a hearty invitation to
Crockett, who served in the past yea"-,
1
come
occuagain.
Mathew Leadbetter, who was a former the Bangor Theological Seminary,
the pulpit at the Baptist church las
international
children’s week,
The
commissioner, and M. T. Huff, who had pied
and
exevening, giving
been but recently made a resident of the Sunday morning
j April 27th to May 4th, inclusive, will be
satisfaction.
cellent
The contest was between Mr.
town.
i held throughout the country, promoted
Crockett and Mr. Leadbetter and the
Rev. A. E. Wilson in the First Paris! ! by the International Sunday School Association through its auxiliaries, the
first ballot stood 24 to 26, Mr. Crockett church at 10.45 a. m. next Sunday wil
being elected on the second ballot 24 to have for his sermon subject, “The League State and Provincial Sunday School Asto
sell of Nations.” The church school at noon
32. The selectmen were authorized
sociation, of the North American continent. Every community and every church
property owned by the town. The fol- All cordially invited to the services.
were
list
of
jurors
accepted:
should observe this week in the interest
lowing
Services will be held next Sunday al of the uplift of children. For particulars
Messrs. C. A. Shelden, George Jackson,
C. O. Woodbury, C. P. Griffin, L. E. the Baptist church at 10.45 a. m. Prof
write Mrs. Wesley J. Weir, Y. M. C. A.
Pitcher, F. W. Cramer, Merle Huff, Isaac Calvin M. Clark will supply the pulpit Building, Room 49, Portland, Maine.
S. Hills and Bert J. Bird. The sum of Sunday school at noon; Christian En$50 was raised for the expenditure on the deavor at 6.30 p. m. and evening service
Governor Milliken in Washington
streets of Birchcrest and Mathew Lead- at 7.30. Prayer meeting this, Thursday,
The evening.
better was elected to expend it.
Governor Milliken is now in Washingsum of $75 apportioned to Temple Heights
Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor will ton to attend the conference this week of
and Charles A. Thompson appointed to
occupy the pulpit of the Belfast Univerexpend it. It was voted not to raise $150 Balist church Sunday evening, March governors, mayors and federal officials
for the maintenance of electric lights
16th, and again Sunday morning, March for the purpose of discussing business
from Brown’s Corner to Little River.
23rd, when all Universalists and person- conditions and plans in the various states.
The sum of $75 was raised for the erec- al friends of Mr. Smith are invited to at- ;
tion of a new fence at tbe cemetery at tend. March 30th the pulpit will be oc- ! The Governor has with him a large amount
Little River. The matter of re-establish- cupied by a candidate or by the State of matter bearing on the conditions in
ing the Brown’s Corner school was left Superintendent, Rev. Dwight Ball.
Maine, their requirements and immediate
with the school committee. The article
needs, which he will present at the conRev.Charlee
People’s Methodist church,
asking for the purchase of land for a playwas for a twoground for the school at Saturday Cove W. Martin, Pastor, Parsonage, No. 7 Court ference. The original plan
street, telephone 213-11. Sunday morning, days meeting, but it has been extended to
was passed, as there is no land near there
preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12.00; include Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
that could be purchased.
«.
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For Constable

For ConstaMc

RUFUS J. MAYO, Ward 3

ALBERT L. WOOD
_

SEE PAGE EIGHT FOR WARD FIVE BALLOT.
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For Constable

I

season is beginning and I want all
I can
the low cost farms I can get.
sell them quickly regardless of location or condition.

Write describing what you have to
sell or call at my office and talk it
2wl0
over.

j

ROY C. FISH,

! Representing

E. A. Stroul
Earm Agency. Inc.,

62 Main Street, Belfast, Maine.

FOR SALE
Two houses on Alto street, 10 minutes’
walk from the postoffice. One 7 room
house with large garage and garden spot
with cultivated blacuberries. The other
has eight 'rooms and bath, with electric

lights.
lOtf

Inquire of

MRS. L...A. BROWN, Alto St.

Having recently received my honorable !
discharge from the army, I have reor- |
ganized my original orchestra and am
prepared to furnish music for any occa- j
!
sion—dances, suppers, shows, etc.

Will direct and arrange song music for
school plays, shows and entertainments.
Phone or write
LLOYD D. MCK.EEN, Mgr.,
172 High St., Belfast, Maine.
Phone 126-4

Incubators
Expecting to install a Mammouth Hot |
Water Hatching Machine, we offer for
sale our regular equipment, consisting of
12 Cyphers 390 Egg Incubators.

6

PINELAND POULTRY FARM,
Belfast, Maine.

WANTED
A MAN TO DO CHORES and to make
himself useful about the place.
A. B. STANTIAL,
Belfast, Maine.

OATS

FARMERS ATTENTION

!

We offer 6,000 Bushels of the Ce!
S. W. Co. Brand.
We have sold this grade of oats for seven years u
results.
They are NOT clipped or sulphured (clipping and
stroys the germinating quality) and are grown in a la
adapts them to this locality. These oats are recleaned h

10tf_

Also
1
240
2 Automatic Brooder stoves—each 500
chick capacity.
Phone 243-4, or write

SEED

j
j

ceive them. Then we run them over a screen 2 feet u
long, which further increases their PURITY. It costs
prepare the ground for reliable seed than for seed
germinate.
twin
FOR SALE BY YOUR DEALER

SWAN-WHITTEN CO
WHOLESALE

DISTRIBUTORS,

For Sale
THE MARSH RESIDENCE on Church
street, opposite the Court House. For
particulars apply to

MRS. WARREN E. MARSH,
No. 6 Market Street.

BELFAS

Place for Sal«.
House of eight

room

improvements,

small
land.
About 10 minut'
postoflice. Inquire at
THE

JOUHNAl'

Capt. C. B. Swett of the Pejeoscot
William M. Greenlaw is assisting
Company has been in Harrington and in Mrs.
the H. H. Coombs store this week
Machias the past week on
business.
during the absence of Mrs. Coombs.
Workmen have finished putting elecThe Universalist Ladies’ Circle will
tric lights in the vestry of the
Universa- meet on this, Thursday, afternoon at the
liat church and will -install them in
the home of Mrs. Charles O’Connell, Park

Progressive Store

The

auditorium this week.

cased to say that in spite of the unsettled business conable to say thaPSanuary and February have registered for
.-.mess that we have ever had for the corresponding two
This may seem a little drawn
me have been in business.
We feel that we owe the patrons of our
is actually so.
f thanks and appreciation for their trade and we shall
throughout the year.

Anna Swett,
pupil in the Belfast
„M1‘88
High school, is confined to her
a

home on
Spring street with a lame knee, the resuit of a rheumatic trouble.
Mrs. Frank H. Hoag slipped on
the
sidewalk early Monday morning near her
home on Bay View street and
sustained a
Potts fracture of her
right ankle. Dr.
Elmer Small was called to
reduce the
fracture.

pleased to say that we are able at this time to give our
FCIALS occasionally, whereby they may obtain some first
For SATURDAY, MARCH 8,
se at SPECIAL PRICES.
a few Fibre Silk Hose and Bungalow Aprons as described

i

.1

MARCH 8th

SATURDAY,

[ OR

■n First Quality Fibre Silk Hose in Black and some colors,
ed heel, double sole and toe, regular dollar values at 69c.

in need of a pair or two, don’t wait until late in the day,
iv our SPECIAL OFFERINGS are taken up these will goquick,vill be a few dozen cotton hose in Black that will be priced
aal value.

FOR SATURDAY
long time since you have been able to buy much of a
under two dollars. Here is an opportunity. Saturday
galow Aprons in light or colors at a remarkably low price.
a

n

SPRING MILLINERY SHOWING
Saturday to be able to show some of the NEWEST and
Spring Millinery. Mrs. Coombs is expected home toillinery markets with a very complete line of all descrip<eems to be coming earlier this year and you will want to
m

Miss Patterson of Boston
to be able to give you enMiss Patterson is a milliner of much ability. She has
lie past two months in the large wholesale houses of New
ii as maker and trimmer.
•

hat

as

soon

igaiu this

:

as

season

convenient.

so we are sure

TERMS

H.

CASH

High Street,

Mrs. H. H. Coombs is expected home
today from the millinery markets, where

she has been spending the week buying
the new spring stock of millinery for the
Mrs. Coombs
H. H. Coombs Co. store.
will be accompanied home by Miss Minnie Patterson of Boston, head milliner
for the Coombs store.

from a three weeks’ stay in Caribou,
where she supplied the office of the
Northern & Western Union Telegraph
Co. during the absence of the
manager,
Miss

The E. A. Strout Agency of this city
has recently sold the Joseph Elwell farm

ter. A reception will be held at 6 o’clock
and a banquet at 6.30. This will be the
10th anniversary of the organization of
the Eastern Star.

Billington.

in Brooks to C. W. Vincent of Searsport,
who will take possession at once; the A.
J. Smith farm at Monroe Center to C. W.
Humphrey of Boston, who is already in
possession, and the J. F. Vickery farm in
Knox to Louis Bonsha of East Port Chester, Conn., who will take possession in

The New Electric Iron

While hubby works
downtown tonight
I’ll do little pressing.
I’ll hitch this cord into

Maine

the

rtisemen rs.

t

Belfast,

desired.

j

CoombsCompany,

Temple,

February 28th, her
Robert Keating, employed for several
birthday, Mrs. G. L. years in the Dinsmore shoe store, is now
Havener was the recipient of over one clerking for B. L Davis.
hundred beautiful and useful gifts, flowMrs. Irene McKinney, who has been in
ers and fruit,
birthday booklets, post the Waldo County
Hospital for some tiirie
cards and letters, from her many friends.
for treatmen1, is now visiting friends in
All day from a distance apd from near at
this city and later will return to her home
hand the remembrances came pouring in,
in Lincolnville.
bringing messages of good cheer to this
well beloved friend at whose fireside all
Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will hold
through her long life so many have their regular meeting next Friday evensought and found this same good cheer. ing, when Grand Matron Mrs. Josie E
....Mrs. O. E. Clay returned Thursday Mathews of Dexter will inspect the
Chap-

J

\IOW APRONS AT SPECIAL PRICES

VV

is

On

The regular drill of Company F. of the
The City Ballot. The city ballot of Third Infantry will take place at the
1918 was placed in nomination by the Armory on Friday evening of this week,
a rush of work.
She was recently at
petition of men concerned in Belfast’s after which there will be a talk by the
Southwest Harbor on a private case for
business interest. The Republican and officers on military courtesy. There will
Dr. Thomas Tapley.
Democratic city committees agreed not be no non-commissioned officers school
to call a party caucus. Chat the adminis- this week on account of the non-arrival
Howard L. Whitten lost a sum of
of the necessary papers from headquartration of Mayor Clement W.
Wescott, ,
money from his store safe
but
recently,
the board of aldermen and councilmen ters,
the thief left $550 in
i
Liberty bonds and April.
gave satisfaction is evidenced by the fact 1
took an empty wallet from the
Stanley Knowlton celebrated his ninth
cigar case.
Doris David, the young daughter of that the same officers when possible were birthday
The matter has been reported to
Saturday afternoon at the home
City Mr. and Mrs. John A. David, recently re-nominated by petition this year. All
of bis aunt, Mrs. Etta Knowlton WeyMarshal M. R. Rnowlton.
at
floor
home
the
and
aldermen
fell on the kitchen
will serve again and the
mouth, with whom he lives. Games were
This is the first winter on record since fractured one of her arms.
Although councilmen with the exception of Her- played, then refreshments of sandwiches,
automobiles came into use that
member
bert
!
J.
the
in
a
to
injured
obliged
carry
Herbert
Kimball, succeeding
T. ice cream, cake, cocoa and fudge were
they could
have been in use all the time. Charles B. sling she attended school regularly. Doris Field now in France on Y. M. C. A.
served. The large birthday cake was a
Norton has had a Ford car in commission and her little brother Jack have never | work, and B. L. Davis succeeds J. P. SylIn place of the usual
: special feature.
1
all winter, and the greater
part of the been north in the winter before and Fri- vester in Ward 3; Gardner W. Lane suc- candles, it was surmounted by a circus
time the roads have been in fine con- day had their first sleigh ride.
ceeds Ralph H. Mosher in Ward 4. The
which
parade,
especially delighted the
dition.
regular changes are made in the school boys. Miss Charlotte Knowlton
assisted
Fred S. Jackson has sold his build- i
committee, etc. Edmund Wilson, the the hostess in serving. The boys present
At a recent meeting of the directors of ing, near the foot
Main
of
street, collector of
taxes, with the largest com- were Alton Matsano, Warren
the New Belfast Fair Association the formerly the L. A. Knowlton property
Southworth,
j
mitment of taxes ever assessed, sold the John
Thompson, Allen Taylor, Elmer
dates for the fair next summer were des- \ and later Jackson & Hall, to Virgil L.
smallest amount of real estate for taxes
Decrow, George Moore, Lester Knowlton,
ignated August 19th, 20th and 21st. The Hall, Oscar B. Wilkins and the Swan- ever sold in one
year.
Harry Peters and Eugene Hammons.
Association is planning to make several Whitten Company. Mr. Jackson will
improvements in addition to those made continue the phosphate branch of his
last season.
business, and will close out his stoek of
goods, on the advice of his physician.
the
little son of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl,
Miss A. Annette Holt, daughter of Mr.
Herbert F. Hanson, Upper Main street,
who went to 1
took his sled last Friday and struck out and Mrs. William Holt,
j Washington a little over a year
ago, has
unbeknown to his mother, who thougnt
he was with the older children. He went been placed on the permanent pay-roll of
to the Fred G. Gray house near the Farm- the Government employees, one of 7 girls
out of 80 selected. Miss Holt is a graduers Union and was recognized as a
stranger ate of the Commercial
Department of the
in that vicinity.
An attempt was made
to find who he was, but the little fellow Belfast High school and was for some
time employed as a stenographer for
was not inclined to talk so
kept perfectly Swan-Whitten Co.
quipt. Brcoming anxious his new friends
a
suggested that he be taken to the city
The
Estate
Dickey-Know lton Real
building, but he would say nothing only Company has rented for A. J. Garside of
in response to the suggestion that he ;
Herndon, Florida, the “Buckmar” house
might like a ride he said “horse.” All in Northport to Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Mathe mail carriers, clerks in the stores and !
honey of Northport, who have sold their
from al! the offices in the building be- house to New York
parties. This firm
came interested and called on tlfb cute
reports a good lively call for cottages and
little lad, but failed to identify him.
At summer property for renting and the outnoon time when he failed to come in with
look is good for a season of real business.
the children, his mother began to search
Applications from many places have alfor him and soon located him at the Gray
ready been made and the summer season
house as he was taking a nap.
should
in the

Miss Flores I. Smart, R.
N., of Portland
is assisting at the
Tapley Hospital during

.11: SILK HOSE AT SPECIAL PRICES

A full attendance
Work for tke Red Cross.

street.

ClTYPOINT.

eighty-seventh

The News ot Belfast

light

But, heavens!

r.
Co. advertise reMrs. Lucy E. Perkins had a serious ill
sting or haying maters for repair parts turn last Saturday and was not expected
9-15.
i to recover.
of March
ertises the Edison
Leslie C. Follettand family have moved
i to be given at the from the Pierson house at the corner of
..lay evening in eon- Congress and Miller streets to the Cook
i-lner, contralto, and house on Charles street.
.list.
Silver Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias,
oiler for sale 6,000 conferred the rank of Knight on several
W. Co. candidates last Wednesday evening. Re.s of the S.
freshments were served.
hdates to be voted
Mrs. Horace J. Morton has been conti March 10th.
lined to her home on Congress street

1

j
1

how distressing!
I need the li&ht;

pass

anything

past

I need the heatWhatever shall I do?

p

years.

Paul F. Connor, Deputy Collector, will
F. T. Forsaitu, a man from Northern
be at the following places on dates menVermont, who is spending the winter in
tioned for the purpose of assisting in- St.
Cloud, Fla., takes exception to the
“lm \ours For
come
taxpayers in filing their returns recent report that Mr. and Mrs. L. S.
.Double
F'
under the Federal Law. The new In- Southard found the weather in St. Cloud
come Tax Law affects 1918 incomes and
[ cold and disagreeable. He says he has been
is different from the 1917 act in many very comfortable and has no
complaint
i respects, so that many will find it ad- to make about the climate or the temseveral weeks from the effects of brown- I vantageous to interview one of the dep- perature.
r advertises picture
seem
to
Opinions
differ, but
tail moth poisoning, contracted from the i uty collectors working in their particular the fact remains that Mr. and Mrs. Southek.
section.
The itinerary of the above ard preferred Belfast to St. Cloud and
of eight rooms for use of a wrap used last summer in the
named deputy collector will be as fol- came
were plentiful,
home, where they are also very
mprovements, also orchard, when those pests
lows: Belfast, at the Custom House, to- comfortable and have no
complaints
The schooner Charlotte T. Sibley, built I
and tomorrow, from 9 to 12, 1 30 to about the weather.
day
$1.25 Each
Screws into present socket
ght .Si Power Co ad- in Belfast in 1882 by Carter & Co., was 5.30 and 7 to 9 p m. He w ill be in Lini.
which screws into recently lost at sea and her crew were colnville March 8th, in Searsport,, March
3 for
At the Colonial t heatre Tuesday even- :
No
extra
rescued by the super-dreadnaught New
two electric onnecin Stockton Springs, March 11th, ing, March 11th, Castellucci’s NeapoliMexico.
For many years she was owned 10th,
..ket.
in Frankfort, March 12th and in Winter- tan Musicians will be the closing attrac- i
Two Electric Connections From One
here and was named for the daughter of
tion of this season’s Lyceum Course
Marsh advertises the
March 13th.
Edward Sibley, her principal owner, now port,
Those who remember Signor Castellucci I
t: the Court House,
Mrs. Henry Hoyt Hilton of Chicago. She
Boy SCOUTS.
Subscriptions to the at the Chautauqua in 1917 will be anxious
was sold several years ago to the PendleScout fund are still coming in and | to see and hear again this wonderful
Boy
Isa man 10 (lo cnores ton Brothers of New
York, who recently the figures are over the top. The boys musical director. There are seven memnt the place.
sold her to New Y'ork parties.
are most enthusiastic in looking forward
bers in the company who play a wide
172 High street, adJohn 1. White or Deer Lodge, Montana,
j to the camping trip. The people of Bel- variety of instruments and a soprano
and
lettering
: ainting,
son of the late Captain Fred and Jennie
j fast have been very liberal in this first soloist. Signor Castellucci’s wife is a
•rtises that his or- (Boynton) White of this city, has recently :all for funds for the benefit of the boys skilful
player of the concert horn; his
furnis.h music for returned from service overseas with the and it is certainly appreciated. The pa- brother Pindaro is
euphonium soloist, and
j
81st Field Artillery, 8th Division and is trols have been re-organized in the follow- had the distinction of being band-master
Eagle one; Wolf on the U. S. cruiser Charleston when he
Ado street, has two the guest of his sister, Mrs. Ethel White ing numerical order.
Wiley of Spring street, for about a month. two; Haven three; Fox four; Beaver five. was only eighteen years of age; and
Mr White has not been here for 12 years, At the meeting Monday night there were another brother, Luigi, is a guitar virtupublishes a statehaving been located in the West, in Cali- some forty boys present and the organiza- oso as well as violinist of ability. There
fornia, Idaho, Washington and Montana. tion is fast growing stronger and improv- will be great variety and wide range in
advertise fibre silk At Deer
Lodge, Montana, he nas a ranch ing in standing. Belfast now' has one of the selections from classic to popular
mis at, special prices
of 100 acres, but believing that he should the best equipped troops in the State. music and everybody will be sure to be
a showing of new
give his services to his country, he en- 1 The sale of tags for the benefit of the pleased. This company appeared in the
listed, and trained at Fort. Sill, Oklahoma, i bovs on Washington's Birthday gave a ; “Central Chicago Course” last season
iiirt street, rdverand Freemont, Calif. He went to f ranco \ return of $12fi.20. The winners in this and was the only number to be asked for
oded barred Rock in October, on the English ship, Acra- sale were Clayton Colcord, lirst wdio sold a return engagement for the season of
tania, landing at Brest. After reaching 180 tags; Harold Staples, second wit 88 1918-1919. That is “some” testimonial.
In j The committee has made the price withI manager of K. A. Brest they went to the little town of and Elmer Ellis, third with 78 tags.
rtises for low cost Ploromel, France, of about 150(> inhabi- the debate of Monday evening, “Is it right in reach of all, admission 28 cents, while ;
tants. They were on their way to the to play German music in America?” ! reserved seats are only 39 cents and 55
front to relieve another Division, when Donald Knowlton and Harry Bowen of J cents, inc.uding war tax.
Friday, March 1
Is attention tc the
Mr. White the affirmative side were the winners. 7th, is exchange day for season ticket
the armistice was signed.
castle clip cur.s at
l
said that in Ploromel there wasn’t a There will be another debate at tiie next holders so that they may have first choice !
young man in the place, unless sick or meeting between Clayton Colcord and I of seats, while others may secure their I
iitliam advertises the
crippled, only old men, for everybody Elmer Ellis on the affirmative and Wight seats at nine o’clock Saturday, March
mi furniture of Cun- else had
gone to the war, and many had Robbins and Russell Knight for the i.eg- 8th. To miss this will be a lasting renil Belfast for sale. been killed.
Lewis Mendall will demonstrate I gret.
He was one of the guard of ative.
ms ad\. says that he
hodor at Brest for President and Mrs. “first aid bendaging” and there will be j
■
INDIAN
MUSIC.
A
most delightful
for men who are Wilson and their party when they landed, stories by Scouts Arnold, Downs, Robbins, !
Keating, formerly of so had an excellent opportunity of seeing Canning, Davis, Cook, Smith, Ness. Rob- musicale was given last Thursday afterbas been employed them, with General Pershing, and other ert Clements and Carl Clements were j noon at the home of Mrs. James H.
elected to membership at the meeting.
notables.
Howes, who entertained about eighty-live
members and guests of the Woman’s Alliance of the First Parish church. A most
entertaining program on Indian music
was arranger by Mrs. Clement W. Wescott. She was assisted by sixteen memCASTELLUCCI'S NEAPOLITANS
bers of the Camp Fire Girls in Indian
'—
costume, giv.ng a very realistic touch,
A
particularly to the first number, the Mystic Fire song, with Mrs. Mervin L. Ames
as pianist.
This music was taken from
has a
at the Colonial Frithe South
California
ludian music.
As
an
introduction
to
the
song
March
and there will no doubt be
their Camp Guardian, Mrs. Arthur E
of
read
a
short
to
see it and all of the
paper interpretWilson,
go
ing this charming ceremonial of camp
IN THE
wish are invited to
for the Edison Tone
lore.
Mrs. Wescott read a most instruc- i
live and original paper on the history of
t
Indian music. There has been little development in Indian music, and it still
retains much of its primitive crudeness,
AT THE
but will always be of great interest as it
is a
part of the
ery life of the first inhabitants of our country. Much has
oeen learned in recent years through the
tl e Celebrated
research of several American ethnologists in regard to its derivation and charASSISTED BY
acteristics.
C’vilization is driving the
A {musical organization of 8 members, under direction of Signor
red man to accept our ways or to comOmero Castellucci, giving a varied instrumental an 1 vocal program
plete extinction, buv. in his nat ve haunts
the Famous
music followed him from his cradle to
of rare merit. Signor Castellucci will be remembered as the wellhis grave, and wan used to express his
liked leader of the Hussar Band herewith the Chautauqui in 1917.
of
feelings
love, anger, sorrow, war and
religion. It is more fascinating than
War Tax,
28c.
pleasing or artistic. Mrs. Wescott mentioned the work of Edward MacDowell,
“
“
“
39c. and 55c.
Reserved
who stands pre-eminent in his adaptation of Inaian melodies. Charles WakeOn Sale at Theatre Box Office Sa'urday, March 8, at 9 a. m.
field Cadman is another who has given
AIND
us Indian songs.
The most important
and one of the largest vocal numbers
“The Phonograp h with a Soul
suggestive of Indian music is Coleridge
NOTICE TO LYCEUM COURSE
Taylor’s setting of Longfellow’s HiaSeason tickets may be exchanged for reserved seats a t Theatre Box
watha.
was
This
suite
used
concert
with
uid advise all those to whom we have given
reD 3 >T T DELAY.
Office 9 a. m., Friday, Mirch 7.
markably good effect by Mrs. Wescott j
to go early and take in the pictures
will cost
and Mrs. Parker, the latter reading brief
selections from its three parts, The Wedc regular
price) and then you will be sure of a seat
ding Feast, the Death of Minnehaha, and
he concert. There will be a crowd and at 8.15 there
the Departure of Hiawatha. Mrs. Dana
B.
Southworth rendered a violin solo,
he
room only.”
Minuet in G. by Beethoven and was most
YOU WILL FIND
'h'e
Tone
will
cordially received. She very graciously
come to this our second Edison
you
to an encore played in a finishresponded
and see for yourself that the NEW EDISON DIAMOND
ed Style. Mrs. M. O. Dickey, always a
both PRACTICAL and REASONABLE in price, t
general favorite, sang with much exPHONOGRAPH really
the natural voice
pression an Indian Lullaby and was act
nut its impossible to tell the
from the
“THE KIDDIES’
32 Church
companied by Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker.
The latter also delighted all with the
ger.
door
to
National
Bank.
Next
G. E. HALL.
piano solo. From an Indian Lodge, by
1 his concert is
The program closed with
MacDowell.
FREE to you and we trust you
the Indian Suite, Tales of Yosemite, by
it.
Yours truly,
H. J. Stewart. This was in four parts—
The God of Plenty, Spirit of the Evil
Wind, The Lost Arrow and Spirit of the
Waters. Mrs. Parker read selections descriptive of the soles sung by Mrs. WesOwing to the death of owners, the store, stock and fixtures of Cunningham
cott, who was accompanied bv Mrs.
Bowker. The progiam in. its originality Bros, at North Belfast must be sold at once. Clean stock; now open and doing good
and artistic rendering was pronounced by business.
Tenement over store. Garage. Fine opening. Investigate. Write or
good judges to Le of great merit and telephone
HARVEY S. CUNNINGHAM,
would bear repeating to a public audience.
R. F. D. No. 4, or telephone 105-2, Belfast, Maine.
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night,

Word of Advice
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Castellucci’s

good picture
7th,

people

people

Neapolitans

stay

by

Musical Event of the Season

Ida Gardner

COLONIAL THEATRE

Contralto,

Tuesday Evening, March 11, 1919

Flutist,

Harold Lyman

Admission,
Seats,

including

PATRONS

(which

“standing
hope

:

Infant’s and Children’s Clolhing

reproduces
reproduction

SHOP,”

Street,

entirely

-l|joy

Grocery Store For Sale

FRED D. JONES,

^‘hdison Phonograph Distributor, Belfast,

Me.

TRADE MARK

City of

The
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Put On
The Left Shoe
First
They all said it—Dough*
boy, Poilu, and Tommy
—and clinging to that bit
of trench superstition,
they believed it brought

good luck for the day—

and longer life in the shelled racked stretch about

them.
But in these fairer, happier
days, when peace whirls
the wheels of motordom
again, we say,

“Put

on

first.”

the right shoe

And, of
shoe,

course, the right
is the Goodrich
Shoe, because it means
good luck day and night,
and longer life in your
tires.

But there’s
about it;
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superstition
only the big,
husky body, and the wide,

i

thick BLACK SAFETY
TREAD, Goodrich builds
into tires that—

i

Round

no

the

out

depend- j
ability and durability oP
Goodrich Service Value.

Buy Goodri ch Tires
from

a

Dealer
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THIS TELLS HOW TO

UNWISE
/f’S
put off to-day’s duty until to-

'WOMEN

to

If your stomach is
acid-disturbed take
morrow.

Suffering from

KmiqidS

Squarely Up to Every Individual
to Get Busy by March 15
or Suffer Penalty.

new aid to digestion comfort
todaym A pleasant relief from
the discomfort of acid-dyspepsia.

the

MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION

"Don’t wait until the final clue date,
March 15th, for paying your Income
Tax and making your return.
Avoid
the last minute rush. Any person can
out his liability today as well as
lie can next week, and if there is any
point on which he needs advice he can
now get in touch with a Revenue yian."
This word of advice is from Seth W.
Jones, Collector of Internal Revenue,
Portsmouth, N. H., who is collecting
the Income Tax in Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont. Collector Jones is
giving without charge every aid of his
office and his enlarged field force to
help tite people get their payments
and their returns in by March 15th.
But the Income Tax men will not
pull your door-hell or your coat-tails,
according to the Collector's announceIt is squarely up to every indiment.
vidual to figure out his own case and
to get busy if he comes within the
scope of the new Revenue law.

figure

Tea and Club Rooms Opened for
American Women.
Miss Charlotte Niven, Director of Italian Work, Prepares for Influx of
American Woman Students.

Italy

is

included

rn»w

in

the

war

work of the American Y. W. C. A.
Miss Mabel Warner of Salina, Kan.,
and Chicago lefi Paris ?i few days ago
for Rome, where she will he in charge
of a Hostess House for American girls

Did You Earn This Much?

Every

unmarried person who received income averaging $10.25 a week
during 1018 and every married couple
who jointly received income averaging
$38.50 a week should secure at once
from the nearest Deputy Collector or
the nearest hank a blank Form 1040 A.
That form contains tlie information he
will need to enable him to figure his
correct net income and any tax that he
owes the Government.
The law requires that every unmarried person who had a net income, of
$1,000 or over and every married person whose not income was $2,000 or
over (including the income of husband
or
wife and the earnings of minor
children, if any) must make a return
on ■■>!• before March 15th.
And this requirement does not hinge on whether
tlie person owes a tax.

employed there by the American Red
Cross, the Embassy and the new TuMiss Warner
berculosis Commission.
lias been director of the Y. W. C. A.
Hostess House at I’rest, France.
Miss Warner will open a tea room
and club rooms where the American
women

gather for social times.

can

Rome is harboring a refuge population
of about 40.iH)o and accommodations
are

difficult to Ind.
lte

direct

wnru

m

result

Koine was srarteo

of

as

a

appeal of Miss

the

one of the National
AY. C. A. secretaries of Italy, who is
spending a few months in France as

Charlotte Niven,
Y

advisor in the French work.
Miss Niven's dreams of Y

\AT. O. A.

Taxable Income.

in Italy include the maintenance
of a residence for non-Italian women,

work

who, she feels, will

come

Italy

to

An

individual must include under
gross income all gains, profits and income derived from salaries, wages or
compensation for personal service of
whatever kind and in whatever form
paid or from professions, vocations,
business, sales or dealings in property
of all kinds, interest, rent, dividends
or
profits derived from any source
whatever.
Very few items of income

in

great numbers after the war to study
music and art.
‘•I believe at this time such

a

project

ts particularly important because women from other countries should he

encouraged to

come to

Italy

to

replace

the great numbers of German women
who flooded Italy in the pasi. many of

are

exempt.

Deductions include ordinary and nee
them paid agents of their governessary business expenses, interest paid
ment.’’ Aliss Niven said in discussing
or accrued on mdehiedne.>s. taxes of
her plans.
all kinds except Federal income and
Miss Niven has asked thd American
excess profits taxes and assessments
Y AY. C. A. to aid the Italian Associafor ln.al benefits, losses actually sustion in establishing a center, perhaps ; tained, debts ascertained to he worthat Genoa, with two American secreta- j less and depreciation on
buildings, malies, with physical and recreational chinery. fixtures, etc., used in business.
training, to act as a training school for A further deduction I- allowed for
coj^
In. connection with it
Italian women.
tributions to corporations operated for
her plan would include a Hostess House religious, charitable, scientific or edufor girls passing through the city or cational purposes or for the
prevention
employed there. Such a center would of cruelty to children or animals to an
become evoutnaly the center for all
amount not exceeding .15 per cent of
Y AY. G. A, work in Italy, both Italian
the taxpayer's net income us computed
end foreign.
without the benefit of the contribution
Tn her formal appeal for help for the
deduction.
F-iicne Grist lana Delia Oiovani (the
The taxpayer is not allowed to deItalian
for
name
AY.mien's
duct any personal. living or family exYoung
riiristian Association) Miss Niven has pense, any amount spent for improving
en }*! a sized two facts, the poverty of
property or making good its exhaustli* kalian Association on the one hand
tion for which an allowance is claimed
an*1 he need and opportunity on the j under ■depreciation.
oth *r for an American program in
Figuring the Tax.
Italy at tin* present time.
Before figuring tin* normal fax the
Mi-.s Niven’s favorite way of illusdividends are deducted us credits from
trating the friendliness of the Italian
net income, together with the personal
woman to America is by telling the
exemption. As in previous years, diviston of the Italian mother who said
dends of domestic corporations are ex1
sh« had taken down the picture of the
from normal tax when received
empt
Mat onnn which had hung for many !
by the stockholder.
years over her bed nd was putting in :
The normal tax rates for citizens
its place one of President AYilson.
and residents are as follows: On the
“Ia our work in the Fnione we have
first $l.tMM) of net income in excess of
la< ked trained leadership as well a* ;
tin* credits the rate is (5 per cent; on
the material resources to give such
any further taxable income the rate is
training. AA’e have had no means to 12
per cent.
buy modern equipment. Gonsequently
The surtax rates apply to net inwe
have not the visible results of
come of each individua
in excess of
An erican at,id British work.
$5,000. The personal exemption and
“Feeble as our work may he, it is
the dividends are not deductible before
nor useless.
Many girls in all parts of j
computing surtax. In the case of reItaly have told us how much the turns
by husband and wife, the net
Fnione meant in their lives.
Tia ian | income of
each is considered separateare
pirls
touchingly grateful for tlie
ly in computing any surtax that may
smallest efforts. They respond eagerly
be due. Form 1040 should be used for
to friendliness.
making returns of net income exceed“There is no other agency doing in
ing $5,000, and the instructions on that
'Italy what the association is trying to form will show how to figure the surdo.”
tax.
AI ss Niven has spent the past seven
Business House Returns.
years in work with the Italiai women,
Employers and others who paid
starring as director of a hostel, or
hoarding home for Italian women stu- wages, salaries, rents, interest or simdents. at Florence. She is an Ameri- ilar determinable gains in an amount
of $1,000 or over during 191.8 to any
can
from New York, where she was
person must tile an information return
onetime head uf the Cliristadora Setwith the Government. Blanks may be
tlement House.
secured from the Collector.
Every partnership must file a return
WOMEN LEARNING MASSAGE. showing its income and deductions and
the name and address of each partner,
with ids share of the profits or losses
Germantown Y. W. C. A. Trains Womduring the past year. Personal service
en
for Reconstruction Work
corporations will file similar Information for 1918.

j

I

Among Soldiers.

I'M :-aiional courses to prepare womas aides
in the rehabilitation of
wounded soldiers have been opened at
the Germantown, Pa., Young Women’s
Christian Association.
A
reconstruction massage course,
lectures in anatomy, physiology, muscle work and remedial movement massage, theory and practice, electrotherapy and hydrotherapy are given by
doctors and nurses, who also supervise practical work at the Y. W. C. A.
and at hospitals. The courses are recognized by the Surgeon General.
Similar courses have also been opened in the New York City Central
Branch Y. W. C. A., where a specialty
is made of brush-making with a view
to training women as teachers for reconstruction hospitals.
en

The Canadian Y. W. C. A. lias received permission to place a Y. W. C.
A. secretary on every ship leaving
England witli 200 or more women and
children on the passenger list.
The secretary fulfills the same function for the women as the«Y. M. C. A
secretary has for men on transports.
She plans entertainments and recreation for women
nd children and is a
friend to whom they may come if they
are in dist -css.

INCOME TAX PAYS
FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS.

■

“Viewed in its largest and
truest sense, the payment of
taxes is payment fon benefits
< inly from
received or expected.
a narrow and essentially selfish
and shortsighted viewpoint can
the Individual propose to himself the evasion of tax liability
as a desirable course of action.”
—Daniel O. Hoper, Commissioner of Internal I£eventt%

Nervousness and
Sick Headache

Probate

The subscriber
has been duly apof the last will and testa-

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE
hereby gi- es notice that he
pointed executor

Brewer’s Field Elm.
The

HARRIET K. CLOSSON,

late

of

Brewer

Congregational

church

held special services Sunday, Feb. 23rd,
in honor of a former pastor, Rev. George
Wfarren Field, who planted an elm tree

just

ment of

across

from their church.

Searsport,

A marker of wood, painted black and
in the County of Waldo, deceaseu, ami given
lettered in gold, 12 by 18 inches in dibonds as the law directs
All persons having
mensions, is to be put on this tree and
demands against the estate of said deceased
fitting and appropriate services were
are desirtd to
present the same for settlement held with this end in view- There
was
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
singing by a quartet composed of Miss
payment immediately.
low
Miss Estelle Wray,
Ethel Woodman,
ALEXANDER H. NICHOLS.
Allan G. Ray, Herbert N. Bunker, beloss of
will find re- ► Searsport, Me., Feb, It, 19i9.
sides congregational singing.
Rev. E.
newed
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil ,,
The subscriber
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
M. Cousins, pastor of the church, gave a
gives nonce that he has been duly
hereby
goric, Drops ami Soothing Syrups. It con*
about
Dr.
address
Field
h,
brief
and called
better
and
r
the
last will and testa
appointed execute of
,'t
Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic salo;
attention to the marker exhibited to the
ment ot
/
clearer
more than thirty years it has been in constant a.. ,
."r
right of the pulpit. The marker bears
using
WILSON P. WENTWORTH, late of Knox,
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind ;
the following words: ‘The Field Elm.”
in the
Feverishness
County of Waldo,. deceased. and given This tree was planted by the Rev. George
Diarrhoea; allaying
arising
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
and by regulating the Stomaeli and Bowels,
you the very
you
while pastor (1853-1856) of th s
demands against the estate of said deceased W. Field
similation
of
Food; giving healthy and until;
Mr. Cousins’address
church on the hill.
and are a natural aid to the
are desired to
present tne same for settleThe Children’s I’anacea—The Mother’s I'l-tmi.
was almost wholly confined to the time
ment, and 3II indebted thereto are requested
i
bowels and
to make payment
previous to and during his pastorate in
immediately,
JOHN W. WENTWORTH.
the Brewer church, where he was orblood. Gentle and
Portland, Me., Feb 11, 1919,
dained. He spoke of the importance of
in
without any disaa great credit to the
EXECUiOR’S NOTH E. The subscriber the event and what
Use
hereby gives notice that be has been culy church i' was, after having been graduatthe
from
Bangor Theological Seminary
appointed executor of the last will and testa- ed
ment of
His pastorate in Frankfor seven years.
fort in the years 1850 to 1851 and 1852 to
ELIJAH S. SHUMAN, late of Belfast,
in the
County of Waldo, deceased, ai d given I 1853 was mentioned and later his ordinabonds as the law directs.
Ail persons having ! tion in the Brewer church on Nov. 23,
demands against the estate of said deceased 1853.
The innate tnodesty of tile man,
are desired to
present the same for settlement his outward sedateness but real sense of
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
humor, his loyalty as a citizen, his broad i
payment immediately.
mindedness coupled with religious indigH- FAIR HOLMES.
I
nation were giver, as illustrations of Dr.
Belfast, W#., Feb, 11, 1919.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and ;
Fields’ character. The noble elm as a
At a Prooate Court, he.
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day ot
,
for the County of
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The sub- noble memorial to the man was most apLargest Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
February, A. D. 1919.
scriber hereby gi ves notice that she has
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c.
I
Tuesday of Pebruar
been propriately leviewed by Mr. Cousins.
A STIM PSON, guardian of Eva A
LUCY
duly appointed administratrix, with the will He mentioned briefly his pastorate in
A cer ain inslrutn.
Henderson of Belfast, in said County of Walannexed, of the estate of
last will and testament
Central church, Bangor, from 1862 to do, having presented a
The Land of Husbands.
petition praying that j
LE 4ULL B. JELLERSON late of
Winterport, in said <
Winterport, 1802 anu his residence there until his she may he licensed to Bell an convey at public ed.
I
having been pres.'
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All
or private sale certain
real est; te of said
persons death on Jan. 10, 1000.
Europe’s immigrant men once came to having demands against the estate of said
petition
praying that
ward, situated in said Belfast, and described
de
that letters testament
the United States as to the “land of dol- ceased are desired to
in said petition.
present the same for setEllen Morrisey H;
lars,” and now there is the strong prob- tlement and all indebted thereto are requested At a Probate Court held at beifast, within and
Ordered, 1 hat the said petitioner give notice sey,
or'
for
the
of
Waldo,
the
sccor d
sey.
County
they being the ex
to
make payment immediately
to all persons interested by causing a
ability that European women may come
of
copy
without bond, it being
Tuesday of February, A. D. 1919
this order to be published three Weeks succesSOPHIA B. JELLERSON.
I hither as the land of husbands.
Charles
A certain instrument, purporting to be the
Ordered, That notic
Winterport, Me Feb. 11, 1919.
sively, in The K< publican Journal, a newspaper
Lamb complained whimsically of marlast will and testament of Elizibeth Milliken,
published in Belfast, that they may appear at a interested by causing a
riage as an invidious monopoly, and the
late
be
of
in
of
desaid
Waldo,
County
Belfast,
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
published three w«,
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
The subwomen of Europe have some excuse for
ceased, having been presented for probate with arid for said County, on the 11th day of Murch, Republican Journal, a
scriber hereby gives notice (hat he has been
that
this
complaining
country has a quasi- duly appointed administrator of the estate of petition pray ing that said will be allowed and A D. 1919, at ten of the clock before noon, Belfast, in said Coun
a Probate Court, to U
that letters testamentary issue to h»m, Seth
nd show cause, if ary they have,
I monopoly of marriageable men.
The RALPH H. CUNNINGHAM
why the anti
late of Belfast,
M. Mihlken, he being the executor naim d
for said County
plain fact is that we have cornered the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
March next, at ten of t
therein, without bond, it being so provided in
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
marriage market of the entire civilized bonds as
the law directs. All persons having the will.
and
show cause, if an
A
true copy.
Attest:
world. This is the only large nation of
demands against the estate of said deceased
same should
not he
Chas. E. Johnson. Register.
Ordered, That not ce be given to all persons
the earth with a considerable excess of are desired to
the
same for settlement,
allowed and petition pr
present
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
what
the
United
States
census elegantly
and
all
indebted
thereto
are
to
make
EEUL
]
requested
;
publish, d three weeks successively in The Re- At a Probate Court held at
calls “males.” Those curious inquirers,
Beitast, within and
A true copy.
payment immediately.
Attest
publican J* urnal, a newspaper published at Belfor
the
of
on
the
County
11th
of
Waldo,
HARVEY S. CUNNINGHAM.
the federal census takers of 1910, disday
('Has. 1
fast, in said County, that they may appear at a
February, A, 1) 1919.
Belfast, Me., Feb 11, 1919.
covered that in that part of the populaProbate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
ALBERT F. JBARNES, son arrd heir of At a Probate Court h»
for said County, on the second Tuesday of
I tion above 21 years of age there were 2,Rachel Barnes, late of Liberty, in said County
for the County of
March next, at ten of the clock before noon,
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
The sub
j 443,397 more men than women, and the scriher
of v\aldo, deceased, having presented a peti
Tuesday of February
hereby gives notice that he has been and snow cause,if any they have, w hy the same
changes of “social condition,” again to
tion praying that he, Albert F. Barnes, or some
should
not
he
administrator
ot
and
allowed
the estate of
duly appointed
proved, pproved
A certain instrument
use the language of the
other suitable person.be appointed adminis
census, since
and petition granted.
last will and testarrierr
ROY E. CUNNINGHAM late of Belfast,
the world war began, have not sufficed to
trator of the estate of said deceased.
ELLERY l 0V\ DEN, audge.
of Morrill, in said <
reduce the excess much below 2,000,000. in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
A true copy. Attest:
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice j ed. having been pret-n
( has F. Johnson, Register.
to all i erBODS into fsted by causing a copy of
Furthermore, it was found that “males” bonds as the law directs. All persons having
j petition pray ing that
this order to he published ihree weeks tucces
of all ages exceeded “females” by nearly demands against the estate of said deceased
At a I n ba'e Court held at Bellas!, w ithiri and
j that letters testamur
are desired
to present the same for settle
i
sic ly in
he Republican Journal, a newspaper Jackson, she
lor the County of
<t
the second
2,700,000, and finally, to come down to
Waldo,
being the
merit, and all indebted thereto are rtquested
at Belfast, that they may a;
s-t
published
pear
those who may be supposed of marriageTuesday of February, A I), 1919
j in, witht ut bond, it
to make payment immediately.
a
Probate B\ uit, to be held ai Belfast, wi'hm
will
able age, between the years of fifteen
A certain inst 1 umem, purporting to he the
HAIiVFY S. CUNNINGHAM
and for said County, on the 11th day of Marco, i
and forty-live, the excess of men was
last will and testament of George B Pillsbury
Ordered, that mm.
j
Belfast, Me., Ftb 11, 1919
A. D. 1919, at ten of the clock bet re noon,
sons interested by
of
<■..>
iate
in
said
C
V
i
of
deUnity,
aldo.
unty
|
nearly 3,400,000. If any one objects that
and show cause, if any they hav*
the j
why
order to be publish**
havir g been presente
for probate
ceased,
j
few American men marry at fifteen, the
of
said petitioner should not be
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE,
prayer
The eub i
with petition praying that sain will be allowed
siveiy m the K*-public*)
answer is that the census shows an exscriher hereby gives notice that he has be*>n
granted.
aid that U tters testamentary issue to Lola
published at Belfast,
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
cess of
bachelors between tbc ages of duly appointed administrator, with the will Mau > Pillsbury, she
at
may appear at a Pr
being the ex* cun ix n mud
\
A true copy.
Attest:
!
forty-five and sixty-live amounting to annexed, of the estate ot
within and
Belfast,
therein, without giving t-urety or sureties on
( has. E. Johnson,
Register.
ARVELLA SYLVESTER, late o-; Belfast.
second Tuesday of M
i hei bond, it being s > pro id~d in tie will.
5)
nearly a quarter of a million. It. may be
clock be fore n
n. i.;
worth mentioning that the excess of in the Ccut ty of VN aldo, deceased, and given
Ordered, ihai notice be given to all persons j
w
Court
1
the
s
-1
held
at
w
rn
a
Probate
ithin
i
iiave, by
and
bonds as the law directs.
Belfast,
All persons having j interested
males lies solely in the white race.
by causing a copy of tins order to Atfor ihe
Ceunty of Waldo, on the 11th day of j proved and allow, a
;
Our paternal government has long had demands again.6t the estate of said deceased j be published three weeks successively, in The
I). 1919
KM.I,
A,
are di sired to present the same for settlement,
February,
a
ished
at
the habit nf setting forth our advantages
Republican Journal,
newspaper pub
A
true
Attest:
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
copy.
GLADYS B. EDWARDS, administra'rix of j
j Belfast, that they n.ay appear at a Probate
an i attractions to the world at
•'HAS. Ilarge, of payment immediately to my authorized agent, Court, to be held at. Bellas*, within ari't for |j th estate of Leon h Edwards, late of Unity,
_i.;H
advertising our products of field, mine George W. Miller of Belfast. Maine.
!
in said County of Waldo,deceased, having
said County, on the second Tuesday of March
preand loom.
Now is the chance to call atEUGENE HKOWN.
next, at ten of the c-cck before noon, and | eented a petition praying that s e may b* | At a Probate Lou. 1
tention to our noblest crop, marriageable
for the County of W
Worcester, Mass., jan. 14, 1919,
licensed i<» sell and convey at public or privateshow cause, if any they nave, why the same
\
February, A. I) 19 h
should not be proved, approved and allowed sale certain real estate of said deceased, situ
men, a product in which Europe’s shortEXECUTOR S jlnOTICE.
ated in said Unity, ana described in said peti
l'he subscriber ! and petition granted.
BE I’H E. 1 URN EH,
age was never more marked.
We shall
notice that he has been duly apti< n
El.LERY BOWDEN. Judge.
as friend * f
I* iota Eh..\
not, of course, undertake to promote an hereby gives
executor of the last will and testaO dered, That me sum petitioner give notice
A true copy
Attest:
in said County ot Wald
export trade in this valuable commodity, pointed
ment of
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
( HAS. E JOHNSON. Register.
sented a petition prav
{
hut would there be aught of indelicacy in
this
rder to he published three weeks sue
ner, or m me other sui
?
At a Proi ate ( our* held at Belfast, within and
MARY E. CO. E, late of Winterport,
calling feminine Europe’s attention to
*d
administrator of
cessively in The Republican Journal, a news
for the County of Waldo, on the second
r published at Belfast, that they may apthis embarrassing excess of bachelors in the County of Waldo, d ceased, All persona
d.
ceast
pai
Tuesday of Febiuary, A. D. 1919.
1 ear at a Probate ( curt, to he held at Belfast,
for which we ourselves have no immedi- having demands against the estate of said de- j
Ordered, that thes
A certain instrument, | urporting to be a
ceased are desired to present ’he same for set !
within and for said County, on the lltli d..y of
ate need in a masculinely overstocked
to an persons 11 ■,
tlf ment. and all indebted thereto are request- ; copy of the last will and testament of L .visa
A
at ten <<f the clock beD.
1919,
March,
matrimonial market?
this older to he put
The importation ed to make
E. Wilson, late of Waldo, in said County of j fore noor and show cause, if any they have,
payment immediately
of wives was promoted in early Virginia,
j
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for why the prayer of said petitioner shield not siveiy in The Rej ul
WILLIS P. COLE.
I ubiished at Belfast
which commerce a gifted romancist, who
probate with petition pray ing that the same he be granted.
Winterport, Me, Feb. 11. 1919
at a hn
I
may
appear
lias since turned to other fields, made the
allowed as and for her last will, the original
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge
Belfast, within and f.
?!
and that administration,
Attest:
motif of a highly popular novel.
A true copy
We
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The sub- will having been lost,
A.
L
<
of
March,
day
with the will annexed, be granted to John R
( has. E. Johnson. Register
need not now resort to the crude meth- scriber hereby gives notice that he has beer
before r.oon, and sh>
other
suitable
the
some
or
person,
ods bf that earlier time.
A word to the duly appointed administrator, with the will Dunton,
w hy t he
{ ray er 1 s
j
executor named in said will being dead. Said ;
wise is sufficient.
he granted.
What was the advice annexed,of the estate of
is signed by Oiii-du J, Heath, an heir j At a Probate Court h»-id at Belfast, within ano
petition
i;
ELI.I
on the 11th day of
MARY E. GREELEY, late of Liberty,
the
of
for
of Tennyson’s farmer: “Don’t you marWaldo,
County
and creditor.
A 1
A tiue copy
February, A I> 1919.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, aid given
ry for money, but go where the money
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons !
Chas. 1
>r of the
is.Similarly, the immigrant women bonds as the law directs All persons having interested by causing a copy of this order, j JAMES E, SHELDON, administrat
of Europe need not be invited in brutally demands against the estate of said deceased to be published three weeks successively in estate of Caarit-s E. Averiii, late of Searspori,
W ALDO SB. In (
are desired to present the same for settlement,
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having
ublishThe Republican J urnal, a ne wspaper
plain language to come over and seize and
Belfast, on the 11th d
all indebted thereto are requested to make
a
that he may he
petition
praying
presented
at
a
Probate
at
ed
Belfast,that they may appear
our unattached
males by force of arms.
George W. Nick less.
licensed to sell and convey at privat sale cerpayment immediately.
Court, to be bold at Belfast, wilhir: and for
There are oilier attractions that can be
Washington NTckhss
tain real estate of said deceased s tuated in
WILLIS J. GREELEY.
said County, on the second Tuesday of March
1
County, deceased, hav
put forward by a clever advertiser, such
and described in said petition.
iberty, Me., Feb. 1919.
Searsport
o’clock
before
and
ten
of
the
at
noon,
next,
and final account of ad
as work to be done, a vast and strange
show cause, if any they have, wtiy the same
Ordered, That the said petiti jner give notice i tate for allowance.
continent to be explored, an interesting
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The sub- should not be proved, approved and allowed 10 all persons interested by causing a copy of
Ordered, that no tie*
society to be studied. We have all seen scriber hereby gives notice that she has been ar.d petition granted.
this order to he published three weeks succesj weeks successively,
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
those
seductive
urn 1. a newspaper
lithographs inviting duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
sively in The Republican
a newspaper pubd.-i
nal.
Attest:
A true copy.
young men to join the United States
published at Belfast, in said C ounty, that they | County, that all perso:
LEON F. EDWARDS late of Unity,
( has. E. Johnson, Register.
at a Probate Court, to be held at
may
appear
Probate Ciurt
at
a
navy in order to see the world.
Europe in the Countyof Waldo, deceased, and given
l
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 11th j the 11th day of Maid
could be plastered with cunningly word- bonds as the law directs. All persons having
At a Probate Court held ai Belfast, within and ! day of March. A. D. 1919, at ten of the c*nck
j if any they have, why t
ed and illustrated posters citing the edu- demands against the estate of said deceased are
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
before noon, arid show cause, if any they have j not he allowed.
cational and industrial opportunities in desired to present the same for settlement and
D.
1919.
not
should
of
said
February,/.
petitioner
why the prayer
ELLEh\
indebted thereto are reques^I to make payAmerica for European women, and not all
ALICE M. WENTWORTH, daughter and be granted,
A true copy. Attes;
ment immediately.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge
too crudely and conspicuously our signifiE Ness late of Searsmont, in
E
of
Jennie
Chas.
heir
GLADYS B. EDWARDS.
j A true copy- Attest:
cant vital statistics could be quoted, while
said County of Waldo, deceased, having preUnity,
Me., Feb. 11, 1919.
!
(
has
E.
Court
Johnson,
Register
as.
lii
ft
Arthur
WALDO
that
Ritchie,
sented a petition praying
in the foreground of each poster might be
Belfast, on the llth <'•
or some other suitable person, be appointed
depicted a group of eligible American
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
The sutexecatr
of the estate of said deceased.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and Jennie A. Frost,
youth. Perhaps already the authorities scriher hereby gives notice that he has been administrator
P Libby, late of Unity
Ordered, that ti e said petitioner give notice
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
at Washington are considering this im- duly appointed administrator of the estate of
ceased,
having
presentto all persons interested by causing a copy of
j
February, A. D. 1919.
portant matter. Does not the proposed
HAROLD B. WHITE late of Belmont,
account of administratr
this order to be published three weeks succesof Henry
HAROLD
SMITH,
guardian
11,
four years’ restriction of immigration ap- in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
a
allowance.
given sively in 'I he Republican Journal, newspaper
Smith and Warren Dell Smith of Be
ply to males only?—Boston Herald.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having published at Belfast, that they n ay appear at Herbert
Ordered, that notice tl
in said County >f Waldo, having presentdemands against the estate of said deceased a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within fast,
weeks successively in Tb>
that he may be licensed
I
a petition praying
ed
of
the
11th
on
day
are desired to present the same for settleand for said county,
a newspaper published in
at public or private sale
to sell and conve
D. 1919, at ten of the clock before
j
ty, that all persons intert
REAL scouting the keynote ment, and all indebted thereto are requested to March, A.
certain real estate of s id wards, situated in
make payment immediately.
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
Probate Court, to be held
and descrioed in said petition.
Belfast
said
FOR 1919.
be
not
should
the prayei of said petitioner
FRED B WHITE.
d»y of March next, a :
Belmont, Me,, Feb. 11, 1919.
granted.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice > they have, why the said
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
ELLERY
t
all persons interested by causing a copy ot j allowed.
“After eighteen months’ of service to
A true copy. Attest:
Attest:
A true copy.
tliis order to be published three weeks sueADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE. The suba
newsChas. E. Johnson, Register.
the nation in the various phases of the scriber hereby gives notice that she has been
E J{
Chas.
Journal,
c. sively in The Republican
j
said
in
at
Belfast,
County,
'Win the War’ program, it seems to be duly appointed administratrix, with the will
er
j
published
pa
th
At a Probate Court neia at Belfast, within and
they may appear at a Probate court, to j WALDO SS. In Court
generally agreed that the Boy Scouts of annexed, of the estate of
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of be eld at Belfast, within and for said County,
Belfast, on the llth day
America have now, as never before, esEUDORA E. PITCHER, late of Northport,
11th day of * March, A. D. 1919, at Benjamin H. Getchell,
D.
the
1919,
on
A.
i
February,
tablished the movement in the hearts of in the
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
ri
ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
of Mantle E. Ore*.
S.
Branestate
of
William
of
estate
In the matter
the people.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
said
of
the
peti- said County, deceased.
prayer
in said County of Wal' if any they have, why
j
“More than that, the nation, as never demands against the estate of said deceased nagan late of Belfast,
should not be granted.
first and final account of nj
!
deceased, a petition having been presented tioner
ELLERY
BOWDEN,
Judge.
before, realizes the value and importance are desired to present the same for settlement j0f
for
allowance.
estate
in
said
Counof
Belfast,
that John R. Dunton
and all indebted thereto are lequested to make
Attest:
A true copy.
of the Scout training and program in
as trustee unbe
ththat
notice
of
may
appointed
Waldo,
Ordered,
ty
payment immediately.
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
community and national life.
weeks successively, in lbder the will of said deceased to fill the vacancy
GRACE Y. PITCHER,
“The country over, our average numa newspaper published
caused by the resignation of Robert F. Dunton
1919
Feb
11.
Me,,
Northport,
at
within
and
neia
i-ourt
Belfast,
ber of registered Scouts equals not quite
as trustee.
At a Probate
ty, that all persons inter.
Probate Court, to be he
Ordered, That notice be givtn to all
5 per cent of the available boys of scout
for the County of Waldo, on the 11th day of
The subscriber
of
this
a
NOTICE.
EXECUTOR'S
copy
llth day of March ne>.
February, A. D. 1919.
persons interested by causing
ace.
If less than 400,000 registered
i
notice that he has bten duly apthree weeks succesto be published
if
hereby
gives
order
any they have, why tin
Scouts can serve and produce results,
LOUISA PALFREY NORM AN, executrix of
pointed executor of the last will and testa
sively in The Republican. Journal, a newspa- the will in the State of Maine of Guy Nor- not be allowed
what might the National Government ment of
that
ELLERY
they may appear
Rhode Island, deceased,
per j ublished at Belfast,
man. late of Newport,
expect with a million hoys on their toes,
Attest
A true copy
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, withADELAIDE E. TURNER late of Belfast,
having presented a petition praying that the
on the 11th day of
Chas 1
said
awaiting its commands!
!
for
County,
in
and
the property of said
of
value
All
in the County of Waldo, dect as» d.
actual market
perbe
the
of
clock
as
never
at
ten
that
D. 1919,
“It is our opinion
now,
A
sons having demands against the estate cf said 1 March,
deceased, now in his hands, subject to the payif any they have.
WALDO SS. In C.u
before, is the time to strongly present deceased are dt&ired to present the same for fore noon, and show cause,
the collateral inheritance tax, the
should not ment of
the claims of Scouting for the support of settlement and all indebted thereto are re- why tin prayer of said petitioner
interested in the sui cession thereto, Belfast, on the llth day
persons
BOW
LERY
El
DEN,
Judge.
| be granted.
Harry K Cuolidge, admit
the community on a
comprehensive quested to make payment immediately
and the amount of the tax thereon may be deAttest:
A t- ue copy
of Albert R. Willey, la
ASA TURNER.
termined by the Judge of Probate.
We have passed the experimentbasis.
( has. E. John.'on. Register.
deceased, havm
|
County,
Belfast, Me., Feb. 11, 1919.
al stage. No matter how commendable
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice and final account of adn
j
at
u copy of
our intentions may be, we have no right
held
of
interested
j
Probate,
by
causing
in
Court
allowance.
SS.
to
all
for
tate
WALDO
persons
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The sub
to fail to do our utmost to extend the
on the 11th day of February, 1919.
this order to be published three weeks succe;
Belfast,
notice
that
Ordered,
notice that he has been
benefits of the Boy Scout program to a scriber hereby gives
Arthur E Stantial, administrator of the estate
sively in The Republican Journal, a new* paper
in I
duly appointed administrator of the estate of of Amanda B. Stantial, late of Belfast, in said published at Belfast, in said county, that tin y wet'ks successively
larger proportii n of the hoys of each
a newspaper published u
late of Montviile,
his first
M
at a Probate Court, to be held at
ELLA
FRYE,
deceased,
having
presented
of
those
may
appear
intert.County,
a
whole.
all
Upon
community as
j
persons
ty, that
of said
Belfast, within and for said County, on the 11th
in the County of Waldo, deceased and given ! and final account of administration
Probate Court, to be hei.’
us who know what Scouting has done for
Ail persons having
estate for allowance.
as the law directs.
day of March, A. D. 1919, at ten of the day of March next, an !
i
the boys who have been members rests bonds
if any they
demands against the estate ot said deceased are
Ordered, that notice tbereol be given, three clock before noon, and show cause,
they have, why the sani
an
obligation to do everything within desired to present the same for settlement, I weeks successively, in The Rej ublican Journal, have, why the prayer of said petitioner should be
allowed.
in said Counour power to have it reach a greater numare requested to^iake
not be granted.
a newspaper published in Belfast,
ELLERY
j ana all indebted thereto
ELLERY BOW DEN, Judge.
I{ ty, that all persons interested n ay attend at a
ber of boys.”
Attest:
A true copy.
payment immediately.
the
on
Belfast
GEORGE L FRYE,
A true copy. Attest:
; Probate Court, to be held at
t HAS E
cause
Chas.
E.
show
and
Johnson,
Register,
March
next,
of
1919.
U»h day
Montviile, Feb. 11,
if any they have, why the said account should
In Court
WALDO SS.
not be allowed,
WALDO SS. In Court ot Probate, heel at
held
at
of
Probate,
WALDO SS. In Court
Belfast, on the llth <l»\
j
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
Belfast, on the 11th day of February, 1919. James D. M. Foster, exec
of
1919
11th
Eebruary,
the
on
day
Belfast,
Attest:
|
A true copy.
Benjamin L. Gross, administrator of the estate Charles 11. tester, late of
under the last will
trustee
Dunton,
Robert
F,
in
said
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
For Infants and Children
of Harriet D. Gross, late of Belfast,
\
of William S Brannagan. late of Belfast, in
County, deceased, having
County, deceased, having presented his first
presented his
The subscriber and final account of administration of said and final account of adn
30 Years said County, deceased, ofhaving
NOTICE.
EXECUTOR’S
trustee of said esallowance.
for
estate
sixth and final account
been
duly
he
has
apestate tor allowance.
hereby gives notice that
tate for allowance.
Always bears
pointed executor of the last will and testaOrdered, that notice thei
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
the
LOrdered, that notice thereof be given, three ment of
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, weeks successively. in The
JourThe
of
in
Republican
weeks successively,
Signature
in said
CHARLOTTE M. SPRINGER late of
a
newspaper published
a
newspaper \ ubiished in Belfast,
in Belfast, in said
ini
a
puhliahed
all persons
nal, newspaper
W interport,
A
County, that all persons interested may attend County, that
County, that all persons interested may attend in the
Probate Court, to hi
be held at Belfast, on the
at a
■I
at Belfast, on the |
County of Waldo, deceased. All per- at a Probate Court, to
at a Probate Court, to be held
of March ne\:
show
and
tause,
llth
the
of
March
day
the
estate
of
next,
11th
demands against
day
sona having
Then We Can Walk Out.
Uth day of March next, and show cause, il
if any they have, why the
the same
if any they have, why the said account should
k
the said account should I said deceased are desired to present
i- N
any they have, why
not be allowed.
and all indebted thereto are not be allowed.
for
I
settlement,
ELLERY H vVI
Habber: I see by the papers that th( not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
BOWDEN Judge. I requested to make payment immediately.
ELLEjjy
A true copy. Attest:
A true copy." Attest:
tailors are going to go on a strike.
HERBERT I COLE.
n uV”
A trU® ct,,)y'
^
Chas. E. John**
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
1
I Winterport, Me., Feb. 11.1919.
Dasher: Ah—at last they’ll give ui 1
E. Johnson, Register.

—lassitude,
spirits and
appetite
strength, brighter
health
| looks,

complexions!'}Beecham’%Pills. They give
help

|

need,

stomach, liver,

positive
action,
greeable after-effects—

In

Use

For Over 30

Year,

■

1

1
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j
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j

_

j

CASTOR IA
LANES
In Use For Over
COLD
&GRIP
TABLETS
GUARANTEED

Notices.

tits!—Cartoons Magazine.

oJab.

NO MORE

A

doctor’s
reliable

famous
“first aid”

Catarrh^ures

family
favorite

^Liniment
than any other to produce
price
you is the same as you must pay
for inferior preparations.
cost s

—

more

to

■

Coughs

—

A

Colds

■*

Wonderfully
Soothing
Healing
Anodyne

Sore Throat

Grippe
Cramps

—

—

Chills

Sprains

and many other ills

Houston.

I**
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t, TRANSFERS IN REAI.

of Deeds for the week ending March 1,
1919:
Grace

farm crops and
■dare that farm•rrnation regard-

:

Jason Simpson, Philadelphia, Pa., to
George E. Payson, Waldo; land and buildings in Waldo.
George Frederick Smith et als., Somerville, Mass., to Walter^jodge, Northport;
land and buildings in Northport.
Harry II. Hawes et ah, Stockton

Dr. Spillman
the former's
:c.tion and dis«*sts at various
whether unfair
trades based on
rth in detail in a
n recently made
'erence f the Na>rganizations, in
er

!

-•

,v.

,<

Wentworth, Searsport, to
Hammond, do.; land and build-

ings in Searsport.

n

■

E.

Maude S.

Springs,

Alice M.

to

Hall and Oscar B.
that by the
years of study
ment felt that
^factory methods
!•*t of producing
dim products.
-( needed to enable
: '. ii( costs was
wages and prices

I

CooseJ do.;

land and

buildings in Stockton Springs.
Bernes O. Norton, Belfast, to Virgil L.

:!

buildings

Wilkins,

do.: land and

in Belfast.

Ellery Bowden, Winterport,

to

Irving

G. Stetson, Bangor, etah; wood and timber in Winterport.
hred S,

Jackson, Belfast, to Virgil t„
Wilkins, do.: land and

Hall and Oscar B.

buildings
h red

in Belfast.

S.

Jackson, Belfast, to Swanthis time,”
Whitten Co., do.; land and buildings in
President di- I
’ommission to i Belfast.
»«f food produc- |
Flier Lands Biplane Safely After Losing
a- stages arid of
Motor in Sky
unfair practices
;d on food proLosing the engine from his plane while
n stated that
flying at an altitude of a mile did not disif r the office of
concert a young American airman while
irge of this flying at an overseas
to
ni

■’

field, according

I

\

ttie March Popular Mechanics Magazine.
:rj)"se of sending
Collision with another craft tore the eni :e< [ the necesgine from his machine, but at a moment
*
October, 1917. when the plane was gliding on an even
-'•<! to grant these
keel, he climbed onto the top of the
Spillman, and fuselage at full length and in some mannice for consulta- ner
managed, by continually shifting his
this conference,
weight, to restore balance sufficiently to
1 in a letter to I
prevent the craft from llutlering into a
,918.
“I indi- direct fall.
While maintaining balance
my desire that
with his body, he also manipulated the
i ven the whole ! controls and
guided the machine earthof inquiry and ward.
v nidi would
be
undents of farm j
There is more Catarrh in this section of
and which would
the country than all other diseases put
.bly reliable and j
together, and for years it was supposed to
ament.”
be incurable.
Doctors prescribed local
atement is deremedies, and by constantly failing to
I)r. Spillman.
cure with local treatment, pronounced it
;.de no such sugincurable.
Catarrh is a local disease,
i*y other time.” \
greatly intlueuced by constitutional conrotary had made ditions and therefore
requires constitua:, investigation
tional treatment.
Hall’s Catarrh Mediif production, by
manufactured by F. J. Cheney A
f his on a farm cine,
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is a constitutional
staling that there remedy, is taken internally and acts thru
Secretary was re- the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the
former is not enSystem. One Hundred Dollars reward is
n on the subject
offered for any case that Hall’s Catarrh
his business is to
Medicine fails to cure. Send for circulars
and testimonials.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Money.
Hall’s
Family Pills for constipation.
emitted

|

f:

j

l
>

j

?

|

j

i

1

j
!

!
\

by Rep-

York,

New

the
:pon to furnish
mixed statement
of the $50,000,was authorized
This act was
and provided for
money by the
retion for the na‘•fense.

|
\
l

American Eagle Fire Insurance Company,
80 Maiden Lane, N. V.
Assets

Real estate,..$
0 00
0 0
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans
0 00
StocES and bonds (actual market
value Dec, 31. 1918). 2,223.062 50
2 6.642 71
Cash in office and bank.
625,353 77
Agents’ balances
o 00
Hil 1b receivable
Interest and rents.
7,528 00
All other assets.
0 00

for Span-

I

December 31. 1918-

..

...

Gross assets
Deduct items not admitted.

nza.

$3,142,581 98
7,779 62

Admitted assets.

sign

1st

$3,134,802
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.. $ 214,471
Unearned premiums
969,765
All other liabilities
49,993
Cash capital. 1,000,COO
Surplus over all liabilities. 900,572

of

ake

36

38
73
08
00
17

Total liabilities and surplus.$3,184,802 36
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
3wl0

Liberty

National

Ins.

Co. of America,
York.

New York city, New
up a cold
in 3 days.
Money
bcx has a Red top
At All Drug Stores.

December 81, 1918.
663 500 00
.$
766.100 00
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
6,863.000 t'U
Cash in ffiee and bank
476 60.8 20
Agents’balances.. 1,158.19173
Interest and rents.
68.126 47
All other assets.
73,999 10
Assets

Iates—breaks
l>

k

Real estate,.

nn-

Gross assets,.$LQ 068.520 60
Deduct items not admitted.
68,853 00
Admitted

assets.$10,004,667
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.$
637.551
Unearned premiums. 4 941,587
All other liabilities.
635.088
Casfi capital. 1,000.000
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,790,439

MAINE
pay, and pay
mote,
f

One bright Sunday

a

little girl looked

the world with delight and smiles
“Oh, father,” she cried, “I wish to go

out

on

on

a

Walk with you and mother,”

“Very well,” said th: father.
“Mother! mother! Father and
going
go?”

on a

I are
walk ,in the woods, will you

“Yes, dear,” smiled the mother. So
they all went on a walk—father, mother
and child.
They walked on a woodsy path; they
went up bills and down; they found bluefather,
berries; they picked flowers
When the walk was
mother and child.
were
smiles
child
the
the
smiles of
done,
of realization instead of anticipation.
—

“THE I WO WHYS.”

The sky grew dark, and then darker,
l’he wind began to rise and the waves to
dash in whitecapped foam. Oh, t’was
an awful
storm, hut deep in the depth of
that roaring sea there was something
It was a baby
sweet and little and soft.
seal. Its soft dark brown eyes sought
its mother’s as it was rocked to and fro,
FOR FLETCHER’S
It was thinking
deep in the roaring sea
o R l
of what it had once seen: it had been
looking out to shore and it had seen a
sweet little blue-eyed girl with yellow
copyright 1019
SAVED BY THE PEN
by
curls and pearly white teeth. She had
R. J. Reynold*
Tobacco Co.
gone skipping down to play by the water,
A dispatch from Berlin to the Asso- but when the tiny waves lapped her feet,
ciated Press states that “Field Marshal she had run back to the land looking so
afraid. And at that very moment the
von Hindenburg, in urging last November
DLAY the smokegame with a jimmy
! that the armistice terms of the Allies he i child was remembering how the little
A pipe if you’re hankering for a handaccepted, admitted that the German army wave had made her afraid, and how siie
out for what ails your smokeappetite!
| would otherwise be forced to surrender.” I had seen a baby seal, and how he wasn’t
Proving that once again note-writing had afraid.
with Prince Albert, you’ve got a new listen on the pipe
For,
question
“Wh;?” thought, the child.
intervened to save Germany. Some lime
that cuts you loose from old stung tongue and dry throat worries 1
“Whv?” thought the seal.
i ago it was disclosed that Foch wept when
j the armistice Was signed, because at that
Made by our exclusive patented process, Prince Albert is scotfrea
[ moment he had 550,000 Huns pocketed
“SIDE BY SIDE.”
from bite and parch and hands you about the biggest lot of smokefur.
and sentence was about to be
executed,
when the result of note-writing was to i
that ever was scheduled in your direction!
Way out in the wood ; there are two
! effect a reprieve for the German army.
ittle families; one lives in a dear little
A correspondent of the Paris Daily News, cabin, and the other in a hole in the
Prince Albert is a pippin of a pipe-pal; rolled into a cigarette it
declaring that Marshal Foch recently ground. They are side by side in the
beats the band! Get the slant that P. A. is simply
1 “made a declaration of
somewhat serious woodland, side by side in the clearing.
everything any
I
character at a meeting of the supreme was taking a walk when I found them.
man ever longed for in tobacco!
You never will be willing to
war council.” says:
“He (Foch) feels Ii was in the moonlight that I saw them
figure up the sport you’ve slipped-on once you get that Prince
that the Germans are beginning to forget out to play, the rabbi’ mother wathing
that they are beaten. There is danger of her babies, the human mother watching
Albert quality flavor and quality satisfaction into your
smokesystem!
Germany saying ‘We do not care any- In rs.
those rabbits died, and those peoYou’ll talk kind words every time you get on the firing line!
about,
of
thing
your league
nations, and ple died, but their children and their
we have got our troops.’ Unless a
change children lived there--one in the cabin,
Toppy red bags, tidy red tins, handsome pound and half-pound tin humitakes place we might be faced with a
one in the hole, stile by side in the wooddors—and—that classy, practical pound crystal glass humidor with
situation in which Germany, as regards land, side by side in the clearing, the two
sponge moistener top that keeps the tobacco in such perfect condition.
the number of men in tlie lie! i, will have little families.
three men as against the Allies’ two.”
If that faial habit of note-writing could
BRONZE' EMBLEMS.
R. J.
Tobacco
N.
have been controlled for one more month,
the German army and 'he German people
Washington, Feb. 21.- The
would in all probability have had it. able (.ischnrve” emblem to be issued by j
S rA ! E
.}- MAINE.
brought home to them n a way to tick, the War Department to soldiers leaving!
that they were licked, and licked to a the army will be
bronze lapel button
county of Waldo, ss.
frazzle.
As it is, they are already plan- .som-.-what
inilar to that of the G. A. R. BELFAST ANIJ BURiVHA M
BkANCe
To the 1 >nor ihl;' Ju-rice of the
ning for new ventures in world conquest, ]■ was announced today a design had |
Supreme
THE OLD CORNER DRUG STGflr
and lios’n Joe Daniels has given up his been .selected from ! ■"» mooels submitted
Judicial Court, ne,-.t to he ho!Jen at Bel| O.i and aft*r Sept 29, 1418, trai ns conconquering trip In Berlin.
by American artists ami sculptors.
last, within a. d lor the Coun> of
IS NOW
necting at Burnham and Watervilie with
Waldo,
on the third
through trains for and from Bangor, WaTuesday of April, in the year
Belfast
Storv
tervilie, Portland and Boston, will run The
ol cur Lord one thousand nine hundred
daily, except Sunday, as follows:
and nineteen:
WITH
FROM BELFAST
LAI R A M
ROBBINS of Belfast, in
Lie County of Waldo and Slate of
a.m.
p. m.
Maine,
lih
-Is
6.45
1.10
and gives this Honorrespectively
Belfast, depart,
able
Court
to
be
f-6.50
tl.15
informed:
that
she
Citypoint,
was
Main Street, next Webber Shoe Stort
1.26
lawfully married to Charles S. Robbins of
t7.01
Waldo,
;AII the former firm’s prescriptions
Deer Isle, in the Countv of Hancock and
7.14
1.42
Brooks,
carefully filed be tlie new proprietor an
Slate of Maine, at Stonington,
I7.2P
Knox,
tl.'>7
Maine, on
can be refilled at
any time.
Everythin,
the eleventh day of July A D ;p07,
7.36
2 10
1’horndike,
by
in drug supplies on hand at all times.
Eev.
Jo
lti P. S.monlon, a Minister of the
7.45
2.20
Unity,
SEOiGE F. Kc NT, DRUGGIST.
Gospel duly authorized to solemnize mart2.32
Winnecook,
4-7.57
riages; tint since said marriage two chil8.05
2.40
Burnham, arrive,
The Mother of
dren have been born to them, to
12.40
5.40
Bangor,
wit,
l
ire
Insurance Company,
Niagara
this Gallant Soldier
William, 7 vears old, and Herbert, 4years
8.29
Clinton,
\ork City, New York.
New
that
since
said
52
c8.39
old;
marriage
your
libelant
Box
Fairfield,
Mrs.W. W. Barker,
lias conducted herself towards the said
8 45
3.20
Watervilie,
Assets December 3], 1918
Charles S. Robbins as a faithful, chaste
South Shafts bury, Vermont, writes
11.45
5.55
I’ortland,
Mortgage loans.$ 232.(3 0 (;0 and
ailectionale wile; yet the said Charles
3.30
9.25
Boston, p. in.,
Stock? ami bom]*.
of Childhood Suffering and
8 133.071 5d
a Pitiful
S. Robbins, wholly unmindtul of his marCash in office an ! ba>.«.
830.923 10
to
TO BELFAST
Was
Son
Her
Tells How
Agents’balat ces.
1.174 08151 riage covenant and outy, since said marPRIVATE C. W. BARKER
1
Interest and rents.
a.m.
a.m.
riage has treated your libelant with cruel
104,452 1
Robust Manhood.
Amex, France
All other assets.
2.45
9.00
56.585 95 and abusive treatment; and your libelant
Boston,
avers that the said Charles S.
P-m. ;
time I saw PE-TIU-NA advertised
Robbins, in
Jross ass ts
"Dr. ITr.rtman treated my son
7 15
12.40
in nn ajmanac.
November, 1D1 at Stonington a for said,
I’ortland,
and
cDeduct items not admitted.
(•{ for bysteiiiic Catarrh srnail
25'
21
,530
-.hen
eighteen
was
in“My boy
a. in.
H \ rrii of •. i:o latae and
deserted
utterly
libelant
your
and has
■! with
vears old and sick in b*
iv
d
i!
1
0.50
10.40
3.40 j
continued such utter du. ertion to the
Watervilie,
Admitted assets.$10 : 86 583 97
rippe, from which he was nut
but grow Averse until he began
6.40
2.24 !
to recover.
Bangor,
present time, being more than three conLiabilities December 31. 1918,
ff to take PiMiU-XA. Every one exnected
••In seven weeks from the time
I
6.47
secutive years next prior to the tiling of
10.18
Fairfield,
13.47 Net
my son up to die. but
PE-KU-NA, he
losses.$
to tak
681,267
00
unpaid
he
began
lnm.
-NA
saved
this libel
7.09
it.
3.58 i Unearned
10.58
Libelant avei
Clinton,
it he resi5 68.470 41
gained thirty-five pounds and Impremiums.
“My sor. Avas born with catarrh
dence of said libelee o not known
8.35
11.15
4.15 I A!, other liabilities
Burnham, leave,
her
:s :• 740 i.
proved right along.
of the stomach and at si:, l- on he
of
Dr.
Hartmans
all
“We
and
keep
cannot
he
ill.25
Avorks.
Lash
Winnecook,
18.44
ascertained by reasonable
|4.25
it pictur
capital..
1,090.000 00
wa s poisoned in
Remedies in the house and if we
d
over
ail
8.55
iiabilities
12.00
4.37
T). v treated him for ev rything
Unity,
iligence.
Surplus
3.117.10653
We selare sick, we use them.
We were
gr< v worse.
9.05
12.30
4.45 i
Wherefore your libelant prays that she
Thorndike,
My son takes
dom call a doctor.
hi to take him to the hospital
Total liabilities and aurplus.... $10,-86.583 97
and Fall
every
T’E-RU-NA
Spring
19.14
14.52
we
Knox,
may be decreed a divorce from the bonds
112.45
E^ing
poor
ueatment.
for
for
a
tonic.”
JAS LATTEE& SON. Agents, Belfast,
About that
of matrimony now existuig between her
9.34
1.42
5.10
coaid not do this*
Brooks,
3*8
and the said Charles S. Robbins and that
19.46
11.56
Waldo,
t5.I2[
she may be given the < are and custo i> of
19.58
12.15
Citypoint.
15.25 |
1
her said minor child, William Robbins.
10.05
2.25
5.35
Belfast, ari ive,
Meriinmck Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
Dated at Belfast Me., this fifteenth day
IFlag station.
ndover, Massachusetts.
of
to
leave
cStops
passengers.
February, A. D. tPlb.
Conditions
and
Assets December 31, 1918.
For
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
(Signed) LAURA M. ROBBINS.
M. I,. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agt.
Real
52
estate.$
2,769
For coughs, colds, nasal catarrh, indigestion, constipaloa
D.
a
28
C.
99.969
Mortgage
back
or
nausea,
loins,
Douglass,
tiim mBsin the stomach, bowels,
Personally appeared the above named
Collateral loans.
belching gas,
6,675 10
General Manager, Portland, Maine.
vomiting, headache, dizziness, sour stomach,
Stocks and bonds
18. ,577 24 : Laura M. Robbins and made oath that the
due to inflammation of the
rheumatism, or any disorc.
is indicated. *Most dm
C ish in office and bank
28,870 44 allegations contained in theabov libel by
mucous membranes, PE-IU -NA
Do not sufter.
conditions.
to catarrhal
The Central Manufacturers Mutual insur- Agents' balances.
25 584 81
eases are due
signed are true, before me, this fifwhich may be
j her
There is a reliable ready-to-take remedy
Interest
and
rents..
3.479 86
teenth day of February, A 1). 1919.
ance Co., Van Wert, < >hio.
used in your own home—that
AH other assets, War Savings
and
H. C. BUZZELL,
Dr. Hartmans PE-RU-NA anjuhere
can purchase
832 00
Assets December 31. 1918.
Stamps.
it.
Justice of the Peace.
you cannot afford to bo without
00
Real
estate.
40,000
.$
Ounces
Fourteen
| Gross assets.
A Bottle of FE-Rl'-NA In the House is
$ 350,757 65
165.350 00.
Mortgage loans.
Deduct items not admitted..
9.644 59
of Prevention.
STATE OF MAINE.
Stocks and bonds
760,836 00 j
Cash in office and bank.
78,884 31 i
Waldo, ss.
Admitted
asst ts.$
That Is the
06
341,113
On Hand.
178,811 36 |
Agents' balances.
Supreme Judicial Court,
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Interest and rents..
10,047 08
Sold Everywhere.
Tablet* or Liquid.
in Vacation.
j
Net unpaid losses.$
8.14731
Gross assets,.$ 1,233,928 75 Unearned premiums.
239.377 99
Feb. mb, A. i>. 1919.
Belfast,
Deduct items not admitted.
9 557 00
All other liabilities.
6 56152
Upon the annexed writ and libel, it is
87,026 24
Surpms over all liabilitits
the
ordered by me,
Admitted assets .$ 1,224,371 76
undersigned, a Justice
Total liabilities and surplus.$
341.113 06 ! of said Court, that notice be given to the
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
libelee
an attested copy of
by
publishing
JAMES PAT1EE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
Net unpaid losses —.$
45.680 25
the same, or an abstract thereof, together
3w8
Unearned premiums.
547,556 69
with this order thereon three weeks suc48,974 16
WHEREAS, the City of Belfast, iii the County of Waldo and State of Maine, All other liabilities.
682,160 65
| has constructed and completed a common sewer in said city, the location of which Snrplus over ail liabilities.
j cessively in The Republican Journal, a
is as follows, to wit:
1 newspaper printed in Belfast, in the CounTotfcl liabilities and surplus.$ 1,224,371 75
ty of Waldo, the last publication to be
3 v 10
section on Main Street
(30) days at least before the next
Whereas, Daniel F. Walton of Caribou, thirty
of said Court, to be holden at Belterm
in the County of Aroostook and State of
commencing at a point in Main street opposite the land of George C. Lower and conwithin
and for said County, on the
thereabouts to high water mark.
The Masonic Protective Association, 18 Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the fast,
tinuing northwesterly
Fifteenth day of November, A. D. 1914, 3rd Tuesday of April next, that he may
branklin St., Worcester, Mass.
A description of the above sec.ion of common sewers is filed herewith; and
and there appear in said Court and
and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, i then
Assets December 31, 1918.
whereas, the expense of constructing and completing said common sew’er amounts
Book 305, Page 297, conveyed to me, the answer thereto, if he see lit.
to iifteen hundred and one dollars anti 74-100; and whereas certain lots and parcels Stocks ar d binds.. $ 529,117 50
CHAS. J. DUNN,
220.223 13 undersigned, a certain parcel of real esCash in office and bank
of land have been benefited by saiJ common sewer,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
Interest and rents
9.892 40 tate, situate in Unity, in the County of
the
Now we,
I
A true copy. Attest:
undersigned, municipal officers of said City of Belfast, do deter- All other assets.
|
1.0<‘6 52 Waldo and State of Maine, and hounded
8
J ames H. Gilley, Clerk
i mine th*t the several lots and par "els of land described in the following schedule are
and described as follows, to wit: A cer- |
be ne fit ted by said common sewer to the amount set opposite each lot or parcel of
Gross assets. $ 760,309 55
tain lot or parcel of land, together with
do
estimate
and
and
assess
hereby
such
51
lots
and
of
land
upon
and
admitted
Deduct
items
not
land,
31,894
parcels
the buildings thereon situate, located in
against the owner thereof or person in possession or against whom the taxes are
the town of Unity, in said County of
Admitted assets.$ ^28,415 04
! assessed the sum set opposite his name in the following schedule toward defraying
Waldo and State of Maine, and bounded
the expense of constructing and completing such common sewer, to wit:
Liabililies December 31, 1918
and described as follows, to wit: On the
44
Net
214,964
losses.$
unpaid
northerly side by land owned or occupied
$60.00
j George C. Lower.Lot marked Lower on plan
Unearned premiums..
270,560 65
by Alonzo Bacon, November 15, 1914; on
George C. Lower.Lot marked Lower on plan
60.00 All other liabilities.
39 515 32
I
F.
Lot
the easterly side by lands owned or occumarked
John
Rogers
Rogers on plan
60.00 Cash capital.
lOO.OOo 00
BELFAST, MAINE.
Lot marked Rogers on plan
John F. Rogers
15.00 Surplus over all liabilities103,354 63 pied by Torrey McGee, November 15,
F. B. Knowlton heirs.Lot marked F. B. Knowlton on plan
45 00
1914, and Jane Stevens, a part of the land Prrcticein ah Courts.
Probate practice a
Total liabilities and surplus. $728,415 04
herein described as the easterly boundary,
L. A. Knowlton heirs.Lot marked L. A Knowlton on plan
60.00
3wl0
been owned by one Rob- I specialty.
..Lot marked Holmes on plan
C. B. Holmes
having
formerly
60.00
j
60.00
I ert Cornforth; on the southerly side by
Pejepscot Paper Co.Lot marked Pejepscot Co. on plan
to Jones’
Swan-Whitten Co.Lot marked Swan-Whitten Co. on plan
60.00
j the road leading from Thorndike
F. S Jackson.Lot marked F. S. Jackson on plan
Corner; and on the westerly side by the
60.0o
to
Jones’
road leading from Unity Village
I am prepared to do all kinds of tr icking,
Belfast, February 22, 1910.
C. W. WESCOTT,
Corner; being the same premises conveyj
R. L. COOPER,
ed to said Daniel F. Walton by Isadore and Kurniture and piano moving a specialty
V. A. SIMMONS,
Horace Graves; and whereas the condi- j Leave orders at the stable, corner of
HAND GOODS of every descripD. T. CLEMENTS.
tion of said mortgage has been broken, Main and Cross
streets, and they will re
tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stover,
T. S. THOMPSON.
now therefore, by reason of the breach of
furniture a specialty. If yet
etc.
ceive prompt attention
Municipal Officers of Belfast. have Antique to sell
a foreclosure
claim
the
condition
thereof
I
a postcard ar.d
me
drop
anything
of said mortgage.
Telephone connection
you will receive a prompt call.
City OF Belfast, February 22, 1919.
WALTER H. COOMBS.
Dated the eighteenth day'of February,
^W. W. BLAZO,
IN BOARS OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
Corner Washington and Bridge Streets,
A. D. 1919.
NICHOLAS WALTON.
Maine.
r25 VrlD Weaue, Belfast.
Tel.
253 5
Belfast,
3w8
the
assessment
<v
M.
it
D.
foregoing
is hereby ordered that a hearing he had on
Upon
Thursday, March 27, 1919, at 7.30 o’clock p. m., at the Aldermen’s Room in said city,
Clerk
the
notice
give
to
City
each
that
and
persons interested as required by Sect.
C. W. W hSCOTT,
W
T1IK 1MAM«M> IlUAKD.
5, Chap. 22 of the Revised Statutes.
A
I.ui! ii'K ! ask
AxL your
vnnr llr..nrn-lut
f.,r /A
j^uuiesi
uru|firi.»i lor
R. L. COOPER,
('iil-ehes-ler’d Diamond Ttrnnd
V. A. SIMMONS,
S. IM1U in Red and Hold metallic
n boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon,
D. T. CLEMENTS,
d Take no other. But of your
f l>rucirl»t. Ask for €11l-CIlKS-TERTS
T S. THOMPSON,
DIAMOND BR AND 1MLI.S, for «**
3w9
Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast. Odd Fellows
years known as Best, Safest, A1 ways Relial>1®
A true copy of the Assessment and of the Order of the Municipal Officers
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Belt-nt
He
Mvtonic Tenpin,
Res. 265-11
Tel. 247-3.
thereon.
CHARLES S. BICKFORD, City Clerk.

C AS“r

ESTATE.

were

investigations

d

Kate Rose

Children Cry

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

Great interest
•II as among the
is shown in the
I. Spillman, forf Farm Manage\griculture, that

by

“A WOODSY WALK AND WHAT IT
DID TO A CHILD’S SMILE.”

come and catarrh cures
go, but Hyomei continues to heal catarrh
and abolish its
disgusting symptoms
wherever civilization exists.
Every year the already enormous sales
of this really scientific treatment for catarrh grow greater and the present year
should show all records broken.
If you breathe Hyomei daily asdirected
it will end your catarrh, or it won’t cost
you a cent.
If you have a hard rubber Hyomei inhaler somewhere around Lhe house, get it
out and start it at once to forever rid
yourself of catarrh.
A. A. Howes & Co., or any other guod
druggist, will sell you a bottle of Hyomei
(liquid), start to breathe it and notice how
quickly it clears out the air passages and
makes the entire head feel fine.
Hyomei used regularly should end catarrh coughs, colds, bronchitis or asthma.
A complete outfit, including a hard rubber pocket inhaler and bottle of
Hyomei,
costs but little. No stomacn dosing, just
breathe it. Soothing and healing the inflamed membrane.

Hinson’s
r

Stories

A Guaranteed Treatment That Has
Stood
the Test of Time

A
pvivato
prescription

CATARRH

50
85
30
96
00
39

A

I I! lllllllUlIII

IIP"1

|

Reynolds

“honor-J

Company, Winston-Salem,

MAINE CENfRAL RAILROAD

C.

aI

Drug

*3

Story

Finally Brought

Strong,

rj

■

-•

■

.-

igaAre

-NA

Catarrh

Catarrhal

...
..

remedy!1-JttwhpVe Tnd

Keep It

I

Sewer

Safe Way.

Construction

Notice of Foreclosure

iaEu. L. JOHNSON,

Attorney

....

....

....

ai Law

....

Total liabilities and surplus....$10,004,667 50
DICKEY-KNOWLTON. Real EjtaU Co,

itring Co.,

land, Me.

Agents, Belfast, Maine,

....

3wl0

Alliance Insurance

Company,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

"ANTED
b

Aseets

and KITTENS.
H. E. MORRILL,

Belmont,

1

bl'-ALERS
)
t

ar*d
b®xbury5
ai

;

you

Gross assets.,.$4,021,998 98
Deduct items not admitted.
190,058 23

Maine.

SAWIN i
IN

Admitted

CT,

Straw,

mass.

have,

and

!
we

will

-sections immediately.
0W9*

WANTED

December 81, 1918.

Stocks and Bonds.$3,434,988 59
Ca6h in office and banks.
248,368 66
Agents’ balances.
294,615 69
All other assets.
44,026 14

I

|

assets.$3,831,945

75

Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses. ..$ 451,861
Unearned premiums. 1,216,702
All other liabilities.
96,437
Cash Capital.
760,000
Surplus over all liabilities.
1,316.943

56
77
54
00
88

Total liabilities and surplus,_$3,831,945 75
JAS. PATTEE & SON, Agents, Belfast.
BION B. SANBOtyN, Agent, Stockton Springs
3w 10

TRUCKING

|

SECOND

Dr.

|

Hester

Chichester

Brown,

OSTEOPATH,

Block, Belfast,Me.

DENTIST,

skills'

support of common schools; $250 for
Supt.; supplies $100; text books $300; repairs on school house $150. F. I. Mortland was chosen as a member of the
school board.
Article 26, “to see what
action the town wrill take in regard to the

Health
May Be Bought

reconstruction of the Nichols school house
and how much money it will raise therefor” was the most vital point of the afternoon and opened an animated discusFor the lust time in the history of
better health protection for the people of sion.
the town the annual meeting of the town
Maine, through the employment of at fathers was
addressed by a mother. Mrs.
least one trained Health Officer in every I. II.
Havener spoke upon the crowded
County in the State. The cost as covered condition of Union school house and the
in the appropriation, would be only 12 impossibility of grade teachers giving the
children a fair deal under present concents a year for each person in the State.
ditions. As a retired teacher Of the gramTelephone, telegraph, or write your mar grades and the mother of a pupil in
representative in Augusta if you want one of the most crowded rooms, Mrs.
Havener was given the closest attention
him to support this bill for Health Proand ner clear, forceful words created a
tection.
strong sentiment in favor of the needed
building for the children of the Nichols
District now housed in the village building. She was followed briefly by Mrs.
Statement of flit Condition of the
John f rame, the mother of two children
transferred from the condemned building.
| .T. P. Scully spoke in behalf of the new
building from the standpoint of a public
February 12, 1919.
j minded citizen and was followed by Capt.
13. F. Colcord and W. M. Parse. A motion
Orlando E. Frost, President.
Alfred Johnson. Vice President.
was made and carried to raise the sum of
M. L. Slupg, Vice President.
$2600 for construction.
Labor contracts
1. !• rank Parker, Treasurer.
: will
be given to local constructors and
Margaret L Keene, Asst Treasurer.
work will begin as soon as possible. The
Directors Orlando E Frost, Wilmer J. Dor- new
building which will occupy the site
man, James *
Howes, Wm H. Hall, Ralph L,. of the old one will be modern in every
Cooper. William Farwel!, Ralph 1). South- |
particular. It, will be well lighted and
worth. M L. Slugg, William L. West. A. M
Shibles, H. N McDougall, S. M. R, Locke, A, well ventilated; a one story structure
!• Kilgore. Amos W, Knowlton, W ilson
Ellis, conforming to the needs of the growing
Alfred Johnson.
section of the town and will be a plant of
1 x cutive Board—James H.
Howes, Orlando which the people may be proud. For the
K. Frost, Wilmer J. D >rnian, Wm
H. Hall, Carver Memorial Library the sum of $300
M
1
•'Mugg. Ralph D. South worth, Wilson i was raised; $1000 was raised for general
Ellis, William L. West,
government; $1800 for support of the
Organized October 25, 1904.
poor; $2200 for highways and bridges;
$500 for patrol maintenance; $300 to repair sidewalks; $300 for winter breaking
LIABILITIES
W.
Capital stock.$ 50,000 (0 and $50 for a Memorial Day Service.
T. Runnells gave some interesting inC
SufPlus. 12.500 00
Undivided profits.
12,555 47 formation regarding the water situation
Savings deposits. 34-.,707 38 and called upon two witnesses who reDemand deposit.,. 263,129 59 ! sponded.
It was voted to raise the sum
Demand certificates of
deposit. 34,8*9 44 of $1,320 for the use of hydrants in acTrust department.
357 79 1 cordance with the town’s contract with
reasurer's checks outstanding.
346 07
the water company. Upon the recomBills payable.
51,500 00
mendation of Selectman J. P. Nichols il
$770,985 74 was voted to raise $1,000 for the purpose
of repairing Union Hall, the foundation
RESOURCES
Demand and time loans .$356 384 68 of which is now considered in immediate
Loans on mortgages of real estate.. 51,126 38 need of reinforcement, the weight of the
Overdrafts
i heavy building resting upon the stringers
99(J
United Slates bunds
50.399 00 S in a manner that would soon prove a
Bunds and stocks..
215.934 40 menace to safety.
Articles 42 and 43 reTmst investments.
357 79
garding appropriations for cement sideReal estate owned.
28,323 97
walks and repairs upon the sewers were
furniture and fixtures.
2,000 00
Cash on deposit..
passed over because of heavy expense ai32 891 28
L ash on hand..
Article 44, “to see if
32,577 25 ready incurred.
the town will vote to install electric
74
$770,985
lights in Union schoolhouse” was taken
FRANK L. PALMER,
under consideration.
The installation of
Bank Commissioner.
said lights will be the gift of a generous
citizen
and the cost of maintainence will
|
j be paid by the town.
House document No. 192 (formerly No.
22) before the State Legislature provides

mainl ami-tuberculosis

Waldo Trust

as.vn

Company, Belfast.

>

■

0

SEARSPORT.

STOCKTON

Alexander li Nichols spent the week-

end in town

Melvin B. Thompson left Monday to
report, for duty after a short leave of

Stanley Healey has enlisted in (he navy
and left Monday for Newport News.

absence.

Dr. C. Edw Britto was called to Rockland last week by the illness of his parents.

Mrs. Abarine Towle is seriously ill at
her home on Steamboat avenue and is
attended by Miss Elizabeth Porter.

Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Sanborn returned
Friday rrom several days at Bangor and
Milo.

William West died at his home on Main
on
Saturday after a long illness,

street

f uneral services were conducted
day.

on

Frank Hopkins returned last week from
a holiday trip to his home in Rockland,
Mass.

Tues-

Mrs. Royal Monroe (Ethel Stinson) and
her sister, Miss Beatrice Stinson, nave
returned from Boston, where they spent
the past two months.

Mr. and Mrs. William H Morrison returned home the afternoon of Feb. 24th
after a protracted absence.
Word nas been received that Private
Everett W. Barton arrived on the (Moonland at Newport News on Feb. 18th.

Daniel Davis and Mrs. John Schou of

Jonespurt have returned to their home
afivr spending the winter with Mrs.
M.h' lowers of Prospect, street.

Mr. and Mrs. P. D Lancaster and their
young daughter arrived last week apd are
staying temporarily with Mr ( apuaster's
rents.

The northeast gaie of (he (last week
■'
along the west
-I,..,,an

so

;

ice

were

Hip

I
•

jhw...,

Swan Lake.
Heavy blocks of
arried in shore, lifting porches

|

The card party given in the Service
Rooms for the benefit of Anchor Chapter, O. E. S., on February 25th was in
every way as successful as the preceeding event of he same nature. On this
occasion Mrs. John Frame and Miss Harriette Erskine were the hostesses. Ten
tables were filled and five hundred was
enjoyed. Delic ous sherbert, cakes and
candies were served.
No prizes were

having
the

tone to

noon.

M
■

Daily Matinee
at 2.30
Prices
11c. and 6c.

THURSDAY

BRYANTWASHB

1

j

j

“

March

’Till I Come Back
The Finest Picture in M,i

6th

MACK SENNETT TWO REEL

FRIDAY

BARRYiv?

ETHEL

“OUR MRS. McCH

March

ADDED ATTRAf
—EVENING ON'!,',

7th

3o£.ral?os
SATURDAY

f

^

;

Miss Ida C
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Mrs. Horace Griffin returned Saturday
The Utu Camp Fire Girls held their
was called to
February Council Fire last Friday even- from Hampden where she
Mrs.
ing at the home of Mrs. James Nickerson remain for a time with her niece,
Warren Loud, whose husband’s mother,
on Warren street.
One of the most in21st.
Feb.
died on
teresting features of the program was a Mis, Jennie T. Loud,
demonstration of four ways to use the
W A. Griffin, Jr., is staying a short |
triangular bandage by little Miss Edith i time with his parents in Park. He is at
Williams, a meaiber of the Blue Bird present soliciting for the Metropolitan
group. Home made candies were served Life Ins. Co. and is accompanied
by A.
by the hostess.
H, Thompson, assistant manager of the
Bangor office.
Four days of good sleighing followed |
the storm on Wednesday. Heavy rain
A letter from lir. George A. Stevens,
fell on Saturday, Sunday, March 2nd, including an enclosure of still fragrant
j
!
was one of the warmest days in a reorange blossoms, received Saturday, inmarkably warm season. It is of interest dicates that his return from a stay of sevto note that during the winter only two eral months at Lake George, Fla., will be
days are recorded on which the tempera- a fact by the time this item is read.
ture has been below zero. In January,
Henry Clifford has been appointed chief
1918, the thermometer frequently recordased thirty below and climbed to the zero engineer and his brother James third
sistant engineer of a new steel, oil burnmark only at noon on sunny days.
ing freighter of ten thousand tons, named
Patrolman James S. Orr of Boston has “The Lambs’’after the famous New York
been retired upon his own request after actor’s club, now loading at New York
34 years of continuous service in the for France.
For
police department of that city.
Many of our residents who have reason
many years Mr. Orr was stationed at
to remember Miss Ruth Towle, the disthe corner of Summer and Washington
trict nurse during the October epidemic,
streets, one of the busiest crossings and will be interested to learn that her soldier
was later transferred to City Hall where
iiance returned safely from overseas and
he served until forced by ill health to reshe is now Mrs. Condellio, residing at
Mr. Orr was born in Searsport and
tire.
N. H.
for many years spent his summers in this Dover,
Albert M. Ames returned home Saturtown, the guest of his sister, Mrs. Charles
Webber.
day morning, via Belfast, driving home
his car which had been in a garage in the
Friday evening’s basket ball game was city.
He attended a meeting of the
one of the best of the season.
The visit- agents of t1'e New York Life Insurance
team
arrived
from
Deer
Isle
motor
ing
Co. at Portland and a banquet of the
by
boat, commanded by Capt. William Maine Life Underwriters Association.
Green of that town and were cordially
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin H. Grant arrived
received by the home team and assigned
via Dexter, on Saturplaces of entertainment for the night. from Erie, Penn.,
The game was intensely interesting from day and are staying with Mr. and Mrs.
the start. During the iirst half the island Freeman Harriman. Mr. Grant was emunboys recorded a big score, but when ployed as a machinist on heavy guns
of war preparations. He
Searsport got into the game the superior til the ending
weight of the visitors was well matched will engage in herring fishing this sumby the quickness of the home team. The mer with Mr. Harriman.
total scorevwas 33 to 30 in favor of Searsport in a fast, clean game.
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IRVING L. PERRY, Ward 5

Strength

A few full blooded Barred-Rock Cockerels, from first mating of pure Bradley
and pure Park stock.
MRS. J. A. DAVID,
lwlO*
88 Court St., Belfast.
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The seventy-fourth annual town meeting of the town of Searsport occurred on
Monday, March 3rd, at Union Hall. The
fine day brought out an unusually good
attendance of voters and the balcony was
filled with interested women. Classes of
students were also present under the care
of the High school principal.
J. P.
Nichols, M. F. Parker and F. E. Stinson
were
re-elected as board of selectmen
and C. O. Sawyer was chosen as town
treasurer. (750 was raised for the support of the Free High school. The
afternoon session
with aropened
ticle 20 and (2,700 was raised for the

ty
—

City Hospital.

Carl B. Dunbar of Castine, recently disarmy after a service of
8 months overseas with Battery E, 43rd
Artillery, arrived the 23rd for a visit with
bis aunt, Mrs. Horace Cunningham.

If you feel

Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

j

A. Eddy of Bangor arrived
Thursday afternoon for a short visit with
her brother, Charles H. Emery and Mrs.
Emery, returning home Monday after-

the whole system.

__

BRINGS EURE RELIEF

F.

definite reconstructive
prope
restores weight and impar'

blood,

ground, try Scott's Emulsion-the Stre,

SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY

Mr. and Mrs. Asa Stiles of Sandypoint
visited Mrs. Stiles’ parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy NicKerson, last week while Mr.
Stiles was recovering from a badly cut
foot.
Mrs.

1

j

stationer,
George Avery, who has been
at Edgewood Arsenal Md., tor many
ranK
months, has been promoted to the
of sergeant.
Mrs. John If. Wardwell received word
by telephone of the death, Feb. 26th, of
her cousin, Mrs. Eben Hinckley, at her
home in Brooksville.

and breaking ii baSelileuls.
several of
the iSPatsporl. cottages were badly haltered and will require extensive repairs,
Sea vs Lodge, I. O O. F., completed the
initiation of two candidates and on the
same evening worked the initiatory degree upon tliiee others.
Knyvetta Rehekf.h Lodge is also having work at almost
every
meeting. Last Thursday
four candidates were admitted to membership and refreshments were served
after the wore

SPRINGS.

The dancing party of the WoheloCamp
Caroline Sturgis gilmore.
WILLIAM U. PILLSBURY.
Fire Girls under the management of Mrs.
Earle R. Richards, guardian, on Friday
Mrs. Gilmore was born in Searsmont
William
U. Pillsbury, one of Northevening was a most successful event. April
13, 1832, the daughter of the late Port’s most highly respected
The grand march saw the circle completejfitizens,
Nathan and Mary (Chase) Packard. She [
ly filled, caps were distributed by the was one of a
died Feb. 26th in the house where he was
family of live, twc of whom, :
matrons, confetti showered the dancers; Marlborough Packard of Searsport and born and had
always lived. He was 89
streamers were thrown, and everyone her
twin brother, Edward Packard of years old and had been an
invalid for
entered into the spirit of the occasion.
Searsmont, were men well known through- some time. About thirteen
The music by Mr. Albert Batchelder and out
years ago he
the county, both having at one thne
his daughter, Miss Jennie, was especially served
in the State Legislature. In 1853 lost his wife and their only daughter and
pleasing.
she was married to Anson B. Gilmore he never recovered from
the severe beand spent her married life in Searsmont
A delegation from Stockton Lodge, I.
reavement.
He was a prominent memunlit her husband’s death in 1892.
Since
O. O. F., went to Brewer on the afterthat time she had made her home with ber of the Methodist society and was
noon train
Tuesday^ Feb. 25, by invitation her daughter, Mrs. Frank L. Whitten of very well known to the summer residents
of Wildey Lodge, and in the evening en
of her three chil- at the Campground.
With neighbors and
joyed the work of the degree team on two Belfast, the youngest
dren, of whom the other two died in in- friends he
was always uncle William.
candidates, followed by a banquet. Those fancy. Besides her
daughter, she is sur- In
who iound themselves able to make the
his early years he went to sea in the
vived by her three grandchildren, Alice
trip were Messrs. O. A. Brown, H. W.
L, Leverne and Bertha Whitten; her Northport coasters, but his later years
D.
F.
L.
F.
Dunham,
Shannon,
Landry,
Isaac Littlefield, W. L. McReen, G.. P. nephew, Joseph Packard of Searsmont, were spent on t he home farm. His nearto whom she gave a mother’s care during
est relatives area nephew' and two nieces.
I
M.
W.
A.
Crooker,
Sargent,
Ames,’ G. his
early years; and by several other
D. Eye, and J. W. Lambert.
Hiram
nieces and nephews
Mrs. Gilmore pos- The funeral service was held at his late
Eaton, for many years a member of sessed a mind
unusually bright and alert home Friday at 10 a. m., Rev. Charles
Wildey Lodge, who is now foreman of and a
sympathy and appreciation of oth- W. Martin, Methodist, officiating.
the iron working at the Stockton Yard,
ers which drew
people to her, yet owing
Inc., also accompanied the party.
to poor health she had for years been deprived of the pleasure of an active social
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
life. In spite of her enforced retirement,
tAST bELFAST.
Corrected
Weekly for The Journal.
however, she retained to a remarkable
degree her genial spirit and her interest
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Clark were pre- in all the affairs of the day and a certain PRODUCE MARKET I PAID PRODUCER
sented with a daughter last week. Her untiring mental energy which her physic- Apples, per bbl.,
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al frailty could not daunt.
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name is Lorena May.
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14
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25
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10
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1
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1
50
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and Mrs. Herbert Clark, lias gone toCiiy- though afflicted with blindness during Butter,
50a55 Mutton.
10
to
point
14a 16 Potatoes,
try and improve a bad throat the last four years of her life she never Beef, sides,
1 00
trouble that she has.
13a 14 Round
showed impatience or bitterness, but al- Beef, f. q.,
20
Hog,
36 Straw,
ways expressed an unfailing trust in her Cheese,
10 00
Mi. and Mrs. George limes have re35
Father. She passed peacefully Chicken,
2<ja32
Turkey,
ceived 136 views of France. They are of Heavenly
into her last, sleep March 1st. The funer- Calf Skins,
37 Tallow,
2
Tours, Battle of Marne, Aggers, Battle of al services were
35
on
late
home
Duck,
held at her
20a 22
Veal,
Somme, Doulevant Le Chateau, Paris.
44 Wool, unwashed, 50
Congress street Monday afternoon, March Eggs,
30 Wood, hard,
9 50
Our little village of East Belfast, large 3rd, Rev. C. W. Martin of the Methodist Fowl,
32 Wood, soft,
6 50
in area but small in commerce, has its church officiating. The bearers were Geese,
Messrs.
BickV.
S.
A.
Chas.
Simmons,
complement of beauty of landscape, eduRETAIL MARKET
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Allen
M.
MudL.
Curtis
and
ford,
Benj.
cation and patriotism.
Emerson tells us,
1 90
Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
“If eyes were made for seeing, then gett,. There was a profusion of very
83
Butter, salt, 18a24 Oats,
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flowers,
is
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Beauty
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Corn,
reThe
friends.
many
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and
our
mind
exercising
among the beauty
6
mains were placed in the tomb at Grove Cracked corn, 1 54 Onions,
spots before taking up the pen, the choice
Corn meal,
1 54 Oil, kerosene,
17
fell upon Hiramdale Falls and vicinity Cemetery to await burial in the Gilmore
42 Pollock,
15
Cheese,
lot in Searsmont.
than wtiich there is no other like it. Who
Cotton seed,
30
3 50 Pork,
among our readers, iiaving spent a day
8
00 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
there with book, lunch and work and
Clover seed, 37a42 Shorts,
2 80
PROF. ANDREW A. DRURY.
having drunk from its icy, natural spring
12 50a 14 00 Sugar,
10 1-2
Flour,
| or regaled themselves with the berries
H. G. seed,
1 35
0 00 Salt, T. 1.,
Andrew A. Drury, a well known Proconveniently near, is not ready to testify
32 Sweet potatoes, 00
Lard,
to the day’s restfulness.
But there came fessor of Phrenology, died at his home on
the lidm'nt road Saturday morning,
a change, wise perhaps, when the pretty
waterfall answered the greed of commer- March 1st, aged 73 years, 1 month and 25
BORN
He was born in Enfield, the son
cialism and lost its identity.
Nor was days
this all; stealthily, while the water was of the late Andrew A.
and Matilda
Cl-ARK.
In Belfast, Feb. 27, to Mr.
away, the hand of mail wrought in its (Clark) Drury. He travelled for many
years as a lecturer of phrenology, and and Mrs. Edgar P. Clark, a daughter,
j tortured channel, leaving in its daily- was
for a time engaged in the hotel busi- Lourena Mary.
! washed depth a snake-like conduit, ugly
Clements.
ness in
In Winterport, Feb. 25, to
Brockton, Mass., but moved to
i in the extreme, while those game kindly
Mr. and Mrs. Frank P. Clements, a son,
waters, harboring no ill will, heip to con- Belfast with his family about 15 years
Reginald Albion.
ceal the unsightly offense, to the limit of ago and for a time engaged in farming.
their time,
Summer visitors feel the loss ! When his health failed he moved to the
of Hiramdale and the words of another McClintock block and opened the ColoDIED.
Nature-lover brings healing when he says, nial restaurant, but later suffered a se“<>h Lord, Thou hast made the
country, j vere shock and was obliged to retire 1
why hast Thou permitted man to make ! from active employment. His death re- j
Batchelder.
In 3elfast, March 4,
*
the town?”
j suited from a shock. He was a very I Mrs. Hannah J.
Batchelder, aged 94 years
genial and social man, a good husband
ar.d 5 months.
and an honest citizen.
He was a memCOLLINS. Somewhere in France, about
HANNAH J. BATCHELDER.
ber for about 51 years of Phoenix Lodge,
F. & A. M. He is survived by his widow, Oct. 1th, Private Herbert Harmon Collins
of Belfast, aged 23 years and 6 months.
Mrs. Hannah J. Batchelder, the oldest
formerly Miss Edith L. Bashaw, their
DRURY.
In Belfast, March 1, Prof.
resident in Belfast, died early Tuesday ! three
daughters and one son, Alberta E., Andrew
A. Drury, aged 73 years, 1 month
morning at the Belfast Home for Aged i wife of Edward E. Littlefield, Virginia
and 25 days.
Women.
She entered the Home Aug. ! M, wife of Neil
Sanders, Alwilda and
GILMORE.
In Belfast, March 1, Mrs.
18, 1004, and was its first life inmate, j Loyal A., who live at home. A halfCaroline F.
Kb years, 10
She was born in Swanviiie Oct. 5, 1824, I
brother, Fred J. Clark, and a half-sister, months and Gilmore, aged
19 days.
the daughter of the late Major Joseph j Mrs. Cora M.
also survive.
A
Sides,
PAGE.
In Bangor, February 27, Willand Anna (Staples) Smart.
She was ! Masonic funeral was held in the
chapel ard E.
three times married. Her first husband 1 at Grove
Page of Belfast, aged 08 years.
Cemetery Tuesday at 2 p. m.,
PAUL
In Searsmont, March 3, Mrs.
was
Edward Stevens.
Of this union with Rev. Arthur E. Wilson
officiating.
there were two daughters, Ianthe G. who The interment will be in Grove Ceme- Lucretia W. Paul, aged 03 years, 1 month
and
5
died when 16 years old, and Mrs. Estelle
days.
tery.
In Northport, Feb. 26,
PILLSBURY.
Stephenson, who died several years ago 1
William
U. Pillsbury, aged 89 years.
this
Her
second
in
city.
husband, Silas I
Capt. H. II. Stevens has returned from
In Bangor, Feb. 2 Fletcher
STAPLES.
Stevens, was a brother of the first and !
they had two sons, Herbert and John 1 a stiort visit m Boston on business for Staples of Belfast, aged 51 years, 9
n c 1.1 hs and 5 days.
Mr. Batchelder was a j the Leonard A Barrows’ shoe factory.
who died young.
resident of Swanviiie and lived only a ;
short time after their marriage.
Mrs
Batchelder was in her earlier years a
regular attendant of t.he Free Will Baptist church in Swanviiie and was always j
a
woman of good principles.
Consider- !
mg her many misfortunes she retained a 1
happy and cheerful disposition, was full j
Per 200 years GOLD M^nAT, iicarmm
s'lies are the remedy you need. Take
of life and greatly enjoyed the society of ]
Oil has enab!*' d suffering hum anit y to : Hrpfi or four
The healing
every day.
She was confined to her
young people.
withstand attacks of kidney,
liver, •nl soaks into the -oils and lining of
bed about one week and death resulted
bladder and stomach troubles and all the kidi ys and Irives
tut tht poii- >ns.
diseases
connected with the
Her
urinary Mow life and h'-a’rh will surely follow.
from a complication of diseases.
organs and to build up and restore to When your normal vigor has been renearest relatives are grandchildren and
health organs weakened by Jis--a.se. stored continue treatment for a while
cousins. The funeral will take place at
These most important organs must be to keep yourself in condition and prethe Home this, Thursday, afternoon at 1
watched, because they filter and purify vent a return of the disease.
the blood; unless they do their work
Don't wait until you are incapable of
p. m., with Rev. Charles W. Martin
Jou ar^- doomed
fighting. Start, taking fin'd' MM PAL
officiating.
Weariness, sleeplessness n- rvousness, Haarlem Oil Capsules today. Your drugdespondency, backa-die. stomach trou- gist will (hoeifull\
furid your money
ble, pains in the Inins an .1 lower abif you are not satisfie d with results.
Miss Martha Knowlton, who has been
domen, gravel, difficulty when urinat- Hut be sure to :•.-1 the original importthe guest lor a week of her parents, Mr.
ing. rheumatism, sciatica and lumbago ed GOLD MKDAL aiul accept no suball warn you of trouble, with your kid- stitutes.
In ihree sizes.
Sealed packa nd Mrs. E. H. Knowlton, left Friday for
GO HD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capneys
ages
At all drug stores.
will
resume
she
Beverly, Mass., where
her studies in the nurses school at the

satisfactory.

EVA L. HOLMES

NICKERSON,
Ward 5

Phone 14-4 for

appointments.
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